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Local hospital commissioners ratify bylaws

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

After months of discussion. the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board of Commissioners ratified
their by-laws in their meeting
Thursday night at the hospital.
The board voted unanimously to
ratify the by-laws. The vote ended
months of analyzing and revising.
partically due to some typographi-
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Tonight: Continued cloudy. A
60 percent chance or light rain
or snow. Low in the lower 30s.
Northeast wind around 10 mph.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy and
cooler. High in the mid 30s.

NATIONAL

LONDON — Authorities said thcy were taking "extremely seriously" a threat in India to bomb British Airways flights because of the
controversy over Salman Rushdie's•book "The Satanic Verses."
MONTREAL — A worldwide aviation agency will study ways to
screen radios, tape players and other seemingly harmless devices that
could be used to smuggle a terrorist bomb aboard an airplane.
WASHINGTON — The U.S. trade deficit showed a sharp improvement in 1988 after growing steadily worse through most of the decade,
but economists are increasingly worried that the gains are in danger of
stalling out.
WASHINGTON -- President Bush says he will continue helping
rebel groups in Afghanistan after the Soviet Army's withdrawal, and
fully intends to support the Contras in Nicaragua when their current
aid expires next month.

•

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Blacks should be proud of their
accomplishments. but "there's still
a long way to travel," according to
civil rights leader Rev. Dr. Ralph
Abernathy, who told a large group
of students Thursday night they
should. not be ashamed of their
culture.Abernathy's speech at Murray
State University was part of a list
of , activities sponsored by the
Office of Minority Student Affairs
celebrating Black Awareness- Week
Feb. 12-18.
"I'm glad that they have set
aside a week to celebrate black history," Abernathy said, "but it's not
enough. It ought to be every
week."
Abernathy told the group that as
one of the leaders in the black civil

FRANKFORT — From her ground-floor office window, Kelly Williams can watch boats glide by on Capitol Avenue, which is usually
teeming with traffic heading uphill to Kentucky's statehouse.
RADCLIFF — Doctors at a Nashville, Term., hospital said it is too
late to save the life of a 6-year-old Amish boy whose father went to
jail for refusing to continue the child's cancer treatments.
LEXINGTON — Citizens and officials of environmental groups
denounced at a federal regulatory hearing a proposal that opponents
contend would weaken a ban on strip mining near homes, cemeteries
and on park lands.
PIKEVILLE — A former member of the Ku Klux Klan and a black
man will face each other in the Democratic primary for a constable's
position in Pike County. but both candidates have said race issues
shouldn't play a role in the campaign.

(Cont'd on page 2)

NEW YORK — Orel Hershiser's salary is-going up as fast as his
earned-run average went down. Hershiser didn't allow a run in his
final 59 innings last season. But he got almost all the numbers he
wanted Thursday. when the Los Angeles Dodgers agreed to a threeyear contract worth S7.9 million, breaking almost every salary record
in the history of baseball.
DA ITONA BEACH, Fla. — Former Indianapolis 500 winner Danny Sullivan is getting his draftiniihitiation in a car far different from
the open-wheel Penske PC-18 he drives on the Indy Car circuit.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — The pole vault, once ruled by Americans,
has been taken over by the Soviets, and young Rodion Gataullin seems
poised to help his country continue its superiority in the event.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government and the states
would have to spend at least S13.2
billion more to expand the Medicaid program to cover all Americans who live in poverty, according
to a coalition led by the American
Medical Association.
The coalition proposed such a
plan Thursday to cover the estimated 11 million people whose
incomes are below the federal poverty level but who do not now
qualify for the health assistance
program.
"Medicaid simply does not work
adequately in its. current form,"
said James R. Tallon Jr., majority
leader of the New York State
Assembly and chairman of the
coalition's committee on Medicaid.
'We call for a system that truly
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LONDON — The dollar was
steady in restrained latemorning trading in Europe
ahead of today's release of the
U.S. trade figures for December.
Gold prices moved down.
Traders in Milan said there
were far fewer "dollar bulls" in
the market than at the same time
last week, due largely to mounting opinion that the U.S. Federal
Reserve was not about to hike
U.S interest rates, as many had
been expecting.

Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

Rey. Dr. Ralph Abernathy discusses his participation in the civil rights movement of the 1960's ith Nitaray State students Thursday night during a speech celebrating Black .1wareness Week Feb. 12-IS.

tares' ior the needs of the poor."
•though Medicaid was establisned a a federal-state program to
serve the medical needs of the
poor. rewer than half of the 33 million Americans below the poverty
line are covered hy the program,
the coalition said.
Eligibility varies from state to
state, and as health-care colts have
\oared. states have trimmed growth
in their Medicaid costs by restricteligibility.
As a result, the average income
threshold for eligibility in 1988
Ards S4.792 gross annual income
49 percent
or a family of three
of the federal poverty level of
50.690, the report said. In Alabama,' the state with the lowest
income threshold. a family of three
can earn no more than SI.416

to qualify !or Medic-aid.
The coalition. called the Health
Policy Agenda for the American
People. said its plan to expand the
Medicaid program and improve
benefits would cost 513.2 billion to
528 billion above current Medicaid
expenditures, v...ith most of the
additional cost borne by the feeral
.tovernment.
"We are placing belore tne people a tough statement that there is
an unmet need: it is well documented; the program is falling substantially short -- it covers fewer
than half the poor in the country and that's going to have to fall to
government,- Tallon said. "New
resources have to be made ava..able because we have a system
i(:OW(1 on page 2)

Nation suffered worst pollution of decade
last summer, preliminary findings report
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation suffered the worst pollution
of the decade last summer with
high ozone levels and 28 new cities
were added to the list of urban
areas where air quality violated
federal standards, according to preliminary findings made public
Thursday.
The findings by the Enviromental Protection-'-Agency were
expected to be the focus of sharp
questioning at a congressional
hearing later this month on the
effectiveness of federal air pollution laws.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
chairman of a House subcommittee
on health and environment, said the
latest EPA data, released by his
office, is expected to "give a
strong boost" to efforts in Con-
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$13.2 billion would have to be spent
to give Medicaid to all below proverty
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Florida

The total net revenue is nine ;- er
cent over last year's and total net
expenses are up eight percent. The
i989-90 hospital budget will be
discussed at the next hoard meetitr
in March.
Bids were approved for he
mechanical and electrical work
he done on Hart Suite. Che,
O'Donnelly of Paducah trt
low bid for mechanical: Thorton and Lamb Plumbing of Murra%

By MARK COOPER

STATE

Boating marinas
Toe states in number
Cabtorn,a

cal changes. Tuesday afternoon. the
Inscal court voted to send the bylaws hack to the board for
ratification.
In other business, the board
retiewed the present financial and
statis-tical report. Some figures
mentioned included: the length of
stay is down. but admissions are up
16 percent from last year. The
hudget is within one percent of
income compared with last year's.

Dr. Abernathy
tells students
there's still a
long way to go
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
p.

gress to tighten pollution control
rCqUirements.

According to the EPA findings,
two-thirds of the agency's 323
monitoring) sites reported higher
ozone pollution levels last summer
than in any other summer this
decade.
The findings showed that where
a comparison could be made, the
average ozone pollution last summer was 5 percent greater than in
1983, which has been widely
regarded as the worst year this
decade for ozone pollution. Average pollution last year was 14 percent higher when compared to
1987, the EPA said.
During 1988 there were 26 more
metropolitan areas and two largely
rural areas added to the list of
cities that had pollution exceeding

Prince Charles
Bt'c'in. 1 s. Cour

Prince Charles
arrives in U.S.
Thursday for a
10-day visit
•

federal standards established hy
law. These areas had a combined
population of nearly 15 million
people.
The information, collected by the
EPA from state and local air pollution control agencies, covered the
period from April through October,
1988, including one of the hottest
summers, which officials said contributed to the high levels of ozone
pollution.
Waxman said the latest data
shows that serious air pollution and
urban smog "now afflicts almost
every American city." He said
more than 100 million Americans
live in cities with higher levels of
ozone and carbon monoxide pollution than is considered safe by the

:o
mied
South Amcrie ,- 1.
I he prince .rriNc, .-oard
s.heduled British Airways Col-hoc'de flight at Kennedy Airport.
On his private visit to New Non;
ticw ill give a dinner for Americansho did post-graduate study in Br-tam. and on Saturday and Sunday.
he is to play polo in Florida.
Charles will dine with President
Bush at Camp David, Aid.. on Friday after a luncheon in Washington
DC. itti British Ambassador Sir
Antony Acland.
He is to spend three days on the
Caribbean island of St. Lucia for
celebrations marking the 10th
anniversary of its independence.
Charles' tour ends in Venezuela.

((.'ont'd on page 2)

(Coned on page 21
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Medicaid...

Democratic investigators say that
Reagan civil rights office strayed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Education Department's civil rights
office strayed far from its mission
of fighting racial discrimination
during the Reagan administration,
say Democratic investigators for a
House committee.
A report by the majority staff of
the House Education and Labor
Committee adds that the prospects
for revived enforcement under the
Bush administration are not yet
clear.
"Whether the OCR (Office of
Civil Rights) accepts its responsibility and begins to execute the
laws as originally intended will
depend greatly upon the commitment of the incoming administration to civil rights enforcement,"
said
The authors said they hoped the
Bush administration would undertake a comprehensive review of the
issues they raise in the report.
Under Reagan, they conclude,
OCR was "stymied by an administration which - actively opposed
the laws which were entrusted to it
and took efforts to minimize the
agency's potential impact."
The current director of the agency, LeGree Daniels, is a holdover
from the Reagan administration
and it is not known whether she
will stay on. In a letter published
with the report, Daniels denounced
it as "replete with inaccuracies and
misconceptions- of OCR's role."
OCR is in charge of enforcing
statutes barring discrimination on
the basis of race, gender, handicap,
age and national origin in all federally funded education activities and
programs.
Democratic committee aides visited six of the 10 OCR regional
offices between January and March
1988. They reported finding widespread mismanagement, a decimated staff and confusion stemming from lack of policy direction
from the top. Specifically, they
noted the following:
—OCR initiated 9,768 complaint
investigations between fiscal 1981
anti 1988, most of them related to
handicap discrimination. Only 15
percent, involved racial discrimination — "a violation of its mandate" since the office was created
in connection with the 1964 Civil
Rights Act.
"There was a clear perception

among the regional office staff that
certain issues were 'off limits' and
could not be investigated. Most of
the issues involved race discrimination," the report said.
The report noted these
developments:
—The number of full-time equivalent employees at OCR has
dropped from 1,099 in fiscal 1981
to 820 in fiscal 1988. Reagan
administration budget requests for
the agency declined from $51 million in 1982 to 541 million in
1989.
—The Supreme Court's Grove
City decision, since reversed by
Congress, prompted OCR to close
in whole or in part 674 complaint
investigations and 88 compliance
reviews. The decision said only
specific activities or programs
receiving federal money were subject to federal penalties for discrimination. The problem was aggra‘ated because the Education
Department had no reliable way to
trace money it had given to institutions or school districts.
—The administration forced
OCR to process state higher education desegregation cases under
court oversight in 105 days rather
than the 195 days recommended by
the federal court. Cases were withdrawn or narrowed to accomplish
this.
—Regional staff trying to cite
schools for civil rights violations
often were stymied by headquarters. Of 112 draft "letters of finding- of violations submitted from
January 1987 to June 1988, only
seven were approved while 92 were
resolved with a — violation
corrected."
—In many cases the "violation
corrected" designation meant only
that corrective action had been
promised. Little follow-up monitoring was done to assure actual compliance by school districts and
universities.
The committee staff said formerly segregated higher education systems "must not be evaluated by a
'good faith" standard, but must be
held responsible for totally eliminating the vestiges of discrimination, 'root and branch."'
It recommended that OCR conduct more broad compliance
reviews of systemic discrimination
issues, particularly regarding race.

1Cont'd from page 1)
that's crumbling."
In fiscal 1988, the federal government spent about 530.5 billion
and the states spent about $20.5
And it urged the agency to submit
billion on Medicaid.
expanded staff, computer and
The coalition proposes to:
equipment needs to Congress in
—Establish a standard benefits
time for fiscal 1990 budget package states would be required to
consideration.
provide. That would add $6.5 bilIn her rebuttal, Daniels accused lion for a "median" package and
the committee staff of misrepre- up to $21.5 billion for a package
senting her agency's investigative that included more services.
and enforcement procedures, dis—Set income eligibility for the
torting statistical evidence and program at no less than the federal
drawing unsubstantiated conclu- poverty level, and require eligibilisions. She said OCR's emphasis on ty for those with incomes above the
negotiations, as opposed to enfor- poverty level who have extraordincement actions, has proven effec- ary medical costs.
tive and averted the need for prot—Raise reimbursement rates for
racte proceedings in many cases. physicians and hospitals at least to
ne level of Medicare rates, which
would cost an additional 54.4
billion.
Reimbursement rates have
dropped so low that at least a quarter of the nation's physicians don't
Medicaid patients. Raising
treat
Several Kentucky residents who
have filed as a candidate for prop- rates would "encourage greater
erty valuation administration in participation by health-care providtheir own counties may have to ers and more frequent, appropriate
visits by patients to physicians'
retake a qualification test.
According to an article in the offices for preventive care," the
Paducah Sun, McCracken County group said.
The report by the coalition,
does not have a candidate for the
PVA office because the two men which represents both business and
who filed for the office did not labor interests, stayed away from
pass the qualification test given any recommendations on requiring
employers to provide health insurearlier this month.
Jim Coffman, director of PVA's ance to their employees. Without
for the state Revenue Cabinet, said such' a requirement, some employhe wasn't sure what would happen ers who now provide insurance
if no one qualified after the second coverag for employees who would
test. He said there is usually an be covered by the expanded Mediincumbent running and incumbents caid program might drop the priare not required to take the test. vate coverage, potentially adding
In Calloway County, Kenneth more than $5 billion to the cost of
Imes, Ronnie Jackson and Bob the expanded program.
Nanney took the test and qualified.
However, the coalition noted that
Galen Tripp Thurman and G. Pat- reqtfiring employer-based health
terson filed by the deadline three insurance for all employees and
weeks ago but will have to take the their dependents would provide
test on Feb. 28.
coverage to 5.6 minion uninsured
The test covers accounting and workers below the poverty line.
other skills needed to operate the That would reduce the cost of the
office, which maintains property expanded program by an estimated
assessment records.
$4.6 billion, the group said.
Currently, some 35 million
Americans have no health
insurance.
FmHA office
The Health Policy Agenda, for
closed Monday
the American People was organized
in 1982 by the American Medical
The Famers Home AdministraAssociation. The AMA pays for
tion (FrnHA) Office at 104 North
most of the work of the coalition,
5th will be closed Monday in
which is composed of 172 groups
observance of Washington's birthrepresenting business, labor, conday, according to a spokesperson
sumers, the elderly, children and
for the office.
health-care providers.

Some may have to
retake PVA test

Home Equity
Line of
Credit

How Do I

Your interest rate will be 4.25% over the Federal Reserve discount rate for our district This
rate is subject to change on a monthly basis.
An annual fee of$15 will also be deducted from
your Home Equity Line.
What Is The Highest Interest I Will Pay?
Peoples Bank has placed a lifetime rate cap on
our Home Equity Lines of 18%.
What Are The Terms Of Repayment?
The minimum payment is 2% of the outstanding balance or $100. whichever is greater. A
personalized statement will be mailed to you on
the first of each month detailing each transaction. Your checking account will be automatically debited for the amount of payment ten
days after you receive your statement. You can
make additional principal payments if you
desire. There are no penalties for prepayment
at Peoples Bank.

Use It?

Simply by writ ini. a special check from the book
we provide with y our line. We have only two
restrictions: each cheek must be for a minimum of $500 and no check may exceed the
amount of your I tome Equity Line (or your
remaining balance if you have already used
your line).

Is It Easy To Get Started?

"I said ahead of time I didn't
expect everybody would jump up
and down and say this is the greatest thing since sliced bread," Bush
said on Thursday.
But he rejected the notion that he

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
House narcotics committee's report
on drug use says the problem will
become even graver without greater international cooperation.
Citing an increase in cocainerelated deaths last year, the report
said, — With the continued influx of
cocaine into this country, the prospects for any change in this situation in the near future are not
promising."
The report by the House Select
Committee on Narcotics Abuse and
Control added that current estiMcConnell appointed
mates of the scope of drug abuse
may understate the problem.
to state council
"Without a concerted internaGov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has tional commitment, including a
appointed Aaron McConnell, Route hemispheric drug summit, and
7, Wiswell Road, as a member of
without increased resources at
the Consumers' Advisory Council. home, the future picture is bleak,"
McConnell, 41, of Murray, Chairman Charles Range), D-N.Y.,
marketing representative, will serve said Thursday.
a one year term expiring Sept. 8.
The report said indicators
He replaces David Regan, Lex- showed an increase last year in
ington, whose term expired.
coca and cocaine production and
trafficking as well as greater opium
and mariluana cultivation, despite
reports of stepped up eradication
efforts in some countries.
The report catalogued a substan(Cont'd from page 1)
tial haul of narcotics intercepted by
EPA.
Carbon monoxide pollution com- federal agencies on their way into
es from car, bus and truck the United States but noted official
exhausts, while ozone pollution is estimates that the amount interthe result of these pollutants as cepted represents no more than 5
percent to 15 percent of what comwell as industrial emissions.
In a letter accompanying the es across the border.
-Despite the best efforts ...
EPA air quality statistics, Donald
'Clay, the agency's acting assistant drugs continue to flood our borders
administrator for air and radiation, beeatrse of bumper crops in prosaid that the data was preliminary ,ducing countries," the report said.
and had not yet gone through "the It said that "the influx of drugs
places a significant burden on fednormal validation procedures.eral, state and local law enforcement efforts."
The panel also estimated that 6
million to 6.5 'million Americans
need drug abuse treatment and said
Read the
there are 1.1 million to 1.3 million
intravenous drug abusers.
want ads daily
Currently, however, there are
only about 250,000 treatment slots,
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had been deliberately vague in the
budget to put the onus on Congress
alone for coming up with unpopular spending cuts.
"Yes, there's a lot more detail
that has to be hammered out. And
we will work with them to satisfy
their interests, and find out what
they want. It's a two way street,"
Bush said.
He said he was generally pleased
with the reaction so far toward both
his budget plan and to his program
to rescue the nation's ailing savings and loans — even though he
conceded that the twin plans
weren't universally popular.
Bush also denied anew any
major policy rift with Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan,
even though they hold different
views on inflation and interest
rates.
"It's one of the best fights in
town,— Bush said of battles
between a president and a Fed
chief. "You all love it, all politicians love it, bankers like it, all
editorialists for the Wall Street
Journal love it. But I want to avoid
:hat because we aren't far apari"
Greenspan's Fed has been nudging up short-term rates in recent
months in an effort to minimize
Lnflation risks. Bush said Thursday:
"I don't see the inflationary pres;tires as so bad, or enough, to war-ant substantially higher interest
-ates."
Higher interest rates could the
lampen economic growth that
Bush is counting on to produce
;overnment revenue gains assumed
n his budget.

Report urges international
cooperation in drug fight

Yes. Simply call 753-3231 for an appointment
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is disputing criticism
that his $1.16 trillion budget allows
him to take credit for proposing
expanded social spending while
sticking Congress with finding
ways to pay for it.
"It's a two-way street," Bush
said as he vowed to make good on
his commitment to work with Congress on spending cuts.
fhe president, who made the
remarks on Thursday in an Oval
Office interview with a group of
reporters, was to give yet another
out-of-town speech today promoting that fiscal 1990 spending plan.
His talk at Washington University in St. Louis was his third speech
on the budget since he unveiled it a
week ago before a joint session of
Congress. Bush made similar
remarks to business leaders in New
Hampshire on Monday and to state
legislators in South Carolina on
Wednesday.
Today's address also was
expected to stress Volunteerism in
the private sector — one of Bush's
pet themes.
Democratic critics rave called'
Bush's budget vague on where he
would make between $9.6 billion
and S11 billion in cuts to carry out
his commitments for new spending
on domestic programs like education, child care, the homeless and
cleaning up the environment.

Pollution...

What Is The Interest Rate?

The Peoples Home Equity Line of Credit
a variable rate loan based on the equity you have in
your home. It is
available for instant use at any
time —much like
a credit card.
However, since
your Home Equity Line is based
on the equity in
your home, the
amount you may
borrow can be
substantial.

is

rresident Bush saysll'he
will work for budget cuts

211 South 12th St.

according to the committee. It said
about 148,000 are for intravenous
abusers.
"Long waiting lists are common
in many areas," it said. "Moreover, there is no measure of those
who arc discouraged from even
applying."
The panel said hospital emergency rooms recorded 1,696 cocainerelated deaths last year, up from
604 such cases in 1984.

Abernathy...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rights movement in the 1960s, he
helped instigate many changes in
American society. Abernathy,
along with the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., organized the
1956 Bus Boycott in Montgomery,
Ala. which lasted 381 days and
stirred America's conscience about
black segregation and
discrimination.
"I was there when it started," he
said. "In fact, I started it. Now in
Montgomery, black people can sit
anywhere they choose on the bus.
Now they are driving the bus. But
the next step is owning the bus."
According to Abernathy, the
same spirit of the 1960's civil
rights movement must be kept alive
today to ensure that blacks and
whites remain free and equal in
America. 'We realized then that if democracy was to live, segegation must
die," he said. "But I tell you today,
if democracy is to live, racism
must die."
"I know that 'black is beautiful,— he said. "White is beautiful,
too. But I know a color- that is
more beautiful than black and I
know a color more beautiful than
white and that is black and white
together."
Known as the civil rights twins,
Abernathy and King worked
together to establish the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.
Following King's assassination
on April 4, 1968, Abernathy
became president of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
founded by King.
As head of the organization, he
planned the Poor Peoples Campaign which culminated in the
building of Resurrection City in
Washington, D.C., and served as an
example of the poverty in America.
The results of the campaign
included legislation for free food
stamps, health care, day care centers and programs for the elderly.

10-day visit...
(Cont'd from page 1)
wheie he will meet the new president, Carlos Andros Perez, and visit the United World College at Barinas, of which he is president. He
returns home Feb. 24.
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Republican party finds its own kind oflover boy
"If there's anybody I can't stand," Slats
Grobnik said, "it's a snitcher, a tattletale."
Most people would agree. But what
brings on that observation?
"I'm reading about this little guy John
Tower, the politician President Bush wants
to make secretary of defense."
Ah, yes, Washington is all atwitter about
his past indiscretions.
''From what I've seen, Washington gets
all atwitter pretty easy. Is that all those
people do out there, get in a twitter?"
It's a very emotional city, filled with
thousands of politicians and journalists,
and it takes very little to set them to
frantically twittering.
"Well, thiS stuff about Tower is about as
dumb a thing as I've ever read."
I've read dumber, but what is it that
bothers you?
-How old is Tower?"
He'll be 64 on his next birthday.
"How tall is he?" He's over 5 feet, but
not by a great deal. I think he might almost
qualify as the missile in a dwarf-throwing
contest.
"Have you ever seen him in person?"
Once, at a political convention.
"What's he look like? Good looking?"
Far from it. He dresses well, but he has

beady eyes, a pudgy face, and he favors
the slicked-down wet look in his hairstyle.
"So he ain't no pretty boy?"
Well, he might be a turn-on in a retirement home, but I doubt if Cher would dump
her boyfriend for him.
"So with all that, am I supposed to
believe he's one of the great lover boys of
our time?"
That's what's being said.
"Yeah, because of a snitcher, one of the
"His civic duty is to testify that he saw
lowest forms of life."
the guy have a few pops too many while he
You're referring to Mr. Weyrich?
was with a stray chick? Listen, if every"That's what it says in the paper. Paul body thought finking like that was their
Weyrich, some kind of right-wing wheeler civic duty, domestic homicides would be up
and dealer in Washington. Did you see 1,000 percent and they'd have to use
football stadiums for divorce courts."
what he did?"
But Weyrich said that this wasn't just
Yes, he appeared at a Senate confirmation hearing on Tower and revealed shock- one isolated incident. He said that he saw
ing information about the little fellow's this occur over the course of -many
years." I assume that this was while Tower
personal life.
'I read it. It says here exactly what the was a senator.
fink told them: 'Over the course of many
"And that's something I don't understand
years, I have encountered the nominee in a either. How come he was snooping around,
condition, a lack of sobriety, as well as like he says, over the course of many
with women to whom he was not married.' years. Doesn't he have anything else to do
Now, what kind of thing is that to say about over a course of many years? What is this
guy Weyrich, one of those voyagers?"
a guy?"
You mean voyeur, a peeping Tom.
Well, maybe Weyrich felt it was his civic
"Whatever. I think they ought to investiduty.

gate this guy Weyrich. They' ought to ask
him: 'When you observed Tower, where
were you, crouching under the table in his
booth in the bar? Were you looking through
a keyhole or do you prefer standing on a
ladder and peeking through a transom?
Confess, Mr. Weyrich, did you ever hide
under a bed or in somebody's laundry
hamper? Have you ever put on a false
mustache and a beard and posed as a
bartender? Or did you put on a bellhop's
uniform and pretend to be delivering room
service?"
You're missing the point. The question
has to do with Tower's character and
stability. The Senate wants to know if he
drinks to excess and cavorts with women.
"That's pretty' stupid. If he was cavorting, his best bet would be _a woman. I
mean, any of the other options could really
mess up his reputation."
It sounds to me as if you approve of
Tower's alleged behavior.
-Well, if I was a Republican, I'd be
proud of him."
What is there to be proud of?
"I'll tell you what. Who was the bestknown political lover boy we've heard
about recently?"
That's easy. Gary Hart, of course.

"Right. And before Gary Hart, who was
the biggest lover boy of them all?"
By all accounts, it was John F. Kennedy,
the Hefner of American presidents.
"Okay, what did these guys look like?"
I'm no judge of that, but most women tell
me that they were handsome, dashing,
suave, tall and lean
"Exactly. So when you look like a
Kennedy or a Hart, and you got power and
fame, it ain't hard to persuade some fluff
that you ought to — and I use the words of
the Stupid Generation — get it on. Right?"
Based on their track records, it was
obviously easy enough.
-So now the Republicans have a lover
boy. But look at him. A stubby, aging
character with BB eyes, a 1910 haircut and
a puffy face. He looks like the kind of guy
you see sitting alone in a hotel bar. who has
spent all day seeing customers, and now
he's going to have dinner alone, go to his
room. phone his wife, and wonder if his life
is turning into Death of a Salesman."
You exaggerate.
"Maybe so, but if I was a Republican. I'd
point to Tower and come up with a slogan."
What slogan?
-We try harder."
'.‘ 11r(rtiest Hes The(how l'.75une
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Letter To The Editor

Need Line voices thanks
Dear Editor:
1 would like to take this means
to express our deep appreciation to
the Murray Fire Department for
their valiant efforts and success on
Tuesday night in saving the buildo v.hich houses Need Line. Since
it -has only been five years since
in(
we lost everything to a fire we
could imagine, as we watched the
•flames leap into the air, that .we
. were going to go through the same
experience again. A fire is a &vas, tating experience and we sym_pathize with the tobacco company
in their loss. However, due to the
untiring dedication of the .Fire.

Department, the blaze was contained to the one building.
We are ;n the process of getting
our offices ready for opening on
Monday. Many people in our coun1y would have suffered had we lost
our building and been unable to
assist them during emergency
rcumstances.
Thank you Chief Hornbuekle
and the Murray Fire Department.
We appreciate you!
Sincerely,
Euple Ward, Director
Need Line
209 Maple St.
. Murray. Ky.. 42071

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Fred Schultz. former superintendent of Murray Independent School
System, has been named acting
deputy state superintendent of
public instruction at Frankfort.
Karlesta Catlett was crowned as
Black History Queen at Black History Week Program at Murray High
School.
Kathy Calhoun of Murray find
Dianna Lee of Hardin arc officers
of Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority at
Murray State University.
The Rev. William N. McElrath,
missionary to Indonesia, will speak
Sunday. at First Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Pfc. Joseph E. James is serving
ith Company A. 4th Battalion,
25th Infantry Division of the Army
in Tay' Ninh Province, South
Vietnam.
Airman First Class Thomas G.
Walker is serving with U.S. Combat Forces in Phu Cat AB,
Vietnam.
. Steve Arant, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ervin Arant, and Sheila Stations,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walton
Stations, seniors. have been named
as 1969 Mr. and Miss Murray University School.
Mr. and Mrs. Odia McClure are
today, Feb. 17, observing their 60th
wedding anniversary.
Thirty years ago
A resolution was passed last
night by the Murray Planning Commission formally accepting the
zoning ordinance for the City of
Murray and recommending it to the
Murray City Council.
Wayne Ezell, a member of Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America, was
winner of Purchase District FFA
Contest, sponsored by Louisville
newspapers. He and his parents,

Mr. aid Mrs. N.A. Ezell, attended
a luncheon on Feb. 14 in
Louisville.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. 1.R. Henderson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William T. Moss, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dunn and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stom.
Forty years ago
Otho White received,S48 per 100
pounds for 1,315 pounds and E.L.
Kuykendall, also of Hazel, got S47
per 100 pounds for 1,050 pounds of
dark fired tobacco yesterday on
Murray Market.
Mrs. Hubert Farris reported on
the Farm and u-roe Week events at
Lexington at a meeting of North
Murray Homemakers Club held at
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Collie and
son. Billy, and Mr. and Mr. Thomas Crider and daughter, Margaret
Ruth. spent the weekend with Dr.
and Mrs. J.W. Jackson and son,
Jimmy, at Aberdeen, Miss.
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George, can you remember us?
In the winter of '68, after Mayor
John Lindsay rejected their
demands. the New York garbage
workers walked. Bags piled up on
the sidewalks; ;he stench was tremendous; the networks brought the
pictures to Middle America; and
everyone looked to Nelson A.
Rockefeller to see how the great
man would deal with the crisis.
On the road with Mr. Nixon. we
cared Rocky might pull a Coolidge. that he might declare from
Albany, as Silent Cal did during
the Boston Police Strike, "There is
no right to strike against the public
safety, by anyone. anywhere. anytime." Some of us had nightmares
of Rocky leading the National
Guard into Manhattan to collect the
garbage. He IA ould have become
America's hero.
Not to worrv. Rocky did what
came naturally behind closed
doors, he cut a deal. With that
brokered bargain. that cave-in to
the union, he forfeited his only
chance to win the Republican
nomination.
Contrast that with President Reagan. Faced with a strike by air
traffic controllers, threatening air
service, Dutch gave the boys 48
hours to think it over, then he fired
the lot of them. Suddenly, the
nation had found the strong, decisive leader for whom it had hungered since the Ford -Carter
interregnum.
Mr. Reagan was a "natural." His
"instincts" were superb. Though he
spent a career in a world of makebelieve, he was born with savvy,
with a "touch." a sixth sense in
how to conduct himself in a crisis,
whether the confrontation was with
Berkcly's rabble in the '60s, at the
'80 Nashua debate with George
Bush, or handling fallout from the
Reykjavik summit. intuitivelhe
knew what the common man
expected in a leader.
Rocky was always playing to the
wrong crowd, the insiders, and the
press. Though he spent his life in

politics, he was forever doing the
impolitic thing. Later, in '68, when
he and Mr. Nixon went before the
nation's editors, when disillusionment with the Great Society was
high, Rocky delivered a stultifying,
narcoleptic address calling for a
S100 billion urban rescue program,
lie laid an egg as big as his bank
account. Speaking without notes,
Nixon took questions for 45
minutes; and stole the show. Poor
Rocky. He paid millions for the
kind of advice that killed his
chances of ever becoming
president.
What prompts these reflections
is that, in his first days, Mr. Bush
has often called to mind the late
governor of New York; his administration is sending out all the
wrong signals; it is behaving not
unlike a second Ford-Rockefeller
Administration.
Watching the firestorm build
over the congressional pay' raise,
Mr. Bush could have seized the
issue, asked for a postponement of
any pay hike. gotten Congress off
the hook„ made himself the man of
the hour. Such a stroke would have
been totally consistent with Mr.
Bush's patrician, dollar-a-year-man
approach to public service. Instead,
the President signed on, leaving
leadership of the battle against the
Beltway Bandits to Ralph Nader,
right-wing populists and radio talk
show hosts, and making himself
irrelevant; and they' are reaping the
rewards.
Back of the pay raise, and
behind that 25-cent flat tax on
every S100 in savings proposed a
week ago, we now learn, was Mr.
Bush's resident Machiavelli.
budget director Richard Darman.
What kind of judgement is this?
Either of these ideas, floated in an
election, could cost the .Presidency.
While the damage is not permanat. Mr. Bush has left his conservative base nervous, puzzled and
perplexed.
Since Nov. 8, some of the President's men seem almost to be pandering to critics of the Presidents's
'88 campaign; they seem almost

Patrick J.
Buchanan
Syndicated
columnist
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determined to distance themselves.
in symbolism, style and substance, _Lee Atwater
nt
from the most popu;ar President in "outreach"
Democrats wrai g a.,
memory.
And they are succeeding. Recen- gan und Bush :sle.r ands. dt.
tly, the New York 'limes :avorabl‘ to tne
OLCCI (40 percent ,14:
contrasted Mr. Bush's handling of
Down at %1
Congress and the press W it!) Mr.
Jim 1\
where
decEPA's
his
hailed
Reagan's,
lared war against acid ram, raved tar Gang were ;
eorporate
about Secretary ot State Baker's
firstponcy address, on the blazing Cuo:no happily declared
issue of "global warming.' and Bush a "tje Iaeto D,,,,,,,,,,,
welcomed reports from "Bush -has rejected - `-•.c.
'
aides- that he - will not seek kot]ald Reagan ,.r.t1
sc one oi us Iris rot
renewed military aid to the Nicar.0.,..‘1] ;71 RC,q:,171
agua rebels."
ask hirlls,
Mr. Bush :
About another policy rev ersal.
7:0).4
ilOsC
the Time is rhapsodic: "The most
rraiSk. hAC,: A;ih
dramatic break concerns Star Wars.
1 :bCCM: nC0AL.L.:kiNt. HOW r:,n:
John Tower, the Defense Secretary112, c\ating his new style, does lie
designate, told Congress that he
and Mr. Bush regarded as "unrea- ;Nee; to he with him in the fall ot
listic" Mr. Reagan's scheme to '92? To borrow from the old 1eras
build an electronic shield against coach, Mr. Bush ought no; to
enemy missiles... Mr. Reagan's forget "io dance with the one :hat
cherished Star Wars fantasy is hrung you.-
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School lunch menus sponsored b) I oung-at-Heart.

-at-heart

Inc.

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county
schools tor the week of Feb. 20 to
24 have been released by Judy
Hina and !oanna Adams, food service directors of Murray City and
Calloway County Schools respectively. The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs
v./toast; Tuesday - pancakes w/
syrup; Wednesday - cereal; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday honey bun. Fruit or fruit juice and
milk are available daily.
Robertson
Monday - bologna and cheese or
peanut butter sandwich; Tuesday pizza or steak sticks; Wednesday spaghetti w/meatsauce and rolls or
hot dog; Thursday - hamburger or
sloppy joe; Friday - pizza or vegetable soup w/cheese and crackers.
Choice of fruits and vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Carter
Monday - hot ham and cheese or
hamburger; Tuesday - sloppy joe
or beef sticks; Wednesday - chicken and rolls; Thursday - pizza or
tuna salad; Friday - hot dog or
peanut butter and honey sandwich.
Choice of fruits and vegetables and
milk arc available daily.
Middle, High breakfast
Monday - french toast; Tuesday
- blueberry muffin; Wednesday cinnamon toast; Thursday - eggs
w/ham and toast; Friday - donut.
Cereal. fruit or fruit juice and milk
arc available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - crispito or turkey
;:lad; Tuesday - lasagna and rolls
ham sandwich; Wednesday ,hicken panic or bacon and cheese
sandwich; Thursday - chili w/
Qndwich or ribettes; Friday - chili
dog or chuckwagon. Choiuce of
fruits and vegetables, pizza, hamburgers, fries, [nut drink and milk
are available 'daily.

Murray High
Monday - breakfast for lunch,
deli ham sandwich, scrambled
eggs, potato rounds, liaked apples;
Tuesday - hot brown or turkley
salad; Wednesday - chili w/
sandwich or chuckwagon; Thursday - double cheeseburger or egg
roll w/sauce; Friday - hot dog w/
chili or grilled cheese. Choice of
fruits and vegetable, pizza, hamburgers, fries, fruit drinks and milk
are available daily.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Breakfast
Monday - honey bun; Tuesday apple turnover; Wednesday - sausage and biscuit; Thursday pancakes/syrup and butter; Friday
- cinnamon roll. Cereal, milk and
juice are available daily.
East, North, Southwest
Monday - pizza or submarine
sandwich; Tuesday - fish nuggets
or sloppy joe sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti/meat sauce or
cheeseburger; Thursday - barbecued chicken or chili dog; Friday - chili and crackers or barbecue sandwich. Fruits, vegetables,
fries, desserts, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - breakfast for lunch
with scrambled eggs/sausage on
biscuit or hamburger; Tuesday country fried steak or deli ham
sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
nuggets or sloppy joe sandwich;
Thursday - sliced turkey/gravy or
corn dog; Friday - taco or reuben
sandwich. Pizza, fries, fresh fruit,
vegetables, desserts, fruit drinks
and milk are available daily.
Calloway High
Monday - corn dog or fish nuggets; Tuesday - chili and crackers
or sweet and sour chicken/rice;
Wednesday - turkey club sandwich

MURRAY TODAY
Dr. Jim Frank will be speaker
at meeting at Western Baptist
Dr. Jim Frank, a professor in the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at Murray State University since 1964,
has accepted an invitation to speak
to a group of "Candy Stripers" at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
later this month.
His requested topic will be
"Adolescent Sexuality."
Frank, certified by the American
Association of Sex Educators,
Counselors and Therapists, was a
member of the State Department of

Education Task Force which formulated the sexuality curriculum in
compliance with House Bill 345
which is now KRS 158:797.
Recently the Murray State professor conducted Elderhostel sessions on the topic of "Sexuality and
the Aging Process" at Kentucky
Dam Village.
Dr. Frank also recently led a
four-hour nursing workshop on
"Sexuality and Illness" at Paducah
Community College.

Blooming peach trees will be
planted by street in Atlanta
FORT VALLEY, Ga. (AP) —
Atlanta's famous Peachtree Street
will be turning peachy soon.
Members of the Georgia Peach
Commission, a grower-financed
group that promotes the state's
peach crop, will donate 20 trees
next month during a ceremony in

or chili crispito; Thursday - chicken filet sandwich or barbecued ribbette; Friday - hot ham and cheese
or lasagne.
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Huge Skate Floor Plus 10,000 Sq.
Ft. Play Area... 75 Bikes, Scooters,
Skateboards. Pogo Balls. Small
Trampoline, and Stainless Steel 12
Pipe, Skid and Launch Ramps.
Adm. $4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
(Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon Free Bifthday Room)
Thurs 7 30-10, Fri & Sat Night
730-10:30, Sat Afternoon 2-4

Circus Skate

108 South 12th Street
753-41005
Size. Infant dim II
Ky.
641)11urray.
(11.

"LARGEST IN U.S.A."
U.S. 641 N. 753-9622

NOW OPEN

FRAME MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
NO JOB TOO BIG OR SMALL
INCLUDING:
•FULL SIZE VANS *ROLLOVERS
*1 TON TRUCKS *BODY & PAINT WORK
•INS. ESTIMATES .INS. WORK

The DUZ MOR Collision Repair System
_11

downtown Atlanta.
"During the national Democratic
Convention in July, visitors wondered why there were no peach
trees," said spokeswoman Judy
Harmon. "I thought the Peach
Commission should do something
to remedy that."
Ms. Harmon said she contacted
Atlanta officials and learned that
the peach trees that once lined the
street were not replaced when they
died because they created a
nuisance.
"The fruit attracts bugs and the
trees aren't very tolerant of auto
pollution," she said during a recent
interview at a meeting of peach
growers in Fort Valley.
She said city officials were skeptical about planting peach trees
along the street until she discovered a variety that produces beautiful blooms, but no fruit.
"That's what we're going to
plant," she said.
Atlanta began in the 1840s as the
terminus of the Western and Atlantic Railroad, and Peachtree Street,
running northward along a line of
ridges, quickly became an important commercial and residential
thoroughfare in the growing city.
Beginning near Woodruff Park
downtown, the street runs through
office, hotel and business complexes. Further north, Peachtree is lined
with stately homes built early in
the century. The road ends more
than 40 miles from downtown
Atlanta in rural northeast Georgia.
The Peach Commission's trees
will be planted in Woodruff Park
during a ceremony tentatively set
for March 23, said Ms. Harmon,
who hopes the tree planting will
encourage others to plant peach
trees along the street.
"It restores some meaning to the
name of Peachtree," she said.

Volume listed
for soft drink
ATLANTA (AP) — Niagara
Falls could flow at its normal rate
for two hours.
An Olympic-size swimming pool
could be filled 213,000 times.
One of the towers of New
York's World Trade Center could
from the first
be filled 80 times
floor to the 110th.
Flow with what? Filled with
what?
The volume of Coca-Cola soft
drinks consumed around the world
in 1988.
According to the company, it
sold more than 200 billion servings
of soft drinks in 160 countries during 1988, a record volume
worldwide.
If those- servings were in
12-ounce cans, placed end-to-end,
they would circle the earth 429
times, make 23 round-trips to the
moon, be 5,000 times longer than
the Great Wall of China.
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RILEY SPEAKS FOR THETAS — Betty Riley, left in top photo,
shows Mary Ann Russell, program chairman, some of the material for
the 55 Alive/Mature Driving Course by the American Association of
Retired Persons which she and other AARP members ha‘e been
teaching in the area at the January meeting of the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Riley is a retired English teacher
at Calloway County High School and is now working with the National Beta Club. Anna Mae Thurman, department chairman, presided.
Reports were given by Margaret Cavitt, Ann Page, Opal Iloward,
Gayle McGregor and Oneida Boyd. Hostesses were, bottom photo,
from left, Evelyn Jones, Thelma Warford and Naomi Rogers. The
department will ha%e a potluck dinner with friends on Monday, Feb.
20, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. David Vaughn, William Beale and
Jody Borge, outstanding speech students at Murray High School, will
present the program. Hostesses will be Bess Kerlick, Lucy Forrest,
Margaret Cavitt and Martha Enix.

DATEBOOK
Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Elizabeth Berry of Murray from Western Baptist; William Allbritten of Puryear, Tenn., and Albert Mainard of Murray from Lourdes.

Internationals zvill be honored
A special service to honor all Internationals will be Sunday, Feb. 19, at
First Baptist Church. All internationals will be special guests at a dinner
to follow the 10:45 a.m. service. This special day is being sponsored by
the International Committee of First Loves Murray of the church. A
nursery will be available for children through 5 years of age. A special
procession of flags representing countries around the world will be by the
youth to begin the morning service. All members are urged to invite their
international neighbors and friends and to help with the potluck meal for
12 noon Sunday. For information call Bert and Sharon Siebold, head of
the International Committee, or the church office, 753-1854.

-

Horse Association zvill meet

The newly formed Purchase Area Walking and Racking Horse Association will meet Thursday, Feb. 23, at 6 p.m. at Golden Corral at Mayfield.
Prospective members interested in walking and racking horse shows to be
held at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, Murray,
are encouraged to attend, according to M. Whiteside, group spokesman.
For information call 753-4033.

MS Support Group to meet Sunday
The West Kentucky Multiple Sclerosis Support Group will meet Sunday. Feb. 19, at 2 p.m. in the Oval Room of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mike Cappeck, salesman with Major Pharmaceuticals/Murray Drug Co.,
will speak about "MS and Medications." Each MS patient is asked to
bring a list of medications taken now or in the past for a round table
discussion of good and bad effects. For more information call Terry' Foreman. 753-8643 or 762-2396.

Ham breakfast zvill be Tuesday
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have its monthly ham breakfast on
Tuesday, Feb. 21, from 6 to 9 a.m. at the center at Hardin. The c- ost will
be 52.50 and the public is invited, a center spokesman said.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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The Only Frame Machine Of Its
Kind In The Area
COME BY AND SEE!
WE INSIST ON QUALITY.WORK
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Owner - Brad Haugh
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Rent rout Movies Al The Movie
Open 11 a m -10 pm

FREE DELIVERY'
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2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

With cheese plus two toppings of
your choice on each pizza
Dine Ine(arry Out•Free Dehser

With cheese plus 2 toppings of your
choice
Dint Iwo( arty Out•f-ree Delivery

'9.99
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'5.99

Expires 3/17/89
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Rainey 4s
Day
By Rainey Apperson
The director for the Retirement
Task Force of the Chamber of
Commerce—Tourism Commission,
Anne Adams, has come up with a
brainchild — "Ambassadors For
the Chamber." The group gathered
for the first time a couple of weeks
ago just to define Murray
Ambassadors.
Anne outlined plans that will
have us filling in at the Chamber
on holidays and weekends when
the regulars are off from work.
We will be prepared to answer
all sorts of questions, such as how
deep are the wells in Calloway
County — thank goodness Codie
Caldwell could tell us that they are
about 200 feet deep.
Also when out of town people
ask us about this retirement area,
we will be able to describe to the
fullest our delightful part of the
universe.
Laughingly, Anne also told us
about three things that blew first
time visitors' minds — such as —
taking things out on approval from
stores, boys who take groceries to
your car and don't expect money
from' you, and delivering drycleaning to your front door.
The Ambassadors are enthusiastic and want to be able to spread
the good word.
• • •
While making the restaurant
rounds this past week, I chatted
with former resident, Lt. Randy
Mayfield. He is home from a tour
of duty in Germany and will now

be doing a tour of duty at Fort Gordon, Ga. He was looking trim and
fit.
• • •
It is always fun to 'hear abou:
some of our former residents noy.
living in Nashville. Sharon Fandfich participated in the charit
event, "Bachelorette Auction" ben
efitting the cystic fibrosis fund
She worked in the Guys and Doll,
Event.
Dinah Hook has become a first
time homeowner. She recently pur
chased a condo in Brentwood, a
suburb of Nashville, and near her
job.
My daughter, Linda Bailey, who
lives and works in Nashville, visited with former MSU AOPi's Cindy Craven and Traca Walker, looking radiant in Nashville.
• • •
This sour item needs to be
addressed. Annie Adams and
Frances Hulse were disturbed by an
intimidating chain letter that they
had received in the mail. These
chain letters can get to be a drag
and really do not serve any good
purpose. Here is hoping that most
folks will get tired of fooling with
them, and drop them in the trash
can when they receive them.
• • •
Rob and Kaye Ray have returned
to their home on Kirkwood Drive
after spending a week with their
son, Kevin Ray, and his wife, Vicki, and the Rays' precious two
grandchildren in Ocala, Fla.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 4)

Penny Homemakers will meet
The Penny Homemakers Club will meet Monday, Feb. 20, at 1 p.m. at
the home of Murrelle Madrey. At the January meeting held at the home of
Ruth Parker, president, a lesson on -Living Arrangements In Later Life"
was presented by Mrs. Madrey. Refreshments were served by Mrs. Parker.
Also present were Modena Butterworth, Alice Like and Violet Johnson.

Chess event planned Sunday
The Calloway County Chess championships which are open to adults,
Murray State University studednts and scholastics will, be Sunday, Feb.
19, on the third floor of Curris Center, MSU. Players meeting will be at
12:45 p.m. and the tournament will be from 1 to 6 p.m. For early registration until 4 p.m. Saturday, contact Mark Galloway at 753-1431. Late
registration will be at Curris Center from 12 noon to 12:45 p.m. Sunday.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
The Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 6 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Edith Moore and Freda Lovett will present a lesson on "Quilt Project." Officers of the group are Mary Ryan, president,
Alice Koenecke, vice president, Lula Belle Hodges, secretary, and Edith
Moore, treasurer. All interested persons are invited to attend.

PADD meetings are scheduled
Two meetings at the Purchase Area Development District, U.S. Highway 45N, Mayfield, have been announced by Carol Rogers, public information officer. The PADD Board of Directors will meet Monday, Feb. 20,
at 5 p.m. The Commodities Sub-Committee will meet Friday, Feb. 24, at
10 a.m. The public is invited to attend all of the meetings, Rogers said.

Murray High
FHA attends
STAR event

WEST SHANNON SCHOOL GROUP 1929 — Pictured is the student
body of West Shannon School in 1929 which was the last year that
classes were held in this school. Before classes started in the fall of
1930, the building was destroyed by lightning. The school was consolidated and bussed to New Concord where classes began in 1930. West
Shannon was located about 1 1/2 miles north and east of the New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Chureh on the southeast side of Calloway County.
This photograph was provided through the courtesy of Mrs. Everet
((011ie) Massey and was presented by Solon Bucy. Pictured, from left,

Murray and Calloway
Middle School Academic
Teams win at tournament
inc Middle School Division of
the Kentucky Academic Assosiation's Governor's Cup was hosted-by Calloway County Middle
School last week. Nancy Schempp
served as tournament director.
The four schools of the district
were ranked for Sweepstake awards
as follows:
+Murray Middle - district
champions with 29 team points;
+Calloway County Middle - district runner-up with 18 team points;
+North Marshall - third place
with 17 points;
+Mayfield Middle - fourth place
with 13 points.
Local individuals advancing to
regional competition were as
follows:
+English composition — Melissa
Muscio, first, and Ginger Crouch,
second, both from Murray;
+Language arts — David
Greene, Murray, second, and Matt
Price, Calloway, third;
+Science — Peter Johnson, first,
and Chris Burgess. fourth. both
from Murray;
+Social studies — Shawn Kellie,
first, and Thomas Daniels, fourth,
both from Murray;
+Math — Matt Price, first, Patrick Gray, second, and Michael
Haney, third, all from Calloway'.
The Murray Quick Recall Team

consisting of Burgess, Daniels,
Johnson and Kellie, was the district
champion; and the Calloway Quick
Recall Team consisting of Michael
Dale, Micheal Haney, Matthew
Fenzel!, Josh Roberts and Alexia
Schempp was runner-up.
Both of these teams will advance
to the regionals.
The Calloway Future Problem
Solving Team consisting of Rob
Binford, Dale Schempp and
Richard Wilson was runner-up and
will advance to regionals at Lone
Oak Middle School this weekend.

hack row, John Talmage Buc, Otis Ftuc, Modena .Furpin, Eleana
MeCuiston, Hattie Moore. Hall NIcCuiston [teacher
‘%illoughhy, Pauline Elkins, .Auhrev
\Terrion
ro‘k,
Harmon Smith, Charlie Brooks NIcCuiston, 1.'‘oerne Bufl.Auhre.‘
Marr, Rudolph Smith, !Enda Mau, 1.a+cfle Willoughty.,, }reeman
Willoughby, Brooks Ferguson, Orvis Fielder, Solon BuQ; front run,
the last fie children on the e‘treint ri,4ht side of thc pritture are.
from left, Esa Ferguson, Norene Fielder. \era Fcru-cl, Parhard .
McCuiston and Diiroth \ell Elkins.

A Shrimp Salute!
21-Piece -Family Style"
Shrimp Dinner

4.99

JeNufs
FAMILY RESTAURANTS
114itt. Nal lrotn t p m

At! 11,0. Skinitik

LastWeekIt
WasAGood Buy This
WeekIt ASteal.

Last Time This Offer
Available Before Easter

FREE!
10x13

Members of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Kentucky
Association of the Future Homemakers of America attended the
Region I STAR Events Day held
Thursday, Feb. 9, at Fulton County
High School in Hickman County.
Attending from MHS were Kaci
Bolls, Amy Miller and Bridgett
Burnett with advisor, Sally Crass.
Proficiency or skill events have
Purchase our advertised
been organized to provide opporpackage and receive a
tunities for members of FHA to
FREE traditional 10x13
participate and receive recognition
color portrait.
at chapter, regional and state level.
These events have been named
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WAL-MART

Settee. Reg. $249.99, Sale 5189.99. End Table. Reg. $119.99, Sale S79.99. Chair, Reg. $14999, Sale S99.99 Ottoman Reg
$89.99, Sale $69.99. Coffee Table. Reg. $159.99, Sale $10999. Colorful cushions and throw pillow 4 cold ceparately

It may not feel like it yet,but spring is just around the corner.ourIf
And '
whatbetter way to avoid yourspring cleaningthan relaxing in
beautiful Catalina Group? Each piece is handmade with an attractive •
diamond weave design,then given a thick coat of white lacquer. SO
And as ifthat weren't enough to persuade you,it's on sale this week.

A PlacelbDiscover

RF,L AIR CENTER

ON MURRAY'S SOUTHSIDE

SALE PRICES'OOOD THRU FER. 28TH
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Vanessa Usrey becomes bride
of Reginald E. Knott at church
as best man. Ushers and candleMiss Vanessa -Kay Usrey and
Reginald Elbert Knott were mar- lighters were Palmer Jones, greatuncle of the bride, and Gary Knott,
ried on Saturday, Jan. 14. at Baptist
brother of the groom.
Tabernacle, Paducah.
The Rev. Clyde Angel officiated.
Heather Ford, niece of the bride.
and Nicole Knott, niece of the
Music was presented by Beck)
Dixon, orgfanist, and Jan Angel. groom, kept the guest register.
A reception followed the
soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. ceremony.
and Mrs. J.D. Usrey of Rt. 1,
Serving were Crystal Ford,
Benton.
Esther Ford, Cindy Womble, DonShe is the granddaughter of Mr. na Knott and Peggy Knott.
and Mrs. Clay Jones of Rt. 1, BenThe bride is a 1975 graduate of
ton, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Harl
Marshall County High School and
Usrey of Rt. 1, Kirksey.
a 190 graduate of Murray State
The groom is the son of Mr. and
University with a bachelor's degree
Mrs. P.L. Knott of Paducah and the
io nursing. She is employed as a
late Mrs. Rosalie Fields Knott.
..P4istered nurse at Western Baptist
He is the grandson of Mrs. Vesta
litvpital, Paducah.
Buckingham, Roy Buckingham, the
The groom is a 1977 graduate of
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fields and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Proctor L. Rcidland High School and is a
receiving clerk at Western Baptist
Knott Sr.
Mrs. JoBeth Robertson served as Hospital.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Knott are
matron of honor.
residing at Lone Oak.
The father of the groom served

Missionary wants more blacks
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) —
A Southern Baptist foreign missionary to Nigeria says the denomination should have more black
missionaries.
The Rev. David COrnelius. noting that he and his wife, Elwanda,

are two of only' five blacks among
the more than 3,000 Southern Baptist foreign missionaries; told a
meeting of black pastors' wives:
"I don't feel that is representative of our part in this great
convention.''

Remember the ••ovi.
10th
D rov
I

17, 1989

FRIDAY, FERRI ARN

COME SACK
...„,70•4.0111POW

•
_
The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They
depend on you to write their pay checks_
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bothr of monthly collection.

Boyd and Paschall vows are said at Caruthersville
Miss Julie Kathryn Boyd and
Jeffrqr Alan Paschall were married
in a double ring, candlelight winter
ceremony' at First Baptist Church,
Caruthersville, Mo.
Dr. Paul Currie of Caruthersville
and the Rev. Dennis Norvell of
Hazel officiated.
Music was presented by Reid
Bruton of Los Angeles, Calif.,
pianist, Mrs. Renee Crysler, organist, Peggy Boyd, soloist, sister-inlay. of the bride, and Doug Boyd,
soloist and trumpeter, brother of
the bride.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Julian Boyd of
Caruthersville, Mo.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert C. Mehrle and the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. A.P.
Kersey Sr., all of Caruthersville.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gerald Paschall of
Hazel.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Othel Paschall of Hazel and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen H. Hale of
Murray.
The. church was decorated with
altar urns of red roses, larkspur,
miniature carnations and gysophilia. Centered on the altar was a heart
shaped candelabrum entwined with
red roses, white larkspur, miniature
carnations and gysohilia and Boston fern. On each side were spiral
and tree candelabra decorated with
Boston fern and gypsophilia. The
windows and aisles of the church
held burning candles. -mixed-greenery and red satin ribbons.
The bride was escorted by her
father.
She wore a formal gown of
white satin. The Alcncon lace Victorian neckline was enhanced with
dangling pearls and crystals. The
fitted bodice, sheer organza yoke
and basquc waist were adorned
with pearled and sequined lace and
Schiffli embroidery'. The long tapered sleeves were highlighted with
lace insets and ended with scalloped lace cuffs. The skirt front
was overlayed with a large Schiffli
motif while the keyhole back was
accented with satin streamers and
bows forming a bustle effecdt.
Scalloped lace bordered the hem-

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Alan Paschall
married in church ceremony
Rice bags were distributed by
Miss Gail Fridy of Hazel at the
reception.
The bride's cake was a threetiered cake surrounded by two sattelite cakes, joined together by
stairsteps and decorated with fresh
flowers consisting of red roses,
English ivy, asparagus fern and
baby's breath.
The groom's chocolate cake was
decorated in a tractor theme.
Servers were Dawn Hale, Murray, cousin of the groom, Monica
Hobbs of Cunningham, Libby Martin of Memphis, Tenn., and Valorie
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line and encircled the appliqued
cathedral length tram.
Her tiered fingertip veil of illusion was enhanced with scattered
pearls and secured to a lace tiara
headpiece. She carried a French
cascade of white rose, stephanotis,
English ivy and gysophilia.
Miss Carol Pierce of Caruthersville was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Elizabeth Mehrle of
Lambert, Miss., and Susan Hull of
McComb, Miss., cousins of the
bride, Elizabeth Griffin of West
Memphis, Ark., Mary Avery of
Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Michael
Presson of Paducah and Edith
Combs of Caruthersville.
The attendants all wore long red
satin gowns featuring square necklines, basque waistlines, pouf
sleeves and full skirts. Their hair
was pulled back with a matching
red satin bow.
Each attendant carried a colonial
bouquet of red roses, gysophilia
and red satin ribbons, surrounding
lighted candles in hurricane globes.
The flower girls were Leah Beth
Boyd and Jenna Boyd, nieces of
the bride.
Terry Lynn Paschall of Ahoskie,
N.C., brother of the groom, was
best man. Groomsmen were Kenny
Wayne Kingins, Mike Cooper, and
Mark Hale, cousin of the groom,
all of Murray, Jeff Penick of Elkton, Mike Tarter of Somerset and
Mark Priggle of Portageville, Mo.
Ushers were Jeff Boyd of Prairie
Village, Kan.', brother of the bride,
Anthony Fulcher of Beechmont,
and Eddie Allen and Brian Thompson of Murray.
Bradley Hutson of Memphis,
Tenn., cousin of the groom, was
ring bearer.
The mother of the bride wore a
formal length lagoon green gown
of Gengetti• crepe. The groom's
mother chose to wear a floor length
dress of royal blue pleated Lustreglo. Their corsages were white
orchids.
Following the ceremony, the
couple was taken by limousine to
the wedding reception at the Caruthersville Country Club and later
they were taken to the Peabody
Hotel in Memphis, Tenn.

Anderson of Huntsville, Ala.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Paschall
are making their home in Salisbury, Md.
Mrs. Paschall is employed as a
Customer Service Representative
with United Airlines.
Mr. Paschall is in the Sales and
Marketing Department with Perdue
Farms Incorporated.
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Gerald Paschall of
Hazel, entertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the Caruthersville Country Club, Caruthersville. Places
were marked for 92 persons.

Jo Burkeen, editor

and COU

srytEd ANd EQuipp0
ThE WAy you WANT IT.
You're running for Magistrate Henry? What's a
Magistrate?
The Magistrate's your district representative on
the Fiscal Court.
Wait a minute. Fiscal Court? What's the Fiscal
Court

Ford Thunderbird

Basic unit of county government. County Judge
and four District Magistrates.
So what does Fiscal Court do?
Fiscal Court spends county tax dollars.
What is my money beigg spent for? What am
getting out of it?

I

County Roads. Health care. Police and fire
protection. Education. Recreation. Flood control.
Economic development and more.

KISS.

Our selection of 1989 Ford Thunderbirds, Motor Trend Car of
the Year, and Mercury Cougars has never been better!!!

That sounds like a full time job to me.

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF...
TEST DRIVE ONE TODAY!

Well, I'll vote for you, Henry. Second District, you
say?

FORD
MERCURY

"West Kentucky's and
West Tennessee's oldest
Volume Dealer"
Serving You Since 1928

LI NCOLN

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. Murray

(502) 753-5273

Well, when I'm elected,I'll give it Job One priority,
anyway.

Right, Henry. I'll need all the votes I can get.
But.. But.. Say, you've got a problem there, getting
elected.
Oh? What problem are you talking about?
People here in Calloway County Don't know who
Henry Buchanan is.
They will, Henry. They will. You tell'em about me.
Sure. I'll tell 'em about you... er.. about me,Henry.
You bet, Henry. Thanks. Remember May Twenty
Third.
Paid for by the candidate

THE MURRAY LEDGER
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Community events are listed
Friday, Feb. 17
Big Gospel Extravaganza will
start at 7 p.m. at Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
Fellowship meeting of Apostolic
Pentecostals will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church, 402
Sunbury Circle, just South Fourth
Street.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
Outlaw Nationals Championship
Truck Pull and Battle of the Monster Trucks will start at 7:30 p.m.
at West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Basketball Boys' teams
will play at Christian County High
School at 6:15 p.m.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Reception for Kate Hoffman
senior art exhibition will be from 7
to 9 p.m. in Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Benda performance for a perpetual scholarship fund in memory of
M.C. Garrott at Murray State University will be at 7 p.m. in auditorium of the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, MSU.

Friday, Feb. 17
Fish Fry will be at 5:30 p.m. at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Saturday, Feb. 18
is sponsored by Knights of
Columbus.

Saturday, Feb. 18
Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. in the
home of Mrs. Olga Freeman in
Hazel.

Gospel concert by The Greenes
of Boone, N.C., and Glorybound of
Paris, Tenn., will be at Fairview
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.

Household shower for Marshall,
Tonita and Trinity McLeod, who
lost their home by fire will be from
2 to 5 p.m. in Hardin Church of
Christ Annex Building.
Inauguration of Dr. LaVerne
Butler as president of Mid Continent Baptist College, Mayfield, will be at 10 a.m. at Northside Baptist Church, 611 Lockridge, Mayfield.

Couples Bridge with Gloria
McLaughlin and Corinne McNutt
as hostesses is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This will be for members only.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at Chamber of ComTravelers Protective Association
merce btkilding to carpool to Elder- (TPA) will have its annual banquet
ado, Ill., for a Blue Hawaii Dance. and election of officers at 6 p.m. at
For information call Pamela, Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Paul, 753-7351.
Second night of Outlaw Nationals Championship Truck Pull and
Reservations for chili supper on
Battle of the Monster Trucks will
Feb. 25 by Murray State University be at 7:30 p.m. in West Kentucky
Women's Society should be made Livestock Show and Exposition
by today by calling Debbie Seay, Center.
753-7727, or Tina Klemencic,
753-9290.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
A bowling and pizza party for 7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
boys only will be at 4 p.m. at Street.
Camp WOW, Crady Hall. For
Calloway County High School
information call 753-2319.
Laker Girls Basketball team will
Freethrow competition for boys host games with Todd Central. The
and girls, ages 10 to 14, will be Laker Boys team will play at Oldfrom 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at Murray ham County.
High School gym. This is free and
Murray High School Speech
Team will be competing in the
Russellville Speech Tournament.

Two newborn admissions and dismissals
are listed on Thursday hospital report
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Feb.
16, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Harris baby boy. parents, Anita
and Sherman, 208 Cane St., Camden, Tenn.;
Peeler baby boy, parents. Jill and
Phillip, Rt. I, Box - 61, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Ann Drury and baby girl,
100, South 13th St., Apt. 14, Murray; Miss Vickie Bogard, Rt. 1,
Box 24, Almo;

Basketmaking workshop will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm, Land Between the Lakes.
For information call 1-924-5602,
extension 238.

Mrs. Janice Rogers, P.O. Box
631, Murray; Glen Underhill, Rt. 3,
Box 228, Murray; Ronnie Schroader, Rt. 1, Box 726, Dexter;
Walter Paschall. Rt. 1, Box 30B.
Puryear, Tenn.; Alfred Williams.
Rt. 3, Box 140, Murray;
Coleman Mathis, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Mrs. Mary Parrish, 107, Clark
St.; Murray; Dewey Grogan, Rt. 4,
Murray;
Mrs. Ebith Bray, 306 South
Third St., Murray; Mrs. Mae Langdon, 707 Goodman, Murray.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 *kips, For information call 7544TaN:`----„,_

Saturday, Feb. 18
State University, East Lansing, will
perform at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
A benefit singing for Beverly
Cowan will be at 7 p.m. at New
Harmony Baptist Church, Marshall
County. Featured will be the Calvary connection, Happy Five Quar:et and the Century Singers.
Sunday, Feb. 19
Final day of Collegiate Sectionals will be hosted by Murray State
University Rifle Team at 8 a.m. in
Room 230, Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Murray State University Chamber Orchestra will present a concert
at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
Beauty Pageant will be at Jaycee
Building, Paris, Term. For information call 1-901-968-7055 or
1-901-847-7971.
KAPOS Region 1 Cheerleading
Competition will be at 1:30 p.m. at
Calloway County High School
gym. Admission is S2.
Calloway County Chess Championships will be from 1 to 6 p.m.
on third floor of Curris Center.
Murray State University. For information call Mark Galloway.
753-1431.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 1 p.m. for lunch
and later to go bowling with Dan
as host. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne. 753-0224, or
Paul, 753-7351.

A and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Sunday, Feb. 19
Pounding for Mike and Gwen
Farmer will be at 8 p.m. in basement of Memorial Baptist Church.

Murray State University Rifle
Team will host Collegiate Sectionals at 8 a.m. in Room 230, Stewart
Stadium.

Dobson Film Series will he
shown at 5 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Curtis Olsen, bass trombone, and
Phil Sindcr, tuba, from Michigan

All internationals will he guests
of First Baptist Church at a lune-

Monday, Feb. 20
AA and Al-Aton will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information cal! 759-4059, 762-3399,m
753-7-(r4 or 753-7663.

Sunday, Feb. 19
heon following the 10:45 a.m. worship service in the Fellowship Hal
of the church.
Faulkner film series will be
ri.own at 4:30 p.m. at University
Church of Christ.

Performances at 9:30 a.m. ard
12:30 p.m. of the children's fantasy, "Where The Wi'd Things
Are.- itl he in Johnson Theatre.
Dos.le Fine Arts Center, Murray
State EnRers:ty. I his will he hr
\ISE Dance Theatre Company.

St, Leo's Catholic Church will
have volley ball and activities for
high school students in South Gym
at Murray State University.
West Kentucky Multiple Sclern,is Support Group will meet at 2
p.m. in Oval Room of Lourdes
HoTital. Paducah

Events at First Baptist
will include Exercise C
10:45 am.: "Saints '
a.m.: Senior
Wisecouncil at

11onday, Feb. 20
Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at 1 p.m. hh MlirrOe

First Baptist Church will hay,.
churchwide skating parts. from
8 p.m. at Circus Skating • 1il

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club A ill ;Ia‘e a potluck
Llinner with guests at 6:30 p.m at
Huh house.

11.
12

IliA)1;

Events at First Christian Churcil'
will include Ben Choir at 5,30 p
and Bo‘ • •

Reservations for Murray Christian Women's Club luncheon on
Tuesday at 12 noon at Seven Sc
Restaurant should be made by n:i
today with Linda Salley, 75380]t).
or Freda Lovett, 753-3999,

Mcthodst
meet at
T To,athan

Purchase Area De‘elopment District Board of Directors will meet
at 5 p.m. at office at Ma field
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons \\ ill meet
p.m. at lodge hall.
Hazel and WilHs Center \ 11 he
open from It! a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities hy senior citizens.

Parents Anonymous will int.,et
6 p.m. For information ,a1
753-008'.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls will play basketball
games with Fulton County :here._
Murray High School I IgeT Girls
will play haskotball games at Reid land at 6 p.m. MHS Freshmen
Boys will play basketball games at
Marshall County High School at
7:15 p.m.
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WIN, LOSE OR DRAW

Lady Tigers win game,lose draw
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

For the second year in a row, fate stuck its tongue
out at the Murray High School Lady Tigers.
For the second year in a row. Murray defeated
Mayfield to avoid finishing fourth in the seeding of
the Fourth District tournmament through regularseason records.
And, for the second year in a row, immediately
after their win, the Lady Tigers were jilted by luck.
With Thursday night's 57-55 victory causing a three'A ay (IC for second place in the district standings
-etween Murray, Calloway and Mayfield, the seeding
was determined by drawing numbers out of a hat.
Calloway drew '2', Mayfield '3.' They will play
iach other in first-round action at Mayfield on March
2. Murray drew '4,' sending the Lady Tigers in firstround competition against the state's ninth-ranked
Lady Marshals of Marshall County' on March 1 in
\la\ fleld.
Last year, a coin-flip sent Murray into fourth place
ni a first-round confrontation with the Marshall
'ounty team, which has won every' regional champkinship of the 1980s decade so far.
The restilrof the draw put a quick chill to the thrill
of. victory. MHS coach Jim Harrell noted.

The kids get all pumped up and deflated quickly,"
Harreit said,
Theite. was -little doubt that the Lady Tigers were
pumped up after their narrow win over the Lady Cardinals, fresh off an upset over Graves County and a
win over Lone Oak.
Mayfield took the early lead on an outside shot
and free throw from Stephanie Bell, but Murray
came back on a runback from senior center Michelle
Jones and a bucket from beneath by Stephanie
Vanover.
Game-high scorer Ann Greenfield added a steal
and layup for a 6-3 lead with 3:35 left in the quarter,
but Angela Wiman and Lori Beth McCullar scored
for Mayfield for a 7-6 lead.
Vanover scored on an assist from Yolanda Greenfield and after Mayfield missed two free throws and
a puthack with 59 seconds left in the period, Kwanda
Hornhuckle scored from the lane for Murray. Jennifer Parker then stole the ball and Ann Greenfield fed
Hornbuckle underneath for a 12-7 lead with 10 seconds left. Mayfield hit a free throw after the buzzer
to trim the lead to four.
That lead was shaved further when Wiman scored
at the start of the second quarter, and after an Ann
Greenfield free throw, Susan England pushed in a
putback for Mayfield to cut the lead to one, 13-12.
(Cont'd on Page 10A)

College Bask.Aball

Cardinals closing strong in February
— They are not an easy team to
By The Associated Press
heat anywhere." Crum said. "Tell
Late in the season, look out for
you what, we held this team to 38
Louisville late in the game.
The 10th-ranked Cardinals, percent shooting and still only won
by one point."
always ready to play their best ball
In other games, No. 2 Arizona
when it matters most, stung No. 7
beat Southern California 93-70,
. 1 -lorida State 78-77 Thursday when
No. 5 Illinois downed Michigan
treshman reserve Everick Sullivan
made a 3-point shot with one sec- •State 75-56, No. 8 North Carolina
trounced Wake Forest 99-76, No.
ond left in overtime.
13 Michigan defeated Purdue
"We've had our share of defeats
at the end." Louisville coach Den- 84-70, No. 14 West Virginia routed
ny Crum said. "Maybe the law of Massachusetts 88-55, No. 17 Stanaverages is coming around for us." ford defeated California 97-71 and
No. 18 Nevada-Las Vegas beat San
Louisville. 18-5, had dropped its
previous two games. The Cardinals Jose State 95-66,
Florida State overcame a fivefell to Florida State 81-78 at home
point deficit in the final 11 seconds
10 days ago and lost at UCLA
of regulation to tie it at 69-all.
77-75 Sunday on a last-second
The Seminoles led 77-73 with
goaltendini call.
1:54 left in overtime, but Pevis
The victory moved Louisville
hack in front of the Seminoles in
Ellison's basket got Louisville
within two points. Tony Dawson.
the Metro Conference standings at
7-1. Florida State. 19-3 overall, is. Who led the Seminoles with 21
'in the league.
points, then missed the front end of

a 1 -and-1 with eight seconds
remaining.
Crum said the final play was
designed for Kenny Payne, who led
Louisville with 24 points and 12
rebounds. But when Payne was
covered, the ball went to Sullivan.
"He's a good shooter and he's a
winner," Crum said. "He has a
tough attitude. He doesn't have a
conscience when it comes to shooting the ball."
Sullivan finished with 17 points
and Ellison had 16 points and eight
rebounds.
Louisville led 69-64 with 11 seconds to go when Dawson made one
foul shot but missed his second
attempt. McCloud, however, got
the rebound and scored on a
follow.
The Cardinals then lost the ball
out of bounds and Hunter tipped in
Dawson's miss to tie it at the
buzzer.

Mayfield and Murray players (left to right) Angela Wiman, Kvianda Hornbuckle, Lori Beth McCullar,
Michelle Jones, Susan England and Ann Greenfield watch and wait for a rebound during Thursday
staff photo b) Daniel T. Parker
night's 57-55 Lady Tiger victory.

Switzer says he told Thompson to protect program

fritEAR
Goof)"

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer
says he was looking out for the
university's football's program
when he told quarterback Charles
Thompson the FBI was investigating him for 'allegedly selling
cocaine.
"I can't worry' about their investigation. I had to be more concerned about the OU football program.— Switzer told The Daily
Oklahoman in today's editions.
"That's a hell of a note ... for them
to sit back and not let anyone know
what's going on. I had to act on
what was in the best interest of our
program. If they had come to me
and cooperated ... no one ever contacted me."
Switzer did not say where he got

JUST FOR YOU
WE DO IT ALL!
(Mechanical or Service Work)

0

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change
...ubncate chaise. drain od and refill moth up to five
duals of rnalor brand motor oil, and install new oil tiller
No*:special diesel oil end fiat type mey result in
sates charism.

his information concerning Thompson, but said "I just had a source
that told me definitely, for a fact,
that they had him, had him taped,
bugged, he was set up. When I
confronted the kid he told me the
truth, cooperated totally. I acted on
that.'
The coach suspended Thompson
from the team Monday and ordered
him out of the athletic dormitory.
Thompson was arrested later Monday' on a complaint of selling 17
grams of cocaine to an undercover
FBI agent.
The Oklahoma football program
is reeling from a series of felony
charges against five athletes — the
most recent being the complaint
filed against Thompson.
Authorities said the arrest of
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"I'm sorry, just like you sometimes have sources of information,
so do I."
"Apparently it was fairly common knowledge on the street at that
time," Swank said. "The information came from several different
sources... I don't know for sure."
Swank said Switzer is in no
immediate danger of losing the job
he has held for 16 years, but indicated a spate of trouble on the football team may have left the veteran
coach on thin ice.
"At the present time I am not
going to ask for the termination of
Mr. Switzer's contract," Swank
said. "I am going to rely on the
athletic director and the football
coach to get these problems solved.
Now, if they can't, we're going to
have to look at other solutions."
According to the FBI, Thompson
went to the office of Norman
(Cont'd on Page 9A)

OUTDOOR SPORTS
6
'
Sweetheart Deals
& BOAT SHOW
In February

Engine Tune-Up
I

Thompson was premature and hampered their investigation of drug
trafficking in the Norman area.
U.S. Attorney Bill Price said
Thursday "there is no federal criminal investigation for obstruction of
justice" to learn the source of
Switzer's information and "there is
no investigation of Barry Switzer."
Switzer said his information
"came from people I believed in,
and they knew what they were talking about.
"It was as simple as that. I had
enough information to confront
him and give him some facts.
That's how it came about."
Interim Oklahoma President
David Swank said Thursday he had
"no idea" where Switzer heard
about allegations against
Thompson.
"I found out about it shortly
before it was announced," Swank
said, refusing to say who told him.

$2000 Cashback
all
1988 Audi 80 and 90 models
You will love our deals in February!

Carroll Mazda VW Audi
Salesmen M.C. Ellis, Jerry Henry. Terry Walter & Ed Carroll

800 Chestnut Murray 753-8850
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Garland leads balanced CCHS past Carlisle
STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Calloway County Lady Lakers got a big boost from an old
friend in a 52-36 win at Carlisle
County Thursday night.
Cynthia Garland, in her third
game back from a knee injury, had
13 points as the Lady Lakers had
four players in double figures to
cruise past the Lady Comets.
In addition to Garland's 13, Erica Muskgrow had 14 and Jennifer
Catherson and Pam Bucy each had
i2 as Calloway improved to 10-9,

while Carlisle fell to 5-14. ,
"We started off slow, but we
picked it up in the second quartet,"
Lady Laker coach Rose Elder said.
"We're really getting into a good
rhythm."
The two teams were tied at the
end of the first quarter, 8-8, but
Calloway jumped out to a 22-12
lead at halftime, then got up by as
much as 18 in the second half.
Calloway shot 45 percent from
the floor while the Lady Comets
were suffering through a 22 percent
shooting night.
Garland, a 5-8 junior, gives the

Lady Lakers a needed boost inside.
as her experience balances out
some youthful post players.
"I knew we missed her, but she's
given us a big lift by coming
back," Elder said. "She's so strong
and she's got such sure hands
inside. It really makes us a more
rounded team."
Garland and Catherson's inside
play helped Muskgrow pick up
seven assists on the night and also
enabled Holly Cherry to sneak in
and pull down eight rebounds, five
the first half.

Summerville led Carlisle
A ith 14, followed by Andrea Vineyard with 11.
The Lady Lakers return to action
Saturday night, hosting Todd
County Central in Jeffery Gym.
Ai.LowAv couvry
OS 22 32 52
CARLISLE COUNTY
OS 12 23 36
Calloway County (52( - Musigrow 14. Garland
:3. Cadscrson 12, Buoy. 12, Herndon 1. Cherry.
Paul. Las. 1,ans, Waldrop, Lambert. Treneolm
lotais FC :9-42, FT 14-17, 24 rebounds, 13
:,,rnovers
Carhsle County (36) - Summerville 14, Vineyard :2. Lambert 6, Phillips 2, Gill 2, Curtsuager :
SQMMETS. Reynolds Totals FG 12-55, Fl 11- :4, 24
rebounds, 13 cume.ers
Records
Callow',
(S'arltsle
County 5-14

OREL CONTRACT

Hershiser's'numbers' will start going up in 1989

Calloway's Kevin Orr tries to save a ball during last night's semifinal loss to North Marshall. North will battle Mayfield in the
championship game tonight, while the Calloway Middle Lady Lakers will face Mayfield in the girls final. Starr photo by David Ramey

tot
8th grade finalists repeat
STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

There will be Some familiar faces in the finals of the 1989 Fourth
district 8th grade tournament tonight at Calloway Middle School.
In repeats of the 1988 finals, North Marshall will face Mayfield in
the boys championships, while Calloway will battle Mayfield for the
girls title, beginning at 6 p.m. at CMS.
Mayfield and North Marshall earned championship berths with wins
Thursday night in the semifinals.
Mayfield bested South Marshall 53-32 by canning 21 free throws.
Greg Goodwin had 16 points, thanks to 10-of-11 free throw shooting,
while seven of Scott Leach's 11 points came from the free throw line.
North Marshall downed Calloway 35-32, despite a fourth quarter
furry by the Lakers. Trailing 27-18 entering the final period. the Lakers outscored North 14-8, but it was not enough. North was led by
Scott Nelson, whOThad 15 points, and Michael Lawrence had 8. Calloway was led by Gene Slone with 13, and Craig carraway with nine.
The Calloway Middle Lady Lakers will be seeking their seventh title
in nine years tonight, as they visit the finals for the ninth straight year.
Last year, the Lady Lakers defeated Mayfield 42-33, while Mayfield
won the boys tournament with a 59-45 victory over North Marshall.

NEW YORK (AP) — Orel Hershiser's salary is going up as fast as his
earned- run average went down.
Hershiser didn't allow a run in his final 59 innings last season. But he
got almost all the numbers he wanted Thursday, when the Los Angeles
Dodgers agreed to a three-year contract worth $7.9 million — breaking
almost every salary record in the history of baseball.
Capping a winter of contracts that were inconceivable just four months
ago, Hershiser broke the records for average annual salary, top salary in a
season and biggest raise.
"This contract is historic in its nature,- Los Angeles general manager
Fred Claire said. "We are delighted to have Orel under contract for three
more years."
— Including a prorated share of the signing bonus, Hershiser will make
$2,766,667 this season, the highest salary of any player, topping the
S2,466,667 of Baltimore's Cal Ripken.
— Hershiser's raise of S1,666,667 broke the record of S1,326,442 set
on Feb. 1 by Toronto's Jimmy Key.
— Hershiser's average annual salary of $2,633,333 broke the record of
S2.5 million set Wednesday by Boston right-hander Roger Clemens.
— Hershiser would get $3,166,667 in 1991, including a prorated share
of the signing bonus, making him the first S3 million baseball player
unless someone beats him to it in 1990.
"It really doesn't feel any different," Hershiser said. "Of course,
we're going to be able to pay the bills very easily. It feels like it's time to
go to spring training. It's been a very short offseason, what with all we've
been through."
Hershiser started out demanding $10 million over four years. During a
fruitless four-hour meeting on Wednesday night at Claire's home in
Pasadena, Hershiser was asking $8.35 million and the Dodgers were
offering S6.8 million.
But before the start of Thursday's scheduled arbitration hearing, both
sides began to move, according to Los Angeles owner Peter O'Malley.
The Dodgers went up to $7.1 million, then $7.3 million, then S7.4
million.
"The higher we went and the frequency with which they turned us
down was more than we figured to do the deal," O'Malley said, -but we
have no second thoughts."
Especially after the way Hershiser ended last season.
He went 23-8 with a 2.26 ERA, ending the season with a recordbreaking 59 consecutive scoreless innings. He then was named the Most
Valuable Player of the National League playoffs and MVP of the World
Series. Then he won the NL Cy Award. He has fame and fortune now, but
is trying not to let it change him.
"I'm just going to try and be Orel Hershiser, the same guy I've been
all along,- he said. "It's going to be a challenge. I've had to learn how to
say no. I'm going to work as hard as I can to be the, same person.-

Switzer says he ...
(Coed from Page 8.4)
lawyer Robert L. "Buddy" Pendarvis after Switzer suspended him
Monday and told the attorney he
- was concerned about what Switzer
told him.
Pendarvis said at Thompson's
request, he called the player's
parents and then called the Cleveland County district attorney's
office, and was referred to the FBI.
Authorities said they do not
believe Switzer intended to interfere with the investigation. But
they have been unable to determine
how Switzer, and possibly others
on campus, learned of the
investigation.
"We've had a great athletic tradition at the university and I'm not
saying we haven't become a little
lax in what we've done as a result
of that," Swank said.
Swank said a series of recommendations approved by the university's board of regents last week
are aimed at resolving problems in
the athletic department.
"I'm not going to promise you
that those changes are going to be
in place instantly. Don't expect it
will be done overnight. But it will
be done," Swank said.
Swank said the wrongdoing has
"damaged our image."
"But, actually, I'll be real honest4Dput it, image is important, but
sub-stance is more important than
image to us. The substance is that
we are ... a great educational institution right now and we're going to
get better."
Swank said he has had meetings
with Athletic Director Donnie Duncan and with Switzer. .
"I've told him I want to make
sure that he's following the guidelines and recommendations which
the regents have approved ... And I
do hold him responsible lot the
football program,- Swank said of
Switzer.
"Coach Switzer has — and he
says this himself — that he has run
a fairly loose ship in some ways
there. He expects people to be
mature individuals. And in these
instances that have occurred lately
they haven't done that."
Norman police said arrest warrants were issued Thursday for
three more people as part of their

While he tried to remain unaffected, the reaction in the baseball community was shock.'
"I just picked myself up off the floor," Cincinnati Reds general manager Murray Cook said after hearing the terms. "That's a lot of money.''
Last week, Dwight Gooden agreed to a three-year 56.7 million contract
with the New York Mets. On Wednesday, Roger Clemens and the Boston
Red Sox settled on S7.5 million for three years.'
"I guess one thing does follow another,- Mets senior vice president Al
Harazin said. "As we've gotten into the trilogy of Gooden. Clemens, Hershiser, I don't think you have predicted where things would wind up."
Hershiser's deal was not the only last-minute negotiation. Outfielder
Eric Davis and the Cincinnati Reds agreed at 1 a.m. Thursday to a oneyear contract for S1.35 million. Davis, who made 5929.000 in 1988. can
make an additional S230.000 in incentives.
They were to face an arbitrator Thursday afternoon in New York, hut
Reds owner Marge Schott intervened and personally negotiated tht!
contract.

In a later than last-minute deal, Tom Browning and the Reds agreed to
a one-year contract that doubles his salary. The left-hander will get
S1.025 million, a raise of 5582,500. Browning and the Reds had argued
their cases on Wednesday before arbitrafor Stephen Goldberg.
There was one arbitration ruling Thursday. Pete Incaviglia of the Texas
lost his case and was awarded S475,000 by Thomas Roberts, rather than
the 5828,000 Ine outfielder asked for. lncaviglia made 5275.000 last
season.
In another salary development, it became known that Ripken will be t.le
No.2 player on :he 1989 pay s,ale.
Ripken's
ItN) salary, which tops Dwight Gooden's 1989 pay with
the New York Mets ny 550,000, bs.:ame known only hours before Hershiser and the Dodgers concluded their deal,

Leo the Lip hospitalized after auto wreck
PALM SPRINGS.(Mill. AP
Former baseball great Leo Durocher was listed ni serious but stable
condition at Desert Hospital early
Friday, apparently after he was hurt
in a traffic ,icciderd, authorities
reported.
'Yes, he is here,- said Susan
Pond, a nursing supervisor at the.
hospital, about 100 miles east of
Los Angele.
Pond declined to say .exactly
what injuries Durocher, a former

as CT.

manager and coacn, had

,s one of baseDurother,
most famous personalities,
ligiaring prominently as a manager
and player trom the 920s 'a the
,ri'os and earning the nickname
-Leo the Lip.' for his fiery
nipIrc-n;liling and s,..rappy style oi
He broke in with a Yankee team
that included •fiahe Ruth and Loa
Clehrig.

Limited Time Offer

investigation, with two of the three
in custody. Lt. Leonard Judy said
the suspects weren't connected to
the Oklahoma athletic program.
Undersheriff George Mauldin of
Cleveland County said John Lipusz, 20, of Norman and Scott A.
Seekings, 22, of Norman were in
custody late Thursday night.
The arrest warrant named Lipusz
on one count of unlawful delivery
of cocaine and Seekings on two
similar counts. A warrant also was
issued for the arrest of Daren R.

Caldwell, 22, of Norman on three
similar counts.
Thompson's arrest came after a
month of turmoil in which one
Oklahoma football player was
arrested for allegedly wounding
another in an athletic dormitory
shooting and three players were
charged in the alleged rape of a
woman at the dormitory.
In December, the Oklahoma
football program was placed on
NCAA probation for three years
recruiting violations.
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Lady Tigers win, lose...
•

(Coned from Page 8A)
Free throws then helped the Lady Tigers pull
away, as Vanover sank both ends of a one-plus-one
with 4:58 left, Ann Greenfield sank two at 4:25 and
another at 3:58 and Jones hit another with 3:48
showing for a 19-12 Lady Tiger lead. Parker the
rebounded Jones' second free throw and scored on
the putback for a 21-12 lead.
The Lady Tigers wasted opportunities to increase
their lead at the end of the half, however. Leading
25-17 after an Ann Greenfield steal and layup with
54 seconds left, Murray saw a Mayfield free throw
cut the lead to seven points before a lane violation
with seven seconds left cost Greenfield a free throw.
She then stole the inbounds pass and was fouled with
no time showing, but missed the front end of the
bonus.
Nlayfield scored back-to-back buckets at the start
of the second half to trim the gap to 25-22, but Jones
drilled two free throws and Parker sank an Outside
shot for a 29-22 lead. Those two Lady Tigers were
soon to head for the sidelines, however, as Jones
picked up her fourth foul with 4:15 left in the third
quarter and Parker was whistled for her fourth with
2:27 left in the period and Murray in control of a
11-24 lead.
Reserves Kwanda Hornbuckle and Mary Catherine
Wooldridge helped the Lady Tigers keep the Lady

Cardinals caged, however, as the quarter ended with
Murray controlling a 38-34 ballgame.
Jones celebrated her return to the court by sinking
a shot from underneath to start the fourth quarter and
increase the lead to six points and, with 6:30 left in
the game, Ann Greenfield sank an outside shot and
was fouled, adding the free throw to push the margin
out to 45-38. When Mayfield missed the front end of
a bonus, Parker ripped an outside shot for a ninepoint advantage.
It wouldn't last. Back-to-back Mayfield buckets
cut the lead to 47-42 and a Greenfield layup was
answered by a Wiman basket, prompting Harrell to
ask for time with 4:14 to play.
The Lady Tigers came back with pressure — moderate pressure, Harrell noted. "We were just trying to
put some pressure on them," he said, pointing to the
foul situation. "We just wanted to slow them down a
little, keep them from getting into a set offense."
But Murray couldn't execute offensively, and
Mayfield scored twice to cut the lead to 49-48.
The Lady Tigers then missed the front end of a
bonus, got the rebound and were fouled, missed the
front end of a bonus again, again got the rebound but
missed the putback. With 2:23 to go, Wiman sank a
baseline shot for Mayfield to put the Lady Cardinals
in the lead. 50-49.
Murray then nearly threw the ball out of bounds.

with a Mayfield player tipping the wild pass at the
last moment to keep possession in Murray's hands.
With 2:00 showing, Yolanda Greenfield scored her
only points of the night, sinking a crucial 3-point
shot from the top of the key to put Murray in front
by two.
Mayfield tied the game and stole the ball but
missed the front end of a bonus with 1:25 showing.
Hornbuckle rebounded for Murray and was fouled,
and the freshman responded by sinking both ends of
the pressure one-plus-one situation for a 54-52 lead
with 1:14 left.
Two Lady Cardinal . free throws tied the game at
54-54 with 59 seconds left, but Ann Greenfield sank
both ends of a one-plus at 0:47 for a 56-54 lead.
Defense then came to the forefront for Murray.
The Lady Tigers knocked a pass out of bounds with
19 seconds left, and Jones and Yolanda Greenfield
collaborated on a theft of the inbounds pass, but
Murray missed the front end of a bonus with 16 seconds to go.
Mayfield then went to the line with 10 seconds left
and Bell sank one free throw, cutting the lead to
56-55, but Yolanda Greenfield rebounded the missed
second free throw and Ann 'Greenfield was fouled
with five seconds left. She hit one free throw for a
57-55 lead, and the game ended as Mayfield missed a
floor-length attempt.

National Basketball Association

The Lady Tiger celebration was short-lived, however, as the drawing for tournament berths was held
at center court immediately following.
Harrell refused to be intimidated by the results of
the draw. "We're not going over there with the feeling that we're going to get beat," he said. "We're
capable of playing with them if we play an excellent
hallgame."
Harrell pointed back to the two goals set by the
team before the season began — to achieve a winning record and to reach the regional tournament.
"Right now, we're looking at Reidland Monday
night," he said. "We can assure ourselves of one of
our goals (the winning season) then, and, next week,
v.e can get the other if we do what we have to do."
Junior Varsity
The Lady Tigers were defeated 46-38 despite 13
points from Jennifer Fairbanks and eight each from
Wooldridge and Colette Jones.
Next Game
The Murray girls, 9-7, travel to Reidland Monday
night.
!HAYFIELD
Oft Id 34 55
MURRAY
12 25 33 57
Mayfield (55) — McCullar 10, Stratton 12, Masan 10, England 6, Bell
4, Payne 3, Sanders I, Yarber.
Murray (57) — A.GreeefieW 22, Yanower 11, Parker 3, Jones 7, Dornbuckle 6, Y.Greenfleld 3, Wooldridge, Fairbanks.
Records — Mayfield 10-12, Murray 9-7.

SCOREBOARD

No one's laughing at first place Cleveland this year
By HAL

BOCK

AP Sports Columnist

The following dose of Cleveland comedy is presented at no charge,
courtesy of the Henm, Youngman joke book, circa 1947:
"Oh yeah. Cleveland. the mistake by the lake.''
Or
'I won a contest. First prize was a week in Cleveland. Second prize
was two weeks.'
Or
"I spent two weeks in Cleveland the other day.'
Close the book. The place is not so funny anymore. Certainly the rest
of the NBA sees very little humor in the revitalized Cleveland Cavaliers,
who own the best record in the league.
This is the league of the Lakers and Celtics, the Pistons and Knicks, the
Hawks and Rockets; the league of Akeem and Kareem, Magic and
Michael, Dominique and Isiah. And the best record belongs to Cleveland,
which employs none of the single name stars.
The Cavs are a largely anonymous cast of low profile, high achievement players. directed by soft-spoken Lenny Wilkens, who was named to
the Hall of Fame last week. two days before directing the East team in the
All-Star game. The team is a reflection of the coach, with a lunch bucket
mentality that makes up in production what it lacks in razzle dazzle.
Until now, the franchise was best known for ex-owner Ted Stepicn, that
old knee-slapper who once seized the town's attention by dropping
objects from the top of a downtown building. This clumsy attempt at
humor fell somewhat short of the Youngman standard. So did Stepien's
propensity for mortgaging his team's future by trading off its draft
c.hoices in a series of poorly planned deals.
- The situation was so bad that the league had to award the franchise
bonus picks as a plum to sweeten terms of the sale to the Gund brothers.
0 1 •.17h1 out Stepien in 1983. Three years later, they hired Wayne

Embry as general manager and he reached into Seattle's front office to
import Wilkens as coach. "He knows how to motivate young pLayers and
veterans," Embry said. -He's a players coach."
For Wilkens, who coached the SuperSonics to an NBA title a decade
ago, the Cavs offered a chance to get back in the action. "I was only in
the front office one year," he said.
enjoyed it and I thought I did it
well. I missed coaching, though. I like the excitement of working with
young people, of making decisions with two minutes to -go, with the game
on the line."
Young talent like draft choices Brad Daugherty and Mark Price gave
Wilkens instant ammunition and last year Embry traded for veteran Larry
Nance. All three were on Wilkens' All-Star roster.
Perhaps no Cav benefited more from the arrival of old pro Nance than
Daugherty, the No. 1 pick three years ago, who has shed his -soft"
image to become one of the league's best young centers.
"Larry's ability to block shots is uncanny," Daugherty said. "He's
back there swatting balls away and that makes it easier for me to play
position defense, which is more my game."
Did Nance think his addition benefited Daugherty? He smiled and said,
-Let's say the addition of Brad helped Larry."
Wilkens liked his team in training camp. -1 thought we could play,
well,- he said. "I didn't know we could play this well."
The popular perception was that the Cavs were a year or two away.
Now Wilkens thinks they may not have to wait.
-1 always say the sky's the limit. You don't want to paint yourself in a
corner. Just let it happen. If we can do it in two or three years, why wait
five? I want to encourage that kind of thinking in the team.'
For Wilkens, the challenge of the remainder of the season is to keep the
Cavs on track.
-The player'needed the mental break of the All-Star Game,- he said.
Our guys are young. They're not used to what they've experienced this
year. Every game is a sellout and the other team is always up for them.
We can't sneak up on anybody. It will be a tough second half. Everybody's going to be ready for us. We've got to accept the challenge."

THE WAITING'S OVER!

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355,

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct.
33 17 .660
28 20 .583
23 25
479
18 29 .383
18 31
367
13 36
265
Central Division
Cleveland
37 11
.771
Detroit
33 13
717
Milwaukee
31 16
601
Atlanta
30 19 .612
Chicago
28 20 .583
Indiana
11 37 .229
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

•,,,.. ,1.7-r o
Miami

GB
—
4
9
13Vi
14'4
ITS

New York
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
New Jerses
Charlotte

Houston
Utah
Dallas
Denver

W
29
30
26
2f,

3
51s
7'S
9
26

L Pct. GB
617 18
20
600
lii
21 , 553 3
24
520 41S

271 16Y,
1; 5
5 42 .106 24
Pacific Division
I. A !Akers
33 16
673
Phoente
30 17
638 2
Seattle
29 19
604
3'S
Golden State
27 20
574 5
Portland
25 22
532 7
Sacramento
14 34
292 181
/
4
I. A Clippers
11 39
220 221
/
4
Thursday's Games
Chicago 117, Milwaukee 116
Dallas 93, Miami 80
Utah 129, Boston 114
Golden State 143, I. A Clippers 138. or
Detroit 95, Sacramento 84
l. A. takers 110. Portland 101
All Times EST
Friday's Games
New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7.34) pm
Charlotte at Miami, 7 30 pm
Cleveland at Atlanta, 8 pm
Denver at Houston, 8.30 p.m
Boston at P1toentx, 9-30 pm.
Wsvh nglon at Seattle, 10 pin.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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"Competent Sales Si. Service At Competitive Prices"

FEBRUARY SPECIALS!
Offer Good Thru 2/28/89

LIVE

S

VEGS

WORD
CHAINISHIPA
B
OXING
MIKE TYSON vs FRANK BRUNO
Saturday, February 25 at 9 p.m.
THE BEST TIME ON TV

LAST CHANCE
HOOK-UP
SPECIAL!

*6 1/2' Silk Dogwood Trees:
$39.95 w/delivery & set up (in town only)
$34.95 u-pick up
$29.95 in box (limited supply)
*6' Silk Fica Trees w/real birch bark:
$44.95 w/delivery & set up
$39.95 u-pick up
*Silk Azalias (54 Blooms)
w/painted clay pots...$12.95
*Commercial office decorating
'till March 1 for retail cost
of materials only (no extra
changes for design, delivery,
or set-up).

DONT DELAY - CALL TODAY!

759-4808
206/208 E. Poplar
*(Evening/Weekend Calls Welcome)

990 Installation Special!

HBO
Cinemax
HBO & Cinemax Combo

Sign up for HBO, Cinemax or both and
save $9.01 on installation!

Save 6.05

10.50
10.50
14.95

LE
CAB
visa
N
Bel-Air Center

el

.460
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Podular remote prison concept
Podular remote design

Jurors pondering request
by Hudson's former lover
to double AIDS judgment
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jurors
who awarded $14.5 million in damages to the late actor Rock Hudson's lover were pondering a
request today to double the judgment as an example to people who
might hide an AIDS infection from
a ,sexual partner.
Some legal experts denounced
the $14.5 million in compensatory
damages — $3.5 million more than
the lawsuit asked for — as excessive, but a lawyer for Marc Christian, Hudson's former lover, urged
jtrors Thursday to add another
$14.5 million to the judgment in
punitive and exemplary damages.
Deliberations failed to produce a
verdict and were to resume today.
The jury decided Wednesday
that Hudson and his private secretary, Mark Miller, were guilty of
"outrageous conduct" by deliberately hiding Hudson's AIDS
diagnosis from Christian while
Hudson and Christian continued to
have unprotected sex.
Christian has not been diagnosed
with the deadly disease.
The jury returned Thursday to
begin the next phase in the twomonth trial: Christian's request for
punitive and exemplary damages
from Miller. Only Miller is named
because state law prohibits such
damages being awarded from an
estate. "You havt the opportunity to
save the lives of untold millions.
You must surely be blessed,"
Christian's lawyer, Harold Rhoden,
told the jury.
But Andrew Banks, Miller's
attorney, told jurors to be cautious
and "go slowly" in deciding.
Banks urged the panel not to
vent anger at Hudson by penalizing
Miller, 63, the secretary who also
served as Hudson's friend and confidante for 35 years.
"He's not the person who had
sex with Marc Christian," Banks

•
Utilities

.
Exercise
courtyard

Dayroom
Gym
- Glass
"---1

said. "If you're angry at Rock
Hudson, I ask you to set all the
feelings about Rock Hudson aside
and consider Mark Miller. There is
no need to hit Mark Miller again."
Christian, 35, said he didn't find
out about Hudson's disease until it
was announced to the world in July
1985. Hudson died three months
later at age 58.
Christian sued the Hudson estate
and Miller for $I 1 million, claiming intentional infliction of emotional distress lid -an "enhanced
fear" that he too will die of AIDS.
Those who disagreed with the
jury's decision to award Christian
$3.5 million more than he had
asked for said it could set a dangerous precedent.
"I'm delighted with the message
and I'm appalled at the size of the
award," said Rabbi Allen Freehling, chairman of the Los Angeles
County Commission on AIDS.
Frank Schubert, president of the
Association for California Tort
Reform, called the verdict an
"awful decision."
"While we understand the jury's
sympathy for the plaintiff, the precedent their award establishes is
catastrophic," Schubert said.
"They've awarded for an injury
that hasn't yet occurred. ... What
the jury's done is award damages
for fear, whether it's rational fear
or not."
Rhoden told jurors that doubling
the damages would send a message
to the world that lovers can't keep
secrets about AIDS without risking
legal consequences.
"If you bring in a verdict like
the one you brought in yesterday,
you know the world is going to
know about it," he told the jury.
Miller's lawyer countered that
the message already was sent.
"It's echoed around the world,"
Banks said. "Now please exercise
caution."
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Heart disease clearly begins
in childhood, doctors say
MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) —
Doctors believe they can predict in
babies 6 months of age which ones
are likely to grow up to have high
cholesterol, showing that heart disease — and its prevention — begin
early in life, according to a report
Tuesday.
The findings, which emerge from
a long-running study in Louisiana,
suggest that high cholesterol levels
and high blood pressure have
begun to do damage by the time,
children are in their teens.
"Adult heart disease very clearly
begins in childhood," said Dr. Gerald S. Berenson of Louisiana State
University Medical Center in New
Orleans.
Cholesterol causes fatty buildups
in the heart's arteries. This congestion can culminate in heart attacks,
usually in middle age or later,
unless it is treated by changes in
diet or taking cholesterol-lowering
drugs.
Cholesterol is an essential substance needed by the body to make
cell membranes and hormones. At
least half of it is produced by the
liver; however, the rest comes from
the cholesterol and saturated fat in
the food people eat.
When children have elevated
cholesterol levels, it means that
their bodies' natural production of
this substance is high. So to protect
their hearts they will have to cut
down on the cholesterol and saturated fat in their diet, many experts
believe.
Support for this idea comes from
the Bogalusa Heart Study, a review
of the heart health of children and
young adults that began in 1973 in
Bogalusa, La. Berenson presented

4k,
S BONDS
U.S.SAVING-IF
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

the latest data from the study at a
meeting of the American Heart
Association.
The doctors have data on 10.000
people ranging in age from birth to
26 years. Doctors measured their
blood pressure and total blood
cholesterol. They also looked at
their amounts of high-density lipoprotein, or HDL, the so-called good
cholesterol that protects against
heart trouble, as well as lowdensity lipoprotein. or LDL, which
causes it.
The research suggests that elevated total cholesterol and [IX
can be predicted from blood tests at
6 months of age. Future high blood
pressure begins to appear by agc 8.
and dangerously low NM., levels
can be predicted by age 14.
Heart disease resulting from
clogged coronary arteries is substantially more common in white
males than in blacks.
"The whitc man is programmed
for •a heart attack at age 9." said
Berenson.
At this age, he said, LDL levels
are rising and HDL is beginning to
drop, setting the youngster up for
clogged heart arteries unless
cholesterol levels are brought under
control with a sensible diet, exercise and other changes in behavior.
The research team has conducted
autopsies on youngsters in the
study who have died, many of them
in car crashes and other 'accidents.
These examinations showed, fatty
streaks — the first stage of artery
disease — in most of the children
and young adults. Actual buildup
of plaque was found in the heart
arteries of nine of 34 males and
one of 11 females.

AT&T chairman suggests
keeping a tight rein on the
regional Bell companies
%%ASHINGTO\ AP:
rk.gulators should "unleash.
telecommunications companies in
the V. orld marketplace nut keep a
tight rein on the regional Bell cornthe chairman of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. says.
Robert E. Alien said Thursday
:hat the Bell companies that were
created in the l984 breakup of
AT&I are monopolies and should
he regulated as such To allow
:hem into the iong-distance and
manufacturing arenas. as Congress
and the courts are considering.
would nirm back the clock on the
post-1984 gains such as lower
equipment prices, lower longdistance rates and more widespread
use of telephone:. ne said.
The Bell companies could potentially "do a lot of damage to comNtitors" in rnarkcts currentl prowted by the' ]984 ,onsent decree.
Mien said at a Inecilr. of tnt Federal Commu nic tions Bar
As:oeration.
said. the
'If that happens:*
torce of an!itrus: "aw
Compete ion may wane
nd con:urner: T.o, suffer
the decree.
fie
Bell
prc.en:ed
mines .Iron: :nanufacturing
equipment or ;170‘Idirli.I ongdit.,in,:e or n'orTation ser‘ices.
• '‘upplic‘r: use
'purred
the knoAl;d::c 'nal the r;gional
Bellcornpansc, ba‘e no '.nsidel
nside'
rhanutaciurer
•an

Alloina :nrn •i) manufacture
not In:7o% e he nation's
new jobs.
trade de.!icit 01"
Alien said.
OUld
n:na:1;(.:
[he meg nal
(raid

:0 •

\.s r

'hone cquirment because of he nigh ,:ests
developing their own:Allen said.
''To get into this business would
mean alliances hetween the ircgk;;;11c,

:or

i‘nal Bell companies) and switchn companies in Japan. Germany,
Sweden. France, Canada or Great
Britain.- he said.
He said that while the United
States debates the regulation issue,
foreign competitors are racing
ahead, thanks to government
subsidies.
He said he wasn't calling for
subsidies but for the government to
'unleash the competitive information industry: in this country''
"Regulators need to act. where
they are clearly free to do so, to
enhance rather than hinder the
competitiveness of American 'business.- he said.
Allen, who assumed the AT&T
chairmanship last April, said there
should be less regulation in competitive marketplaces such as longdistance calling, where about 5(10
companies. including \ICI Communications Corp. and US Sprint.
are battling AT&T.
"In the competitive part of the
mdustry. regulators have been slow
to remove restraints. This has
denied the nation the full benefit of.
all competitors being able to compete flat out. And this. in turn.
penalites America when it needs
the Yen, best technology to succeed
in a time of intense international
competition,- he said.
"Divestiture worked.- he said
iit the AT&T breakup. "It promised protection of consumers
dr:‘,"ing a clean wedge helACC7
monopoly markets and the con
titiye. markets.He said AT&T now was just on,..
of many communications network,
•
in the nation. fie said Y -;•;, •
that ;: he regulated in •‘: .
marketplace while icaders in ow-if-.
'.ndustriec. such as computers. are
"One is overly restrained
other is not restrained at .
Allen said.
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Skirts

Ramie/Cotton
Spring Sweaters

(Junior 5-13) Value $36

has
FACS MACHINE

Value $15

for you.

Lasting
Impressions

$1
299
Belted Challis

Now

Currants
Energie
Buyout!
$1099
Cotton-Blend
Knit Tops

Now

Fashion
Workshop
Now

Ocean Pacific
Oversized Graphic
T-Shirts
(S-M-L) Value $17
$899
Now

(S-M-L) Values $20-24

Cotton Acid-Washed
& Stonewashed
Shorts
(Junior 5-13) Values $24-30
Now

Traditional linear
!ail design

$1099-1499

Palmetto's
Rumble Seats
Acid-Washed
Denim Jeans
(Junior 5-13)1/alues $32-45
Now

$1999 21 99

100% Cotton
Boxer Shorts

Novelty Camp &
Cropped Shirts

(S-M-L) Values $12-16

(S-M-L) Values $16-30

$699

100% Cotton
Canvas Skirts
(Misses 6-14) Value $28
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ATTACHE' SIZED PORTABLE FACSIMILE
d" AND REDUCTION
—
WITH SPEED DIALIN
Compact/Lightweight *One-Touch Auto Dialing
*Automatic Reduction *Automatic Document Feeder
*Automatic Receiving *Copy Mode
• *Document Size to 10.1

.4 SPECIAL

$799
Now

Now,

Fringed Leno
Weave Scarves

$500°°
OFF

Value $16

°ffiv

$1350°°
Reg. $1850.00

-Now

Now

$899

PA(;E 11A

Until March 10th

Now $499
"Don't let your competitors get the edge on you."

Hwy. 79 E
Paris, TN
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FASIIIION CARER)

For More Information Call Judy Outland
642-9620

IAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
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Frankfort residents give
descriptions of flood woes

ALMOST ALL
CALLOWAY COUNTIANS
ARE PAPER TRAINED.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
t-rom her ground-floor office window, Kelly Williams can watch
boats glide by on Capitol Avenue,
which is usually teeming with traffic heading uphill to Kentucky's
statehouse.
"It's a little scary and it's very
sad for the people who live around
here," said Mrs. Williams, executive director of the Kentucky Republican Party. All that we have
here is an office. I'm sorry to see
the other folks having to move out
with family and possessions."
Thursday's sunshine, following
four days of unrelenting rain, gave
some residents of low-lying south
Frankfort extra time to pack up and
head to higher ground.
They included Carolyn Smith,
who carried furniture to a waiting
truck.
"I'm from western Kansas, so,
this is like some major water for
me," said Mrs. Smith, 22, who
with husband Cy had moved into
the first floor of a large frame
house in November.

pictures of their children was
unsuccessful, Clell Walters said.
We tried to open the front door
and go through to where we could
get some pictures off the wall, but
there's no way. The water's so
high in it that you'd just hit the
ceiling if you went in there, so it's
too dangerous to try," he said.
About 200 families in all had
been evacuated from the city's
low-lying areas. By 8 p.m. EST
Thursday, the river had reached
44.8 feet — more than 13 feet over
flood stage and almost three feet
higher than the crest that had been
predicted Wednesday.
Officials said Thursday night
they believed the river would crest
overnight.
Frankfort Mayor Mickey Mills
said 22 streets were blocked by
floodwaters and traffic was limited
over two bridges and one road that
are the only remaining access to
South Frankfort.
"The sightseers got to be too
much. People with cameras and
video cameras were all over ...,"
he said.

The furniture would be taken to
the couple's farm near Lawrenceburg, she said.
We were planning on moving,
anyway. It's just kind of getting
moved up ahead of schedule," she
said.
Two blocks away, there was
nothing CleII Walters could do but
stand and look down the street
where water inched ever higher
into the houses of his brother, Paul
Walters, and half-brother, Tim
Reed, who are next-door neighbors.
CleII Walters, 39, of Lexington,
said he brought his truck here
Wednesday night to help get furniture out of the two houses, but first
took the brothers' five children to
his own home. He returned to find
the truck gone, having been towed
away by police, he said.
By the time he got his truck
back, about three hours later, "the
water was so high we couldn't get
nothing out," he said. "The water
was ... up to your knees and it was
ice cold."
An attempt to use a boat to salvage the brothers' wall-mounted

Town becomes small
island during flood

*Fortin

Bahia
•

Ingavi *
Minas Cue

The people who read a paper.

Pity those who don't read a
newspaper, few that they are.
The last time we surveyed it was
less than 10 percent.
As an advertiser, it's the 90 percent that you should be concerned about. The majority.

BOSTON, Ky.(AP) — The people of Boston may wish to take
issue with whoever said "No man
is an island.''
This Nelson County community
of 400, among the hardest hit by
flooding, remained cut off from all
sides today, an island in a sea of
swirling, muddy flood waters from
the Rolling Fork of the Salt River.
The river neared a crest of 52
feet on Thursday, three-tenths of a
foot over its previously record
high.
The only way out of a town was
by boat or helicopter. Residents
couldn't even walk out.
"We're locked in," said Joe
Sims, 35. "It's the nearest thing to
suffocating."
On Thursday, residents strolled
in the sunshine — the first break in
four days from rain — and picked
up supplies at the town's only open
store, all the while casting weary
glances at the watefis that were still
rising around them.
"We've got plenty of food. As

They're your literate,
thoughtful, powerful market.
They pack potent purchasing
power.
They read the newspaper.
And that's where your advertising dollars should be.
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•Area: 157,048 square
miles, about the size of
California
•Population: 4.25 million
(1987 estimate)
•Government: Republic.
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(official) and native language
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•Per capita income: $950
in 1986
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Last Chance To Get America's
No. 1 Stoves At Clearance Prices
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-
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,
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Reg .$21.95
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Mid-Season Sale
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& Comfortable
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long as nobody gets sick, we're all
right," said Betty Vandiver, who
has lived in Boston 32 years.
But she says she will be baking
biscuits and corn bread because
Boston Food Mart ran out of bread
on Thursday.
In nearby New Haven, a town ot
900, community residents pitched
in to help one another clean up as
flood waters that had covered the
downtown began to recede.
"I believe we're in good shape
now," said David Howard, a partner in Mr. McGoo's, a tavern and
pool hall. "We'll clean it out and
go on, I reckon."
Margaret King of Lebanon Junction in Bullitt County just wanted a
day to rest.
Ms. King, her 90-year-old
mother, her daughter, son, son-inlaw and two grandchildren fled
their flood-threatened trailer home
in a little fishing boat at 3 a.m.
EST Thursday. The family was
adrift for about three hours before
finally reaching high ground.

DYNAGLOW ,Vented Radiant Gas Space Heater

......,-

'799

---

(Brass
Included)

.

$ 0900
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Hurry! Quantities Are Limited
We're Kentucky's No. 1
Ashley Stove Dealer!

RENTAL SALES

50,000 BTU with blower in
LP or Natural Gas

Only
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200 E. Mehl St.
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50 tax-return preparers
fail magazine's tax test

U.S. consumer debt
itnstallment great
$7

Personal bankruptcies
700

In billions of dollars
outstanding

In thousands of tdmilies
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the typical taxpayer.
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which
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except
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Note. Data tor fiscal years ending June
last year. The wife started her own
chino° Tritium Graphic. Sources Board of Governors of the feOea Hesere
the
spent
husband
the
and
business
National Foundation for Consumer Credit
second half of the year negotiating
to buy his own company. They had
a variety of investments, owned
two homes and were willed a third
home by the wife's mother, who
died during the year.
A year ago, Money magazine
asked 50 professional return preparers to figure the taxes of a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
make-believe family. Then, too,
It also was the first time since
they came up with 50 different Kentucky's unemployment rate for
1980 that unemployment was in
answers and their bottom-line fig- 1988 was 7.9 percent, the first time
single digits every month, the
ures varied by as much as 50 since 1979; that the year-end figure
release said. .
broke the 8.0 barrier, the Cabinet
percent.
Unemployment during the year
"What's their excuse this for Human Resources said today.
peaked at 9.3 percent in March.
The cabinet credited in part a
year?" the magazine asked.
The lowest rate was 6.1, percent in
The survey suggests that it is not
Wesley R. Fitzpatrick, a partner trend by state and local governOctober.
only Internal Revenue Service
in the Portland, Ore., office of ments toward aggresgive recruitA record average of 1,575.000
employees who are not fully up to
Grant Thornton accountants, who ment of new business and industry,
Kentuckians were working each
speed on provisions of the landdesigned this year's test, said he such as the new Toyota auto
month in 1988, as measured by the
mark 1986 tax overhaul. A General
was completedly surprised by the assembly plant in Scott County.
U.S. Department of Labor's survey
Accounting Office survey released
Last year's average rate comresults.
of 710 households in the state, the
last week found that IRS personnel
-When the tax-reform law was pared with 8.8 percent unemployrelease said.
whose job is to answer taxpayers'
new, you could understand the con- ment for 1987 and was the lowest
The figure included Kentuckians
telephoned queries gave the correct
fusion, but now it's hard to expiftin rate since the 5.6 percent posted in
working within the state as well as
answers to only 64 percent of
all the mistakes about fundamental 1979, the cabinet said in a news
those who commuted to jobs across
selected test questions that were
rules," Fitzpatrick said. . •
release.
state lines. The total was 39,000
more than the state's average
monthly employment estimate for
1987, the release said.
The federal estimate of unemployed Kentuckians was 134.000.
compared with a 1987 estimate of
chap148,000.
three
form
years of membership, but he new members to
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A forwhite
Ed Blackwell. the cabinet's chief
because
County
Pike
in
ters
a
as
week
this
himself
described
m kr member of the Ku Klux Klan
labor
market analyst, said the
racial
more
demanding
were
people
group.
the
of
supporter
non-paying
a
for
anora black man are vying
in employment averages
changes
purity.
He said he had known Clayborn
Pike County constable's post in a
supKentucky's gradual
not
you're
reflected
says
Bible
"The
he
because
and,
years
several
for
primary campaign that has begun
the national recesround
a
from
in
recovery
races,
mix
to
posed
for
file
to
first
was
the
constable,
have
both
though
to heat up even
of the -decade.
after
beginning
sion
the
at
said
Newsome
way,"
about
cama
had not originally foreseen
said race shouldn't become an
was above 10
don't
"Unemployment
"You
march.
September
the
Clayborn.
against
paign
issue.
percent during most of 1982 and
— I was on the fire department see a dog with a cat or a bluebird
"If the voters of District 1 vote
1983 and half of 1984," Blackwell
you."
do
a
redbird
with
Newstime,''
long
a
for
him
with
for a man who believes the way he
in the release.
and
said
he
when
that
can't
said
Clayborn
"You
Clayborn.
of
said
ome
believes, then they just give the
"Then, state government and
find a finer fellow. We've always Newsome had worked together as
man a license to kill," said Charlie
gotten along fine.
firemen, they both seemed to local communities began to aggresClayborn, a black who faces former
it's
nomination,
the
gets
he
"If
respect one another. But Clayborn sively recruit new business and
on
Newsome
Jack
Webb
Klansman
OK. I'll shake his hand. I'm not said he had no idea at the time that industry, such as Toyota. Results in
the Democratic ballot in the May
the last two to three years have
running against his race, I just want Newsome was a Klan member,
primary.
to be constable regardless of who I
"Had I known this, knowing been that the new employers have
"Law enforcement could be
how the Klan feels about blacks, I spun off other out-of-state firms
have to run against."
dangerous." Clayborn said in an
Grundy,
in
march
Klan
a
During
would have never went into a burn- relocating to Kentucky and more
interview this week.
Va. last September, Newsome said
ing building with him," Clayborn expansion by existing businesses,"
Newsome said he resigned from
Blackwell said.
said.
the group was attracting enough
the Klan in December after 18

WASHINGTON (AP) — Fifty
professional tax-return preparers
came up with 50 different answers
when asked to calculate the federal
taxes of a hypothetical family,
Money magazine reported today.
The professionals' answers
ranged from $12,359 to S35,813 —
an even worse performance than a
year ago.
The accountant who designed the
test said the correct tax was
$23,393, but the law is so confusing that several correct answers
were possible, Money said. Ten of
the 50 preparers made no major
mistakes but computed the family's
taxes as high as S24,493.
"The abundance of mistakes our
test turned up suggests that pros
arc nowhere near as knowledgeable
about the tax law as they are supposed to be," Money said in its
March issue. "After all, we were
samplying highly regarded preparers who willingly accepted our
challenge to calculate the model
return."

-41

State's jobless rate falls
past 8 percent in 1988

Issue of racism enters into constable
election in Pikeville community

RED TAO
SALE
•Carpet height Adoistment

• Top Loading Dust Bag
• POWer Driven Beater
Bar Brush Roll
• Dual Edge
Kleener4'
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Focus of Tower probe
turns to Geneva trip
information on Tower that has not
been made public.
Tower has been dogged by allegations of dnnking and philandering. Many senators also have
voiced concern whether Tower
could avoid conflicts of interest
after receiving more than $1 million as a consultant for major
defense contractors since he left
the Senate four years ago.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, which is reviewing the
nomination, has said that an investigation of Tower's actions in
Geneva found no security breaches.
Additionally. Nunn said Wednesday in Rome, Ga., that if members
of the full Senate bring up questions about Tower's personal life
the lawmakers may he forced -to
meet behind closed doors.
"I hope not, but it depends on
the type of questions posed on the
Senate floor by senators who are
not members of the Senate Armed
Services Committee," Nunn said,
referring to the Senate deliberations should the nomination clear
his. -panel.
"I emphasize that the leadership
of the Senate will make this decision, not the Armed Services Committee or its chairman," he said.
A closed session of the full
Senate is highly unusual. occurring
on average about once a year and
usually elating to national security
issues.
-4
The last closed session OCCUrres.
on March 29. 1988, when
Senate met to discuss
The review said Tower kept both
Intermediate-range Nuclear
mishis secretaries in Geneva as
tresses, the newspaper reported. Treaty with the Soviet Union.
Two weeks ago, ABC News said
Tower's conduct in Geneva
an Air Force colonel claimed there drew criticism this week
do
were 14 separate liaisons involving
Reagan administration's
members of the U.S. delegation in
arms control chief. Kennet
Switzerland.
Adelman.
In another published report, The
Although impressed
Washington Post said today that er's performance as
the FBI report summarizing the arms negotiator. Adelmaii bureau's findings has uncovered no former Texas senator's evidence linking him to the Penta- discretion proved troubles
gon procurement scandal or illegal as before and since."
.
Tower's private behavior
campaign contributions. But the
newspaper quoted one source as directly affect his conduct of ofhsaying the report would contain "a, cial business at the Geneva talks,
wealth of allegations about the Adelman said. But Adelman said
Tower's conduct should he a factor
guy's personal conduct."
Tom Kirk, the FBI agent who in the Senate confirmation deliberwrote the report, told the newspap- ations because "a defense secretary
er the report will contain new has no private life::

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
personal conduct of Defense
secretary-designate John Tower has
overtaken his Pentagon business
dealings as a focus of investigators' attention as lawmakers prepare to take up his nomination.
Of particular concern is Tower's
16-month stint in Geneva as head
of the American delegation that
met with the Soviets to discuss
mutual cuts in long-range nuclear
missiles. The former Texas senator
was there' from January 1985 to
April 1986.
According to a report in today's
Washington Times, details on Tower's sexual activities in Geneva
would come out in a closed hearing
of a House ,subcommittee investigating allegations of security viola:ions by another member of the
delegation.
The newspaper reported that an
investigator from the State Department and one from the Air Force
V, ere to arrive Saturday from Geneva. The investigators are to appear
at a session of the House Energy
and Commerce oversight and
nvestigations subcommittee
headed by Rep. John Dingell,
D.-Mich.
The Times report. which deals
with a hearing on allegations
against retired Air Force Lt.
Robert Moser, says allegations
about Tower arose in an Office of
Personnel Management review on
Moser's request for a Department
of Energy security clearance.

CHECK US OUT!!!
•NO HIGH COST TV BUDGET TO SUPPORT!
•NO HIGH PRESSURE SALES TACTICS!
•NO INFLATED ADD-ON COSTS!

JUST OLD FASHION HONEST VALUE
FOR YOUR MONEY!!!

Model 1432

4.0 Amp Motor

EUREKA UPRIGHT
HIGH
ERFORMANCE

1989 GMC SHORT BED
4x4 Pickups - well equipped.
Here at the rigliL time of year
And At The Right Price!!!

Check Out These Sporty 1989 Short Beds you will be impressed with these trucks.

Good selection 1989 GMC Full Size Sierra
Pickups - Also some demos to save you
money - Even some extended cab duallys.

Good selection of the popular GMC Jimmy
Sport Utilities. Test Drive one and you will
want one too! We can save you some big
money on these!

5.5 Amp Motor

• Regularise
Slsdlobs SC*
Carpel Halal
Adissimenl
• Brilliant
isaantipAl

9
'
msal004'
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street -753-1586

TRUCKS - TRAILERS - BUSES, INC.
(3 min. South on 641) 753-1372
8:00 - 5:00 M-F; 8:00 - Noon Sat.
Jack Foley, Ben Nix, Don McCord, Kent Wisehart
s

Pvt.1-

14-1
.
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This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
-

Church Directory
ADVENTISTS
•

SEVENTH DAY AIA'ENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat to 15 a in
Worship
Sat 11 00 a TT

or—Iti

BAPTIST

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201

S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

—c—

SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
We Can't Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753.4175
Glendale At Whitnell ;Across From Lodger & Times!

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll

F. 7

Tire Inc.m;h2aTIN
753-1489 —1105 Pogue (': Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCUR
Y
Ggi)
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn Grove Road

753-5112

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HIH-BURGER
Open Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
413 S 4th
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eostside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15°. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum — Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

Hwy. 641 North

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

e/te,t.t 3

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
II 00 a no
Evening Worship
6 III p in
CHERRY Cl/P.:416kt
Sunda) School
to a no
Worship
11 a no
Church Training
6 p no
Worship
7 p m
V.etlflid*
7 p m
CHEST?:l-r STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 Qua in
Morning Worship
11 Qua in
COLDWATER
t
Morning Worship
11 (earn
Evening Services
8
p in
COLDIA ATEFt BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9'45 a m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 (earn
Evening Wolishlp
630 P m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
30 a rn
Worship
10 15 a m & p in
Church Training
6 0(L40tre
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 (Ca in
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
11 45 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 a rn
Singing Eve Worship 6 011 p to
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
- CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
•
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1100am
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Church Training
5 00 p in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p to
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship Service
11 00 a in
Evening Service
5 30 p in
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00 a in
Evening Worship
7 30 p to
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Preaching
11 00 a m &
6.00 p in
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 (10 a in
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
2 00 p in
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
MOUNT HORE:B
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
11 -00a rn
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11'00 a no
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 -00 am
Evening Worship
7 - 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Preaching Serv
11 -00am
Nightly Service
8'00 11 m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 6 30 p
Sunday School
10 a to
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000
Preaching
ii - 00
Prayer Service
5 - 30
Church
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
830 p m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in Evening Worship
7 15 p m
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
ii 44.1 a to
Evening Worship
6 On p in

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
ii 00 a to
Evening Worship
7 30 p tri
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Worship
ii (earn
Evening Worship
6 45 p 1-11
Training Union
6 00 p to
ST JoHN
Morning Worship
4 30 a Si
Sunday School
10 45 a in
St'OAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 M
Evening
„API!'
Sunday School
5 45 d to
Morning horvhip
10 45 a r(
Evening Worship
Wednesday Mid IS,.,
SerVICY

VICTORY tliAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a r'
Morning Worship
11 LC a IT.
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
WEST F)IRK
Morning Worship
11 Qua m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p in
WEST'SIDE BAPTIST CHINCH

1008 CHESTNUT

•

551*1
11

00 a m

1.(11(.1•151
.
S1111(1a,.

CIERISTIAN
FIRST CHRIST: AN
Sunda) Sc ho,
0 550 1,11
Worship
I., 45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a rn
Bible School
6 30 a to
Evening Service
6 00 p m

CNRISTIAN WOKE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 Qua no
Sunday School
1100am
2nd Wed
7 30 p
RFt 2nd Wed
12 00-3:00 p in

CERIUM OF CNRIST
41.1110 CFN RCH
CHRIST
Bible School
9 1141 .1 to
Nlorning Worship
4 SI, a n,
Ev-ening Worship
6 14 1 011
COLD V. A l'E Ft
Morning Worship
P 51/ a Its
Ey ening Worship
6 (0, 0 n.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 tri p ri
- FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a n,
Morning Worship
11 00 a it
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 Qua rr,
Morning Service
10 45a r
Evening Worship
ti 00 p n.
Wed Worship
7 30 p
HAZEL CHURCH
Of CHRIST
Bible Study
10 00 a no
Morning Worship
10 50 a n,
Evening Worship
6 00 p r,
Mid Week Worship
7 uri p 11.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 (5)a it,
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
KIRKSFY CHI"RCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a no
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
7 p no
i Sunday & Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 (Ca in
Morning Worship
11 4630 to
Evening Worship
6'00 p to
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 5.0 a no
Evening Worship
6 00 p to
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a rro
Evening Worship
8'00 p in
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a no
Evening Worship
6 Sip to
SEVENTH & POP1 AR
Worship Service
6 30 a in
Bible Study
9 45 a m
Worship Serene
10 400 T11
Evening Worship
6 00 p
Wed Bible Stud)
7 30 p to
Winter
p to Summer

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
501 N. 4th

753-6168

)PKG-1,EWS)
510 Main St. 753-2975
Auto Body & Frame Work

Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S
DISOUNT PHARMACY

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Call In Orders 753-7101

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
753-8181

D & W Auto Supply
We Install Auto Glass
Auto Point Material

ID

Try Ou•CnrV.
105r•

512 S

1251s

753 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SERVICE CENTER

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a no
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
4 45 am
Sunday School
11 Qua m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 a no.
Evening
6 WI p in

CIIIIRCH Of JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S lath St
Sunday School
ii 00 a in
Sacrament Meet
I 1 50 a m

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 Qua m
Morning Worship
11 (earn
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Service
11 Qua in
Pastor William 1 Pratt

.1 F.141
15 1. -1 .
• 31.3 10 :10 a m
1. 11-3./ntP 5t pool
a 15 a ni
I/ally Morning Prayers 30 a m

INDEPENDENT

JEHO4 AH S WITRESS
Watchtower
10 30 am
13101e Lecture
9 30 aim

Lumoutios
IMMANt'El. LUTHERAN
Sunday Si hoof 5)
9
Bible Class
c a rt.
Worship
10 30 a in

METTIODIkT
.
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 In a no
Sunday School
10 30 a m
21.0 & 4th Sun Night 6 00 p m
BROOK'S CELA PEI. 4'Nl-TELo
Sunday School
10 00 a to
Morning Worship
11 00 a ni
1.0 & 3rd Sun Night 7 rie p in
A 17'1-

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

•

LYNN GROVE.
Worship Service
9 45 a m
Church School
10 46 a m
MARTIN S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 30 a m
Sunda'. School
10 30 a.m

753-2571

804 Chestnut

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service -Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a to
y),,rsliii,5 .1 tr. 1/
1
4 7 p 7,1

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
5

1

DEXTER HoLIN Es'141 151(11

Scr.001
rship
,iturrIa3

I I a It

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship ServIcell am &7p in
FAITH APOSTOLIC
(1-fURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Sec
10.11 a m -7 00 p to
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
Ilam & 7pm
FIRST ASSEMBIA OF 001,
10.00 a to
Sunday School
11 a m es, 7
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7'00 p M
‘
/
1
4,3-.111p
1)5 341 a 11. & 7t, no
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Worming Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 p to

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10- 00 a to
•

.1 111

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

6: •

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a m

COLF:'S CAMPGRO1 -1)1,
Worship Service
9 a..
Sunday School
9 15
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m . 6 00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10 50 a rn
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
II (Cain
Sunday School
10 00 a to
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 0(1 a m
Evening Ser Wor
6 30 p in
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
Ii 00 am
Worship
10 (Ca in
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 (Slam
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening \A orship
is nil p in

CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY

1,0C1 ST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
II Qua m
Sunday School
10 Qua to
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

,r5,111p

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

NAZARENE

AN

(')/MMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Morning Worship
10 30 a in
NORTHS1DE INDEPENDENT
McKuune) Road Dexter
Sunday S.11001
10 Qua in
Worship
11 00am
NEW LIEF CHRISTIAN CENTER
115 • ith •t
Sunday School
it 30 a in
Worship
10 15 a m
Wednesday
7 p in
inc. NEN. TESTAMENT
CHURCH F MI "FtRA Y
Sunday Sc- hood 1
a m
Worship
11
& 7 pot
7 15 p ni

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOODIVEAp
INDEPENDENT DEALEFC

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
AO.
NISSAN. iCyhmryosole
thr
Dodge
*AS
Truck
•

6045. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

Sr . 11 1511

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHL7RCH•NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Worship Serv
11 '00-7'30 p m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 -00 a m
6 00 pm

PRESBYTERIAN

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House•,Calls”
Chuck Williams, Broker — Owner
The N'illage
739-9ERA

F I tt, PREsfi5"rERIAN
Sunday School
.0 30 a m
Worship

111 45 a in

I.IBERTY CUMBERLANI,
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a rn
MOUNT P/..EASANT
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worshlo
7 00 p in
NORTH PLEASANT 0514)55.
Sunday School
9 In a in
Worship Service
11 10 a to
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 .111 a m
Worship
Service 11 (Ca to & 7451 pm

(2041JBLIEEE

VLSI

Center

N

753-5005

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
fin,
iss•MriarrallE1W6Cr

11111-rtIN k'.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401 Olive SYSTEM 753-5312

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
iNCORPORAI'D

i 401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

LOWELL K BECK
1502)753-1304

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 7534)182

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

Jack Marshall - Franchisee
12th

rit

CATHOLIC
S1 HENRY S
lATH'iLIC CHI RCH
Saturday
5 00 p lv
Sunday
S (Si a in
ST LEM'S
CATHOLI(' CHI -RCN
ystinda) Masses 8 50 p m Sat

RANDY THORNTON

205 N

IS

1.5 ,r

,Intucicy Fried Chicken
"We Do Chicken Right"

MASON S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00•in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m

EPISCOPAL
t

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy NIcKendree•Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

THEATRES

N. N GRo4'15:
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Isvening Worship
6 Ou p in
l'76 IS E IISITN'
Bible Classes
00 a in
Worship
IC, (Ca in
II 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
111 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 lao p in
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
,
111.011
Morning Worship
11 60 a in
Wed Eve
1,3b,
013, p

Arbgs

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408 N 4th

Chevron

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Clark — Ownor
1417 Main
753-2593

GOLDEN
CORRAL
Family Steak House

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar
719 S 12th
753-3822

DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZLNS
BEL-AIR CENTER
753-5242

ITALIAN VILLAGE

%slims
Itag
!Ism

i4,04

The Only Real Italian Pizza
753.964mi
Central Shopping ('enter

4

759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

759-9600

Southside
Shopping
Center

"Modern Technology for Today's Prtntin Needs"
lb, I '
% ,orient...II Tra I el Agetic.,"

( hestnui
X0111.1i31-11103

ARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI- MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St.
753-8850

•

.411116..

Pzei
-Hut.

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th 8, Chestnut • 759-4646

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
OPEN 7 AM-MIDNIGHT — 7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Quality Monuments & Marker's Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner
1707 W. Main
733- /962
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Local church sermons, music listed for Sunday
South Pleasant Grove
Various churches in Murray and
United Methodist
released
have
Calloway County
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
information concerning their serwill speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
vices on Sunday, Feb. 19, to the
p.m. services. His morning topic
Murray Ledger & Times as
will be "In Praise of Pillars" with
follows:
scripture from Revelations 3:12.
Asbury
The Church Choir, directed by TruCongregational Methodist
man Whitfield, will sing "Victory
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, pasIn Jesus" at morning hour. Tommy
t', will speak at 11 a.m. and 7
Gaines and Carolyn Parks will be
p.m. services. His morning sermon
Falling
accompanists. Assisting will be
Great
will be on "The
Darrel Clark, Phil Liddle, Larry
Away" with scripture from I
McClain, Tanny Barnes, Katherine
Timothy 4:1-11. Sunday School
and Ruth Hill. Sunday
Study
Rickman
Bible
and
a.m.
10
will be at
School will be at 9:45 a.m., UMY
at 6 p.m.
at 5:30 p.m. and Choir Practice aL
Westside Baptist
6:15 p.m.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
First Baptist
bring his concluding messages on
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
the series of "How To Find Rest In
speak about "God Drew No BoundA Restless World" at 9 and 10:50
aries" with scripture from John
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Tommy
with
at 10:45 a.m. service on
3:16-21
music
the
will
direct
Scott
international theme. Dr. Richard
Kathy Ligon, Patsy Neale and
Crouch, deacon of the week, and
Susie Scott as accompanists. Jackie
G.T. Moody will assist. Daniel
Willie will sing a solo at 9 a.m.
Vichitbandha will give a testimony,
Kathy Ticknor will sing a solo and
International Ensembte with
"Sweet
sing
will
the
the Adult Choir
Linda Wright as director will sing
Beulah Land" at 10:50 a.m. The
Choir will sing at 6 p.m. Sunday "Love In Any Language," and the
Sanctuary Choir will sing "Made
School will be at 10 a.m.
Me Free" at the morning hour. The
West Fork Baptist
Rev. Ronnie Adams, missionary to
Dr. Steve Seaford, a graduate of
Venezuela, South America, will
New Orleans Theological Seminary, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 speak at 7 p.m. service. Al and
Jane Chapman will sing "He Who
p.m. services. Bernice Garland will
Began a Good Work in You," The
serve as deacon of the week. Alvin
Youth Choir with Nell Earwood as
Usrcy will direct the music with
director will sing "Hallowed Be
Janet Arnold and Mark Winchester
The Name," and Sing and Tell will
as accompanists. The Children's
sing "Find Us Faithful." Steve LitChoir will sing at 6 p.m. Sunday
School with Stanley Anderson as tlefield, minister of music, wit
director will be at 10 a.m.
direct the music with Joyce HernBethel United Methodist
don and Tamara Outland as accomThe Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor, panists. Sunday School will be at
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. 9:30 a.m., International luncheon at
James Miller wil direct the song 12 noon and Church Training at 6
service with Judy Lamb and Janice p.m.
Farris as accompanists. Sunday
First Christian
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Dr. Dayid Roos. pastor. will
Brooks Chapel
speak about "When Nothing Can
United Methodist
Be Done" with scripture from Mark
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor, 1:40-45 at 10:45 a.m. service. Ann
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. McKeel will sing a solo, "Jesus,
services. Sunday School will be at Let Us Come to Know You." Lee
10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak about "Man's Attitude Toward God" at 11 a.m. service and
about "Will the Church Go
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Through the Tribulation" at 6 p.m.
trade deficit shrank to S137.34
U.S.
service. Gunner Nance, minister of
in 1988, the first annual
billion
music, will direct the music with
since 1980, as a surge in
decline
as
Sisk
Bob
and
!April Mack
a relentles climb' in
offset
exports
accompanists. Special music at
reported
government
the
imports,
morning hour will include Rhonda
today.
Beam and Mr. Nance, soloists, and
The Commerce Department said
the Mike Todd family. The Childshot up to an all-time high
exports
ress Family will sing at evening
billion last year, a draS322.22
of
hour. Assisting will be the Rev.
above the 1987
percent
26.8
matic
Steve Todd, announcements, the
in sales of
boom
a
by
led
level,
Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible readproducts
actured
American-manuf
ing, and Brent Evans, John Britgoods.
farm
and
tain, Jerry Conley and Bob Tanner,
The huge gain in exports was
ushers. Junior Church will be at 11
to offset an 8.3 percent
enough
a.m, and Sunday School at 10 a.m.
in imports, which also
increase'
Services will be in the new buildrecord level of S459.56
a
to
rose
ing at the church-school complex.
billion.
West Murray
For December, the trade deficit
Church of Christ
slightly to S11.9 billion,
shrank
Cloyce Sutton II will speak at
a revised November
from
down
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
billion.
S12.2
o
figure
Ray Cummings will direct the song
November and
both
However,
service. Assisting will be Bob Perthe highest
represented
December
vine, announcements, Jim Thompwhat the
between
imbalances
son, Gene Watson, Joe Cruse and
and what it
imported
States
United
Bearl Darnell, The Lord's Supper,
sold abroad since August.
and Ted Belue, Bible reading.
Analysts are worried that the
Bible classes will be at 10 a.m.
in America's trading
improvement
Goshen United Methodist
stalled out. After
has
performance
The Rev. Susan Allsopin the first
dramatically
improving
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
actually
deficit
the
1988,
of
half
a.m. service. Ronnie Hutson will
again toward the
widen
to
began
be lay helper and Pat Brunn will be
-end of the year.
in charge of children's church.
Reversing that trend and getting
Robert DeSimone will direct the. further trade improvements is one
music with Suzanne Coleman and
of the major economic challenges
Pat Brunn as accompanists. Melissa
facing the new Bush
Villaflor and Rachel Hutson will be
administration.
acolytes. Sunday School will begin
The trade deficit along with the
at 10 a.m.
related federal budget deficit repreMemorial Baptist
sent the twin towers of debt that
The Rev. Sim Simmons, pastor, President Bush inherited from
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Ronald Reagan.
services. Dr. J.D. Outland, deacon
Reacting to the report, the admiof the week, Fred Stalls, Sunday
nistration said it was committed to
School spokesman, and Ewing Lee
working for a further reduction in
will assist. Morgan Owen, interim
the trade deficit by boosting
minister of music, will direct the
America's competitiveness on
music with Margaret Wilkins and
world markets and shrinking the
Brenda Hart as accompanists. The
budget deficit.
Sanctuary Choir will sing "Love
Many analysts say the budget
One Another" at morning hour.
deficit has played a major role in
Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m. the worsening trade performance of
and Church Training at 6 p.m. A
the 1980s by making America more
pounding for Mike Farmer, new
dependent on foreign investment.
minister of education and youth,
Commerce Secretary Robert A.
and his wife, Gwen, will be held
Mosbacher said congressional
following the evening service.

Kern will direct the music with
Emily Davis as organist. Assisting
will be Dennis Nall, Judy Lyle,
Betty Riley and Dr. Howard Titsworth. Elders' study will be at 7:45
a.m., Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
and EDGE Class at 4:30 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. services. Music will be
directed by Gene On Miller with
Roger Hutson and Oneida White as
accompanists. The Church Choir
will sing "I Need Jesus" at the
morning hour. Sunday School with
Joe B. Adams as director will be at
9:45 a.m. and Church Training
with Charles Overcast as director
will be at 5:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Second Sunday in Lent will
be observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre
Trevathan will be celebrant and
preacher, assisted by Frank
Blodgett, lay reader. Lectors will
be James I. Sche4mpp and Barbara
Ahlenius. Church School classes
and music will reflect the observance of Black History Month.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Waid Copeland, interim pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m. services. Brent Manning, deacon of the week, and Ortis
Guthrie will assist. The Church
Choir, directed by Leland Peeler,
will sing "In My Father's House
Are Many Mansions" at morning
hour and "He Bought My Soul At
Calvary" at evening hour. Dwane
Jones, Susan Jones and Donna
Eaves will be accompanists. Sunday School will he at 9:45 a.m. A
nursery is provided.
University
Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak at 10 a.m. service. Ernie
Bailey will direct the song service.
Assisting will, be Sherrill Gargus.
Lloyd Hasty, Keith Hays, Nick A.
Horton, Nick Horton, Jesse Horton,

Trade deficit shrinks
approval of the Bush budget, along
with a cut in the capital gains tax,
would help to further reduce the
trade deficit.
"Reducing the cost of capital,
increasing personal saving and
promoting research and development, will go a long way to ensure
that America wins at home and in
the global marketplace," Mosbacher said in a statement.
The S137.3 billion deficit for all
of 1988 was down 19.4 percent
from the all-time high of $170.3
billion set in 1987. It was the first
year that the trade deficit has
shown any improvement since it
fell 12.5 percent to S31.4 billion in
1980, the last year of the Carter
administration.
During the Reagan years, the
deficit soared above the $100 billion mark as Americans' appetite
for foreign goods proved insatiable.
In 1985, then-Treasury Secretary
James A. Baker ill engineered a
coordinated effort with major U.S.
allies to devalue the dollar on foreign currency markets in an effort to
make American goods more competitive and imports more
expensive.
The strategy has proven successful in boosting exports but has had
much less of an impact in curbing
imports.
Some economists believe the
dollar will have to fall further to
see more improvements in trade.

Don Overbey, Jim Lawson, Todd
Lawson, Chad Lawson, Gene Rickman, Freed Curd, Kim Wallis, J.P.
Parker and Jimmy Ford. Another of
the films on "Making things Right
When Things Go Wrong" featuring
Dr. Paul Faulkner of Abilene, Texas, will be shown at 4:30 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m., but
no 6 p.m. service will be held.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Max McGinnis will serve
as deacon of the week and direct
the music. Sharon Furches and
Laura Paschall tvill be accompanists. Sunday School with Jim Potter
as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Eric Knott as
director will be at 6 p.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
pastor, will speak about "The Blessedness of A Humble Spirit" with
scripture from Matthew 23:1-12 at
10:50 a.m. service. The Chancel
Choir will sing an anthem, "God
Be With You Until We Meet
Again" with Randy Black as director and Joan Bowker as organist.
The Rev. Lloyd A. Doyle III, associate minister, will give the children's sermon. Church School will
be at 9:45 a.m., Parents meeting at
12 noon, Confirmation Class at 3
p.m., UMYF at 4:30 p.m., Dobson
Film Series at 5 p.m. and Bible
Study at 6:15 p.m.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about
"God's Image" with scripture from
Genesis 1:26 at 10:45 a.m. service.
Soloists Kathie Fleming, Pat Clement and Ron Clement will sine an
anthem,"Now Let All the Heavens
Adore Thee" with Susan Chamberlain as organist. Church School
will be at 9:30 a.m. A nursery will
be provided.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dalt, minister, will speak
about "Waiting, Waiting, Waiting"
with scripture from Hebrews
3:12-15 at 9 a.r11. service and about
"God Has No Grandchildren" with
scripture from Romans 8:15-17 at 6
p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will direct
the song service. Assisting will be
George Patterson, Roger Garner,
Roy Harmon, Chuck Adams. Tommy Carraway, Gary Page, James
Lee Harmon, Rudy Tripp, Charles
Olree, Jerry Fulton, Michael Hen-

son, Kenny Hoover, Michael Bell
and Garry Evans. Bible classes will
be at 10 a.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will bring the third in a series of
lessons entitled "The Life and
Leadership of Moses" in the 10
a.m. preaching/teaching session.
Evangelistic service will hegin akt
6 p.m.

services. Stanley Duncan and Mary
Conner will direct the music with
Faye Childress as accompanist.
Sunday School with Jimmy Bur'Kcen as superintendent will be at
10 a.m. and Prayer Circle at 5 p.m.
Sew Life Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
in speak at 10:45 a.m. service
the Rev. Karen Welch directmg the music. Men's Prayer Breakfist will be at 7;30 a.m. and SunColdwater United Methodist
day School at 9:30 a.m.
The Rev. Sam Forman, pastor,
Murray Baptist Mission
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Don
The Rev. Parvin Hall will speak
Wilson will direct the music with
at 2 p.m. service at the mission
Jimmy Wilson aks jpianist. Ushers located at 201 South Sixth St.
will be Scott Haneline and Ronnie
St. Leo's Catholic
Wilson. Sunday School with Dean
Masses will be at 12:15 and 7
Haneline as superintendent will be
n.M. today, at 6 p.m. Saturday' and
at 10 a.m. and N1YF at 5:30 p.m. at and 11 km. Sunday. Fr. StanTillman is pastor. Assisting will
Kirksey United Methodist
Andrew Paul, Anne Gorrell,
Dr. Charles Morris, pastor, will
ser1;.m
i e Bucklin, Jane Fujlkerson,
p.m.
6
and
a.m.
11
speak at
Paul Kurz, Pallic Kurz, Matt
vices. His morning topic will be
Westphal, Bill Whitaker, Bob Curt"Be Full of Joy" with scripture
singer. Carmen D'Angelo. Cindy
from Philippians 3:17-4:1. Ron
Clemson. Douglas Lambert, Ben
Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy as pianist. Sun- Erwin, Stephen Erwin, Carl
Woods. Torn Holcomb, Misti Holday School will be at 10 a.m.
comb. Chris Kurz, Rob Westphal.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark. pastor, Ron and Marcia Westphal and Gerwill speak at 11 ascri. and 6 p.m. rY and Pam Kelly.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Old stockbrokers never die. They just margin on.
2. The young man knows the rules, hut the old man.knows the
exceptions.
3. Have you noticed that even the busiest people are never too
busy to take time to tell you how busy they are?
4-: The way taxes are today, you might as well marrv for love.
5. Now, there's a margarine for people over 40 —the middleaged spread.
6. A man whose ship has come in usually finds most of his
relatives at the dock.
7. You're middle-aged if. when the air is springy., y 011.7i not
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Quilter's Specials!!
Dritz Platinum Quilting Needles
Assorted Sizes
/•
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Check with
State Farm

Call
Donald E
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New Arrivals
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100% Cotton
Flat Folds,
)°
Prints & Solids
Quilting Books, Patterns, Supplies
Selected Store Wide Itmes

CALVARY TEMPLE

/0
9
0
5

Hwy 641 S. Murray
753-7389
10:00
11:00
6:30
7:30

Sunday School
Worship AL Praise
Time of Celebration
Wednesday. Family Night
Nursery

Tran•portstoon

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

144 W. Broadway, Mayfield
247-2790

Provodird

Pastor E. F. Clore
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"

State Farm Lie insurance Company
Home Of!ice Bloomington Illino.S

.......

/
/
1
4PA(;E 16A

McConnell
promises acidrain legislation
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell said
Thursday night that acid-rain legislation will be enacted during the
Bush administration, the question
no is what kind."
McConnell told the Western
Kentucky Coal Association at its.
annualmeeting that "the days of
thinking that the legislation isn't
coming are over."
"We must accept that. A bill
will be passed."
McConnell said it is now up to
the state's congressional delegation
to ensure that any bill passed will
be "coal neutral."
"We have to be sure that the bill
wouldn't dictate that every power
plant have scrubbers, but that they
have tlexibility in meeting the standard." he said.
Western Kentucky coal operators
are particularly concerned about
acid-rain legislation, fearing that it
wou/d make western Kentucky's
high-sulfur coal more difficult to
market.
"It's important that the bill
allows a market for both high- and
low-sulfur coal," McConnell said.
McConnell said he -hoped to use
his position on the Senate Energy
Committee to make sure the bill is
palatable for Kentucky's coal
industry.
Before his speech. McConnell
said he believes the struggling coal
industry in western Kentucky has a
chance to survive.
"I don't think it's dead," he
said. "One thing you can clearly
say about this business is that it's
boom or bust. But I wouldn't predict that the boom days will come
back soon.
'The federal government can't
create a demand for coal, but I
believe we can have some impact
on not allowing the problem to get
worse...

FAS reverses
ruling on export
aid program

4
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Foreign Agricultural Service has
once again announced that only
domestic tobacco can qualify for a
key export-aid program.
The announcement Wednesday
reverses a controversial decision
made last Sept. 21 to begin providing export-credit guarantees to
commodity shipments containing
up to 25 percent foreign-grown.
produce.
That policy change affected all
commodities but was particularly
important to tobacco exporters
interested in overseas sales of
blended foreign and domestic leaf.
Foreign tobacco tends to be
cheaper than U.S. tobacco, thus
combining the two can make for a
product more competitive overseas
than an all-domestic shipment.
The Sept. 21 decision was hailed
at the time by Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., who said it was "good
news for Kentucky growers.'
because it would "make it easier
for overseas buyers to purchase our
tobacco products."
But it was heatedly denounced
by tobacco-state House members
led by Rep. Charlie Rose, D-N.C..
and Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky.
Aides to Rose and Hopkins welcomed the new policy change Wednesday. while a McConnell spokesman had no immediate comment.

Lexington listed
as one of top
U.S. metro areas
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- A
national magazine lists Lexington
as one of the top metro areas in the
nation for small-business growth.
Lexington is ranked No. 24
among 191 metropolitan areas by
Inc. magazine. Louisville is No. 71.
The magazine used business
birthrate, job growth and the percentage of young businesses growing rapidly as its criteria in the
ratings.
"The big increase in Lexington,
Ky., was in the percentage of
young companies that arc growing
fast," said Sara Baer-Sinnott, an
Inc. spokeswoman.
Nationally, Manchester-Nashua,
N.H., was, at the top of the rankings, followed by Orlando, Fla.,
and West Palm Beach, Fla.
The magazine will publish, the
entire list in its March issue.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Learn to see the sickness.

OBITUARIES

American Mental Health Fund
PO Buz 1'100 iSathengion IX.20041 Or ,1211 toil lyre
I

Mrs. Grace L. Curd
Mrs. Grace L. Curd, 84, of Dexter died today at 7:50 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Stafford Curd. died
Nov. 24, 1988. She was a member
of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born May 6, 1905, at Dover,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Scott Shoemaker and Nettie
Keel Shoemaker.
Survivors are two sons, Vernon
Curd and wife, Evelyn, Williamsburg, Va., and Russell Curd and
wife. Jane. Rt. 5, Murray; five sisters. Mrs. Orbic (Ruby) Culver,
Dexter, Mrs. Douglas (Volene)
Durrwachter. Dover. Tenn . and

BROYHILL-SIMMONS
SEALY-BENCHCRAFT

The funeral will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Murray
Memorial Gardens. John Dale will
officiate. Burial will follow at the
Gardens.
Friends may' call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home from 6 to 8
p.m. Saturday and on Sunday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Glendale Road Church
of Christ, Murray.

gess, Paducah, and Jerry Boggess,
Joppa, 111.; 10 grandchildren.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Euva Nell Reed, Cookeville,
Tenn.; two brothers, Edward Hall
Boggess, Highland Park, Mich.,
and Charles Boggess, Baton Rouge,
La.; a half sister, Mrs. Loretta
Cagle, St. Petersburg, Fla.; three
half brothers, J.B. Wilson, Taylor,
Mich., Curtis Wilson, Leesburg,
Fla., and Relmon Wilson, Rt. 3,
Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at
2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Ron
Mitchell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

SLEEPER SOFAS
SALE PRICES START AT

S/19995
THE VERY
BEST
AVAILABLE!

Mrs. Nadine Swift Drinkard
Mrs. Nadine Swift Drinkard, 70.
of Ferndale, Mich., formerly 'of
Calloway County, died Wednesday
at 7:27 p.m. at Bedford Villa,
Southfield, Mich.
Born July 27, 1918, in Calloway
County. she was the daughter of
the late Harper Swift and Velma
Pace Swift.
One son. Danny George Drinkard. was killed April 20. 1971, in
Vietnam. Also preceding her in
death were a grandson, Craig
Drinkard, on Sept. 17, 1978, and a
sister, Mrs. Nell Swift Dodd, on
Nov. 14, 1983.
•
Survivors are her husband,
George Branch Drinkard, Ferndale;
three daughters, Mrs. Marilyn
Wells, Texas. Mrs. Bobbie Nell
George, Waterford, Mich., and
Mrs. Judy Schmidt. Troy, Mich.:
four sons, Jerry Dec Drinkard.
Ronny J. Drinkard and Troy Steven
Drinkard, all of Detroit, Mich..
area, and David R. Drinkard, St.
Louis. Mo.; 19 grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are five sisters,
Mrs. Mary Thurmond, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Jo Ceal Lutzke. Manitowoc, Wis., Mrs. Jean Thurmond;
Frankfort. Mrs. Patsy Mahanna. St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Betty Hook,
Riverview, Mich.; two brothers,
Eldridge Swift. Rt. 1, Alm°. and
Billy Swift, Rt. 3, Murray; several
nieces and nephews.,

Services will be Saturday at II
a.m. in the chapel of Ashley-Scott„
Funeral Home, Hazel Park, Mich.
The Rev. Donna Gelsdorf will will
officiate.
Burial will follow in White
Chapel Cemetery, Troy, Mich.

Hog market
Feeleral.Stale Market News Service Febniary 17, 1505
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Inctudes 5
Buying Stations Receipts: Act 554, Fat 600 Barrows
Gilts Steady..25 lower, Sows -50-1.00 lower.
US 1.2 224250
—$41110-4125
IS 1.2 200-220 lbsS30,01-40.110
I S 2-3 =0.250 Ibs._
S30.50.40.00
IS 3-4
lbs.
5216.50-3050
Sows
US 1.2 270350
3130
US 1.3 30.400 lbs.....
S2950-31_50
I'S 1-3 400.500
S 1-3 500 and up
$31.50-35.00
CS 2-3 300-500 lbsS2100-29 00
Roars S2200-27.50
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INNERSPRING
MATTRESSES
CHOOSE FROM
THIRTY STYLES
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SPECIAL ORDER
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LOW PRICES I

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+16.25
Goodyear
Previous Close
2311.43
Air Products
451
/
4 +1
/
4
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
13% B 33% A
Jerrico
AT&T
31% +%
kmart
Briggs & Stratton
281/, +1
/
4
Kroger
271
/
4
JCPenney
X Corp
32%
Penwalt
Dean Foods
30
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
B
Sears
EA son
44/
1
4
Texaco
Ford
541
/
4
Time Int.
GAF Corp
50%
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
89%
Wal-Mart
GenCorp. Inc
16%
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

..4011110
t

.1..•1•111•11.
•.m*'.

49% +1
/
4
126% +%
371
/
4 +/
16% B 16%
37% +%
9/
34 +'/
53% +1%
114% +1
/
4
521
/
4 +1
/
4
42% +1
/
4
50% +1
/
4
10/1% .1
22 +1
/
4
341
/
4 +%
8.38

COURTSOUARE
MURRAY. KY.
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A Public Service Message

Mrs. Lester (Helen) Houser, Mrs.
Verom (Virgie) Ruff and Mrs. Pat
(Alpha) Mathis, all of St. Louis,
Mo.; five grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Eugene L. Boggess
Eugene L. Boggess. 65, of 4131
Clarks River Rd., Paducah, died
Thursday at 10:20 a.m. at the home
of a son. Randall Boggess, 1910
Clarkline Rd., Paducah.
He was retired from Illinois Central Gulf Railroad and was a member of Bellviev. Baptist Church,
Paducah. He was a graduate of
Murray Training School.
Born May 12, 1929, in Calloway
Count, he was the son of the late
Edgar. Boggess and Hallie Farris
Boggess. He was preceded in death
his wife, Mrs. Geneva Osborn
Boggess. and a half brother, Olice
Wilson.
Mr. Boggess is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Belinda Gibson.
Reidland. and Mrs. Debbie Doidds,
Paducah: two sons, Randall Bog-
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WKU graduate student does his
master's work in cave exploration
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
-- James Smith explores some of
the deepest caves in the world
because there are few places on
Earth that man has never been.
"When you get down to it,
nobody's ever been there before,"
Smith said. "It's totally unexplored; you Might as well be on the
moon. Light has never penetrated
there. Until you go there, it doesn't
exist.
"That's why cave exploration is
so fantastic, because you can actually make a contribution."
Smith, 33, a geography graduate
student at Western Kentucky University, is working on a master's
thesis on Sistema Huautla, a maze
of caves beneath the Huautla Plateau near Oaxaca, Mexico.
He has received the 1988 Lew
Bicking Award, given by the
National Spelological Society to
recognize the person who best
demonstrates the kind of "aggressive exploration" demonstrated by
the late West Virginia caver for
whom it is named.
At the deepest point Smith and
other explorers have reached, Sistema Huautla is 4.460 feet deep.

I..at's deeper than three World
Trade Centers are tall.
It once was classified as the
third-deepest cave in the world, but
has slipped to sixth because other
explorers have gone deeper in other
caves.
Still, Smith isn't giving up. He
hopes a way can be found to get
through the water that has been
found at the cave's deepest point,
or to find another way down in
some remote part of the maze.
"We know the potential is greater than what we've realized, so
we•le still in the competing range
for exploring the world's deepest
cave," Smith said.
Caves that go that deep never go
straight down. Sistema Huautla is
at least 33 miles long. It has more
than 600 vertical shafts, which
must be descended with ropes.
Going from the highest to the
lowest point often requires three or
four trips of 20 hours or more each.
The trips usually involve five or
six people. each wearing 40 or 50
pounds of equipment and carrying
another 40 or 50.
That kind of exploration is mentally and physically demanding.

Smith, who is 5-foot-11 and weighs
165 pounds, often runs four miles a
day to keep in shape.
He calls himself a cave explorer,
not a spelunker, which he says is a
word that suggests amateurism.
Smith has made annual trips to
Sistema Huautla since 1976 and is
one of 70 or 80 people who have
had a hand in exploring the cave.
Sponsors often provide equipment for the expeditions, but much
of the money comes out of the
pockets of the explorers.
Smith finances his part with the
proceeds of a graduate assistant at
WKU. He earlier worked as a carpenter to pay for the trips..
And he has an understanding
wife — they met underground.
Though the world's deepest cave
is in France, the greatest potential
for finding more champions probably lies beneath the Soviet Union,
which now claims the seconddeepest.
"Basically we're competing
against the Russians," Smith said.
'They have a vast area of limestone, big mountain ranges that have
a potential far greater than wItat
can be realized in Mexico.—

A formal 39-page petition was
prepared for presentation to the
new s(A.retary of the interior, Manuel J. Luhan Jr.
The coalition said there were 1.3
million elephants in Africa in 1981,
hut arc fewer than 500,000 now.
"Experts have predicted that the
African elephant may become virtually extinct in as little as 10 years
unless ivory poaching is stopped,"
the Humane Society of the United
States said in a statement.
'Africa's remaining elephants
cannot wait,— the petition said.
One major conservation group
that did not join in the peititon was
the World Wildlife Fund.
Curtis Bohlen, its senior vice
president, said African countries
would find it iffensive if the
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United' States banned all imports.
"We don't think it's the best
way to solve the problem," he said
in a telephone interview. "We only
import 10 percent of the ivory.••
A much larger proportion is
imported into Japan and stays
there, he added. But he said
Japan's imports have dropped and
its government is taking drastic
new measures to import only legal
ivory.
Bohlen said he favored a trial
period for a U.S. law that went into
effect last October, which provides
for a halt of ivory imports from
any country not trying to control
the illegal slaughter of elephants.
He said world trade has dropped to
80 tons a year from an an average
of 400 to 600 tons.
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Conservation groups want Bush to declare
African elephant an endangered species
WASHINGTON (AP) — Conservation groups asked the Bush
administration Thursday to declare
the African elephant an endangered
species, saying the giant animals
could face extinction because of
ivory poaching.
The Asian elephant is already
classed as an endangered species
under U.S. law. The African kind
is considered only as threatened.
Upgrading its status would in effect
cut off U.S. imports of ivory', said
Cfaig Van Note, who heads Monior, an association of 32 groups.
'We think the president will be
personally interested; he's an outdoor3man," Van Note said. "We
know Secretary of State (James A.)
Baker has taken a personal
interest.''
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Appointment could change policies
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Four
candidates to succeed William
Bradford Reynolds as the Justice
Department's civil rights chief
would change his controversial policies, according to one of those
being considered for the job.
"Everyone on the list would turn
it around," said one of the candidates, who knows the others and
spoke on condition he not be
identified.
Without discussing specific
issues, President Bush has said he
wants to depart from the Reagan
administration's civil rights policies, which included frontal attacks
on existing affirmative action hiring quotas and school busing
programs.
Attorney General Dick Thornburgh also signaled a shift in policies by meeting with civil rights
leaders, including Jesse Jackson.
A top candidate for the job is
Evan Kemp Jr., a disabled-rights
advocate who once called for Reynolds' resignation during a battle
over proposed changes in regulations prohibiting discrimination
against the handicapped, according
to administration, sources who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Kemp, who uses a wheelchair, is
a member of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. He
is considered the White House'schoice to-become assistant attorney
general in charge of the Justice
Department's civil rights division,
the source said.
Kemp said .in an interview this
week that White House counsel C.
Boyden Gray told him he was a top
candidate for the job and his meeting Tuesday with Thornburgh did
not dispel that impression.
Also under consideration are
Daniel Rinzel, minority, chief
counsel for the Senate's permanent
investigations .subcommittee;- Martin Gerry, former head of the
Office of Civil Rights in the
Department of Health. Education
and Welfare and James P. Turner, a
career Justice Department official.
said the sources.
Jackson, emerging , from his
meeting last month with Thornburgh, praised the attorney general's commitment to civil rights and
told reporters that ",the lights have
been turned back on in the Justice
Department."
David Runkel. an aide to the

attorney general, said "we're looking for someone whose views
reflect Thornburgh's and the president's views on the importance of
the civil rights division."
"We're looking for somebody
who can work with civil .rights
organizations," Runkel said, noting
Thornburgh's interest in the issue
dating back to the 1960s.
Reynolds clashed repeatedly
with civil rights groups, who
accused him of trying to undercut
the force of federal laws and court
decisions affecting minority rights.
Reynolds helped formulate and
direct the Reagan administration's
challenges to minority hiring quotas. He also spearheaded the efforts
to overturn court-ordered busing
and restrict guarantees of the rights
of women and the mentally ill.
Without directly criticizing Reynolds, Kemp said. the Republican
Party's failure to attract black voters last fall was due in part to the
Reagan administration's civil rights
record.
"I think it's very important for

'Fair,free and open markets,
,
that what we want,' said Bush
at Yeutter's formal swearing
WASHINGTON .(AP) — President Bush said Thursday that
reducing barriers to world trade has
top priority and that he expects
Agriculture Secretary Clayton
Yeutter to "make sure our objectives in agriculture are achieved."
Bush, at a formal swearing-in of
Yeutter as secretary of agriculture,
said. he meant business in a campaign,promise to "level the playing
field" so that American products
can flow freely in world trade.
"We've got to knock clawn-bat—
Tiers, and we will relentlessly
pursue negotiations to end subsidies that distort markets and that
restrict trade," the president said.
'Fair, free and open world markets, that's what we want, that's
what we're working for, and in the
end that's what we are determined

to get.''
Bush said Yeutter had "outstanding tenure" for 31
/
4 years as
President Reagan's trade representative. He said Yeutter will work
closely with Carla Hills, the new
trade representative, to help protect
the interests of American farmers
during multinational trade talks.
Yeutter was confirmed unanimously by the Senate on Feb. 8 and
was officially sworn in as secretary
without ceremony later the same
day at the Agriculture- Department.
In Thursday's show-case event,
which including a color guard,
Marine band and family members,
Yeutter's repeated oath of office
wi's administered by Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor, who also had sworn him
in as trade representative in 1985.
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the Republican Party to have a civil
rights record they can run on and
attract votes from groups covered
by the civil rights laws."
While no decision is expected
for at least another week, Kemp
''is certainly a leading candidate,'
said one administation source.
The appointment will be made
by Bush on Thornburgh's recommendation and is subject to Senate
confirmation.
Rinzel is a former career Justice
Department lawyer who headed the
criminal section of the civil rights
division, setting records for prosecutions. He was promoted to a
deputy assistant attorney general by
Reynolds.
Turner, the acting civil rights
chief, was a government civil
rights lawyer in the 1960s when
violence flared in such places as
Selma, Ala., and Jackson, Miss. He
prosecuted civil rights violators in
the South during this period.
Gerry has served as counsel to
the Wednesday Group of House
moderate Republicans.
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Children born with birthmarks can
now have them removed by lasers
BOSTON (AP) — Children born
with purple birthmarks known as
port-wine stains can be treated with
lasers that erase their blemishes
without leaving scars, a report
today shows.
A review of the treatment found
that it removed the birthmarks in
94 percent of cases, leaving
normal-looking skin.
The birthmarks are usually harmless and occur in about three of
every 1,000 people, often on the
face.
"We hope to get rid of these
lesions before children go to
school, where they have had severe
psychological problems from teasing and bullying," said Dr. Oon
Tian Tan, who has worked with the
laser at the Boston University
School of Medicine.
Doctors have used similar lasers
for several years to lighten the
birth marks in adults, but they
could not be bused in children
because they left scars.
The latest laser can be fine-tuned
so that it destroys just the abnormal
blood vessels that cause the portwine stains. Surrounding normal
tissue is unharmed.
In a report in the New England
Journal of Medicine, Tan described
her experience with the laser in 35
children who ranged in age from 3
months to 14 years. In 33 of them,
the birthmarks
_ _disappeared
completely. The latest approach uses a
device called a flashlamp-pulsed
tunable dye laser. It was developed
at Massachusetts General Hospital
and produced by Candela Laser
Corp. of Wayland, Mass. The U.S-.
Food and Drug Administration
approved it for routine use in
November 1986.
"When we completely cleared
the patient of port-wine stain, we
got normal skin that is indistinguishable from adjacent skin with
normal pigmentation, normal texture and normal hair growth," Tan
said in an interview. "The only
structure that was destroyed was
the abnormal blood vessels."
Two of Tan's initial patients had
small, isolated, depressed scars
when their skin was accidentally
injured soon after the laser
treatment.
Dr. Jerome Garden, who has also
extensively used the laser in children and adults, agreed that the
treatment rarely causes scars. But

he questioned whether it produces
such uniformly complete removal
of birthmarks as Tan found.
"I just don't feel that the amount
of lightening she is getting is the
same as other people are seeing,
me included," said Garden of
Northwestern University.
Nonetheless, Garden said that
although his results have been less
impressive than Tan's, "the important issue is that until this time, any
laser that was used in children,
especially infants, would have a
very real risk of scarring. This has
diminished that risk unbelievably,
to the point that none of my

patients have scarred."
Port-wine stain is an abnormality
resulting from overgrowth of
enlarged blood vessels in the skin.
Lasers produce intense beams of
light. Their effects on the body
vary, depending on their color or
wavelength. When used by skin
specialists, the new tunable dye
laser produces yellow light. It passes harmlessly through normal skin
but is absorbed by anything that is
red.
When aimed at port-wine stains,

KOTT
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the laser selectively burns the
enlarged blood vessels.
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'Real' Jams Bond dead at 89
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — James
Bond, a leading ornithologist
whose name was adopted by Ian
Fleming for the fictional British
agent 007, has died at the age of
89.
He died Tuesday at Chestnut Hill
Hospital. Officials at the hospital
refused to release the cause of
death.
Bond, former curator oromithology at the Academy of Natural Sciences, was the leading authority on
birds of the West Indies for more
than half a century and is best
known scientifically for proving
that birds of the Caribbean originated in North America, not South
America.
Bond's contribution to popular
culture came after World War II
when Fleming saw his book,
"Birds of the West Indies," in
Jamaica. Fleming, an avicl, bird

watcher, was writing a thriller at
the time and adopted the name for
the dashing character portrayed in
movies by Sean Connery, Roger
Moore and other actors.
"It struck me that this brief,
unromantic, Anglo-Saxon and yet
very masculine name was just what
I needed, and so a .second James
Bond was born," Fleming wrote
'years later to Bond's wife, Mary
Fanning Wickham Bond.
"In return I can only offer you
or James Bond unlimited use of the
name Ian Fleming for any purposes
you may think fit," he wrote.
"Perhaps one day your husband
will discovet a particularly horrible
species of bird which he would like
to christen in an insulting fashion
by calling it Ian Fleming."
Bond is survived by Mrs. Bond,
a stepdaughter and six
stepgrandchildren.
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Cheetah to meet Prince Charles
CINCINNATI (AP) — A Cincinnati Zoo cheetah which often is
taken to visit school classes or to.
meet with VIPs is meeting this
weekend with Britain's Prince
Charles in Florida.
Angel. an 8-year-old cheetah
escorted on a leash by zoo handler
Cathryn Hilker, is to meet the
prince during a weekend of events
including benefits to raise funds for
Friends of Conservation to save
endangered animas in east Africa.
Also to be introduced from the
Cincinnati Zoo is Fiera the ocelot,
a spotted wild cat from South
America, accompanied by zoo staffer Cathy Tompson.

''The ocelot has become endangered because of the pet craze."
Ms. Hilker said. "When trappers
find baby ocelots, they kill the
mother to take the babies for pet
stores.,,
Socializing with celebrities isn't
new for Angel. The cheetah has
already met actor Jimmy Stewart,
former U.S. Interior Secretary
Donald Hodel, and Manuel
Esquivel, prime minister of the
Central American country of
Belize.
"Angel is bored by everybody,"
her trainer said. "It's as if she's
saying, 'Oh, gosh, here they come
again."
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Angler waiting for better
weather,looking at lures
No doubt about it now, we will
have to wait a few more days
before fishing conditions become
good. There will be a lot of muddy
water to come our way from Tennessee and Alabama so you might
as well sink some more brush.
There is one good thing about
the mud. If we can get some sunshine, it will help to warm the lake
faster than if it is clear.
Scattered catches of crappie
since the last cold wave indicats
the fish have gone deep and will
stay for awhile.
Some sauger and stripe cathes
below the dams have been reported
but nothing major right now. You
might watch for a lake drawdown
to get some action going again.
I stopped by Benson's Sporting
Goods to see some of the new lures
just out and I was impressed.
They have a good selection of
crankbaits, spinner-baits, jigs,
porktrailers of all sizes and colors.
rods and reels. I really liked the
looks of some of the Guido's G-2
Super tubes and the flappin dad
craws. Rapala has a new Rattl'n

Rap and so does Bomber. We use a
lot of line during a season so I was
interested in the new DuPont Magna thin and the 14/40. It favors the
Bagley Silver thread and some of
the trilene.
If you get caught up on chores
and have some time to shop, stop
by Benson's and give them a look.
I think you will find something you
need.
Hang in there and get all the
work done now, because before
you know it, it will he crappie
time!
Happy Fishing!
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Animal lover having fun raising wild elk
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. (AP) —
Scratching the furry back of 1,000
pounds of bull elk, Alva Ruark
wears a mischievous grin as he
advises "never turn your back on a
wild animal."
That advice is difficult to take
seriously, espcially when, an
800-pound female elk is licking the
hand holding the camera recording
Ruark's herd of five wild elk he is
raising on his farm, located in
northwest Missouri, about 15 miles
northwest of St. Joseph.
Ruark, or Alvie, as he prefers,
obviously likes animals. Several
dogs, a goat and an 11-month-old
llama share the Ruark farm. The
Ruarks plan to comb spinning wool
from the llama, a South American
pack animal prized for its soft fur.
"I've got the space out here in
these wooded hills for all sorts of
animals. We also hope to make
money on the elk, which bring a
good price from the right market,"
he said, continuing to scratch the
hind leg and back of the very contented bull elk."
"Lucky — that's what they
called him when I bought the herd
in 1987 — loves to be scratched.
But, he's still wild, so I don't get
careless: Elk are stubborn. You

can't drive them. They go wnere
they want to go. They are more
stubborn than any Missouri mule
ever thought of being," Alvie said.
Elk can rear up on their hind
legs, slashing with their front hoves
to inflict heavy damage, he pointed
out.
Lucky just doesn't seem the
damaging sort. He scrunches down
in obvious delight when being
scratched or rubbed — much like a
gigantic puppy being petted.
The big elk readily accepts the
pet goat, "Maria," but quickly
gets belligerent at the four female
elk when they intrude on feeding
territory.
Ruark, who also works at a steel
cable manufacturing plant in St.
Joseph, became interested in raising elk after reading a magazine
article on the subject.
He obtained a list of elk raisers
from the Missouri Conservation
Department.
"Elk have a lot of advantages.
They will eat plants the cows
wouldn't touch, such as bark and
buck brush. You can raise three elk
on what one cow would eat. Oh, I
feed them alfalfa every few days,
mostly to keep them gentle and
teach them to stay near the barn.

Shootout O.K.

Fake guns aren't just for kids anymore
You can now buy guns that are
copies of Wyatt Earp's 44 revolver,
Teddy Roosevelt's 44-40 single
action Colt and Wild Bill Hickok's
revolver in all but one detail —
they don't shoot.
These bogus weapons are fun
guns, decorator guns, fantasy guns,
Hollywood guns. according to an
article in the current issue of Sports
Afield. They hang on restaurant
walls, blast from television screens
or reside in plush,. velvet-lined
frames in the offices of top business executives.
Bogus guns may be found in real
gun stores, but the two principal
fake arms merchants are the Franklin Mint and its subsidiary, Collector's Armoury .Inc.
Armoury has been turning out
decorator guns , for 20 years —
wallhangers made of cast metal
that look like the real thing but do
not click, rotate, slide or revolve.
In the early 1980s, a new player

in.the bogus gun gm?. appeared in
these guns, but the majority of ColJapan, where some inventive mind
lector's Armoury customers are
came up with Replica guns —
people who lust after guns but canmachined pieces that do everything
not have the real thing — because
hut shoot. After the replicas came
of price. the law. perhaps the
Blowback guns that fire caps which
objections of a spouse.
produce enough pop to cycle their'
The Franklin Mint over the past
few years has offered several nonactions.
Both styles are most seductive
firing copies of historic guns,
when they imitate guns with satisincluding Earp's, Roosevelt's,
fyingly complex actions.
Hickok's and a John Wayne 45
automatic.
Armoury's biggest seller is a
replica 45 automatic with bogus
They are made of steel and
wood, with all the details of the
shells, a removable magazine and
famous originals, down to missing
30 working parts. Cost, $95.
The Blowbacks feature a Uzi, an
screws. They click, whirl and do
everything but fire, and come with
Ingram, a Thompson, an M16 and
an M2 carbine, a.s Well as an
assortment of semiautomatic pistols
and revolv'ss.
These cap shooters 'are mire
expensive thin the Replicas. A
Thompson costs $259, a Uzi S199.
By BILL SCHULZ
The caps go for iliac cents each.
The Associated Press
Movie and television people, the
police and military, buy some of
The program credited with creating modern game management
agencies contributed nearly $300
million to those agencies this year,
bringing the total to $2.5 billion.
The money is collected from
sportsmen and put back into programs to improve hunting and fishing, as well as habitat for a wide
variety of other animals.
Only In A Jeep.
The Federal Aid in Wildlife
Restoration Act, known as the
Pittman-Robertson Act, and the
Federal Aid in Sport Fish RestoraAct, Dingell-Johnson Act, are
tion
Hwy. 641 N.
financed
by excise taxes on sportjeep Murray, 753-6448
ing equipment, including guns,
Eagle
ammunition and fishing tackle;
import duties on fishing tackle and
C...E.E.VEVEILVEMOILEE
sIrifIEVE.E.E.C.E.
ILVEILIEEN-70 pleasure boats; and a part of the
motorboat fuel tax.
101
Since the Pittman-Robertson
0.1
program was started in 1937, it has
raised more than $1.5 billion for
wildlife restoration. This year's
••I
10 appropriation under the DingellJohnson Act brings to more than $1
POLARIS'
billion the amount of money raised
O,
,rrholl
r
for fisheries restoration.
014$4 1
10
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
The comeback of the wild turkey
"Limp In — Leap Out"
and the wood duck as well as
Industrial Rd.
150•SASI
native brook trout and cutthroat
so
ais
trout can be traced directly to these
two programs. Under them, states
created game management agencies
to restore, protect and provide
recreational harvest of these animals and fish.
In fiscal 1989, $119 million was
turned
over to the states for wild1
41
life restoration and hunter
education.
It can be used for such things as
habitat improvement or restocking

Program has contributed over
$2.5 billion to game agencies

Cain's

Just add fun.
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
011
753-8346-753-6779

Benson
Sporting Goods
519 So 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So
753-1342

programs.
The money is . an 11 percent
excise tax on sporting arms and
ammunition, a 10 percent tax on
pistols and revolvers and an 11 percent tax on archery tackle. Onehalf of the tax on handguns and
archery tackle is available for hunter education programs.
States received $179.5 million
for boating and fisheries programs.
That money is collected from a 10
percent excise tax on fishing equipment and a 3 percent tax on electric
trolling motors and depth finders.
The taxes on imported tackle and
fuel were added in 1984.
The money is distributed to the
states on the basis of land and
water area and the number of hunting and fishing license holders.
It finances a wide variety of fish
and wildlife restoration programs,
paying three of every four dollars
of the program's cost.
While the larger states benefit
most from the Pittman-Robertson
Act, states with huge water areas,
two on the Pacific Ocean and three
on the Great Lakes, are the largest
beneficiaries from the DingellJohnson Act.
Texas received $5.54 million in
wildlife and hunter education
funds, followed by Pennsylvania,
$4.81 million; California, $4.45
million; and Michigan, $4.28 million. Each state received at least
$698,000.
Alaska, California and Texas
each received $8.97 million in
fisheries money, followed by
Michigan, $6.97 million; Minnesota, $6.43 million; and Wisconsin,
$6.25 million. Each state received
at least $1.8 million.

OUTDOOR NOTEBOOK

TVA picks new manager for LBL
GOLDEN POND — Dr. Charles Buffington, a 17-year veteran of
TVA, has been named manager of the 170,000-acre Land Between the
Lakes.
Buffingtop, 47, is scheduled to begin his dutes on March 1.
"Among our priorities at LBL will be ensuring the facilities are in
good repair, promoting LBL as a national asset, and further, working
to develop an image for LBL and the area that is as recognizable to the
public as the Grand Canyon or the Smoky Mountains," Buffington
said. "And I'm someone who will sit down and talk and look for common purposes. I believe very strongly in the team approach with
employess and the public."
Buffington, who is currently servicing as manager of TVA's
Tennessee-Tombigbee Market Development program, is a native of
Norris, Tenn. He has held a number of positions with TVA, most centering around the redesign of various natural resource programs to
target TVA and national needs and trends.
He has also designed and managed the development of TVA's Wildland Resources Analysis Program, the first computer based forest management system for private owners.

Turkey quota shoot deadline coming
The deadline for applying for quota turkey hunts at TVA's Land
Between the Lakes (LBL) national recreation area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee is drawing near. Applications for the April 19-20 and
April 21-23 hunts must be filed prior to 3:30 p.m. CST February 28. A
total of 1,265 permits will be issued by randon computer selection for
each hunt. All applicants- will be notified by March 25.
Open hunting is allowed April 24 to May 7.
Regulations and applications are avaliable at the Nth and South
Welcome Stations, the Golden Pond Visitors Center, or by writing or
calling the Fish and Wildlife Management Unit, TVA/LBL, 100 Van
Morgan Drive, Golden Pond, KY, 42211-9001, (502) 924-5602.

Poster supports non-game fund
Subscribers to HAPPY HUNTING GROUND magazine received a
special suprise with their January-February 1989 issues — a
17x21-inch color poster promoting Kentucky's Nongame Wildlife/
Natural Areas Fund. The centerfold poster, which features 10 species
of the state's non-game wildlife, was a bondus for readers of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources' official publication.
Nongame Wildlife/Natural Areas Fund monies are used for multiple
purposes, all of which help Kentucky's nongame wildlife. The natural
areas portion of the program is concerned with identyfying, cataloging
and, when possible, securing habitat areas unique to Kentucky's rare
plant or annimal communities survival.
You may contribute to Kentucky's nongame wildlife program by
using the check off on your state income tax form. The amount you
specify will go directly into the Nongame Wildlife/Natural Areas Fund
from your tax refund.
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Where "Service Is Our Business"
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Your U-Haul

753-9131

Holland Tire Co.
Subsidiary of Holland Motor Sales

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
We Peaiure • Name Brand tifes
• Computerized Balancing
•
While You Wait
• The Performer With Road Hazard Warranty
E. Main & Industrial Rd. Murray
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"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters".

Something Fun'
464,0
For Everyone!
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_
D & W Auto Supply
We Install Automotive Glass

512 S. 12th
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A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 sq. Feet!
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

a fancy display case and a pile of
historical documentation. Old Betsy goes for $850; Hickok's piece
runs $395.
Jack Wilke, pubic relations
director for the Franklin Mint, said
it had no plans to issue historic
firearms that really fire. The main
reason was liability. A nongun
can't hurt.
The increasing popularity of
bogus guns indicates there are
more admirers of guns than most
people believe — although some of
those gun fans may prefer their
firearms neutered.

"They have few diseases. About near Bucklin in north central Misall we have to watch for is pneu- souri. The 6-month-old animals
weighed about 250 pounds.
monia — the main cause of elk
He sold three of the cow elk
problems," Alvie said.
Elk are in demand to stock hunt- back to Johnson this year to help
ing game farms and as a meat replace 13 elk Johnson lost from
supply very low in fat and choles- pneumonia.
"That sale nearly took care of
terol, he added.
my original investment in all eight
"A bull elk can bring $5,000. -elk, so you
can see how they jump
They usually go for $3,500, which
in value," Alvie explained.
is a lot more than any cow would
He gives credit to Johnson for
bring. And an exceptional rack
much of the knowledge gained of
would bring a lot more from a
raising elk.
game farm, where hunters pay to
"Russ is a great guy and has
shoot trophy elk."
helped me like a father. He has
An idea of the profit in raising
been raising elk on his fenced farm
elk can be gained from Alvie's
near Highway 36 for 14 years and
investment.
now has 200 head. He also has a
He paid $750 each for Lucky
two-year waiting list of people
and seven female elk, purchasing
wanting to buy elk calves," Alvie
the eight elk in November of 1987
said.
from the Russ Johnson elk farm
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Super Deets!

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
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ConAgra serves up first frozen dinner
that is consistently low in fat and salt
NEW YORK (AP) — The first
frozen dinner line that is consistently low in fat and relatively low
in salt was served up Wednesday
by ConAgra Inc., whose chairman
ordered its development after he
had a heart attack.
-This isn't just for people on
estricted diets. This is for healthy
people that like IQ be healthy,"
Charles M. Harper, the 6-foot-6,
250-pound chairman and chief
executive of the Omaha,
Neb.-based agribusiness giant said
in an interview.
Maroon-jacketed waiters at the
Plaza Hotel served plastic trays of
the dinners in a media event to
promote the new line — called
Healthy Choice — which is already
available in about a quarter of the
country.
Harper said in an interview that
he had a heart attack on Sept. 14,
1985, and was put on a restricted
diet. He said his wife, Josie,
invented some healthy but tasty
dishes at home, convincing him
that ConAgra could do the same.
"To make it taste good — that
was the toughest thing. There's an
entertainment value to food," he
said.
Other tow-calorie frozen dinner
lines have some dishes that are low
in fat and relatively low in salt, but
ConAgra's entry is more consistently healthy, nutrition experts
said.
Healthy Choice meets the dietary
recommendations of the American
Heart Association and the National
Institutes of Health, although it
does not have their endorsement.
" "A consumer can buy the

Healthy Choice and know that
they're going to get lower sodium,
lower fat. With the others you have
to read the label to find out," Evelyn Tribole, a dietitian and spokeswoman for the American Dietetic
Association, said in a telephone
interview.
Most companies do a lot of their
calorie-cutting simply by making
portions smaller, Ms. Tribole said.
Healthy Choice portions are heavier than the competition's.
Darlene Doherty, president of
the association, said the closest
products to Healthy Choice are
frozen-dinner lines that Baxter
International Inc. and Diamond
Crystal Specialty Foods Inc. sell to
health-care facilities for distribution to patients.
The low-calorie segment is the

In addition to a lawmaker's
MI Expense allowances:
$89,500 base salary, other
Members of Congress are
benefits are offered. While
given allowances ranging from
many of them are necessary
$105,000 to $360,000,
for the duties of office, some
depending on the distance of
have come under question
tneir state or home district
during the recent discussions from Washington. These
on pay raises.
allowances COver a host of
Among them are:
expenses from travel and
•Outside income: By
telephones to office supplies
supplementing their salaries with and equipment, food and even
payments for outside speaking
plants and picture framing.
engagements, representatives
II Subsidies: Lawmakers
are allowed to make as much as have access to subsidized
$116,350 and senators as much health club facilities, barber
as $125,300.
and beauty shops. cafeteria
In Pension: Lawmakers are
and radio and television
eligible for a 401(k) plan in which studios in the Capitol.
they may deduct up to 10
•Tax deduction: Lawmakers
percent of their base pay; the
are allowed a $3,000 tax
first 5 percent, or $4,475, is
deduction for their Washington
matched by taxpayers. In
residence that translates to
addition, they have the option of $840 off their taxes.
participating in a generous civil •Parking: In addition to free
service pension plan that allows
parking spaces at the Capitol,
them to retire at age 50 with 20
lawmakers have free parking
years of service.
at National Airport. They also
have immunity from parking
•Medical benefits: In addition
to optional, contributory
tickets in the District of
participation in a health plan,
Columbia.
members may use free medical
MI Franking privileges:
services in the Capitol, including Lawmakers are allowed
pharmacy and lab work.
unlimited postage expenses,
IN Life Insurance: Basic life
which totaled $113 million in
insurance of $78,000 is provided 1988, or $211215 per
to members, who are required to lawmaker, arid the use of a
pay 50 percent of the cost.
post office in the Capitol.
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Chester
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FEBRUARY 20- MARCH 31
‘AV)1̀4 TOTS IN MOTION
T & TH-Carter Elementary School-$10.00
4:00 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. 3-4 yrs.
4:45 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 4-5 yrs.
A Class designed to help develop self-confidence while children.
work on their coordination and motor development through
games, exercising and tumbling.

ARTS & CRAFTS
Wednesday Carter Elementary School-$15.00
4:00 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. Grades 1-5

GYMNASTICS FOR CHEERLEADING
M&W-Murray Middle School-$18.00
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. Grades 6-9
Are you interested in trying out for a cheerleading squad and
need work on your gymnastics skills? Proper techniques will be
taught and each girl will be taught at her own pace and needs.

50 + FITNESS
M, W&F CARR HEALTH BUILDING - $10.00
10:00a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Improve. the quality of your 50 + years with this class. Designed to improve
strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness. Bring a friend and join the
seniors on the move!

50 + AQUATIC EXERCISE
Begins March 7, 1989
T&TH Carr Health Building $20.00
9:00 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.
A healthful form of exercise designed to improve one's muscle tone, flexibility
& cardiovascular endurance with a variety of exercises. No swimming skills
are necessary.
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Anyone wishing to enroll in a Family YMCA programis required to have. membership. This once yearly membership fee
entitles you to automatic mailings of program i nforMation.and your YMCA memhersh ips,f re ca n be used at other YMCA's
nationwide.

ANNUAL FEES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Youth
Teen

$5.00

Adult
Family

$15.00

$25.00
Membership payments may be made by cash, check, fnastercard, or visa.
... S10.00

47 759-YMCA

Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Sources Public Citizen. National Taxpayers Union

Chicago Tribune Map

MID-WINTER
SESSION

Makes a variety offun craft projects each Wednesday afternoon
with our talented and creative instructor.

Congressional benefits

20 Miles
imoz==i

MISSOURI

fastest-growing portion of the frozen dinner market and expanded an
average of 24 percent a year from
1983 to 1987, according to Business Trends Inc., a market research
firm. It estimates 1987 sales of
low-calorie meals reached $1.5
billion.
ConAgra is second in the frozendinner market, with a 28 percent
share, behind Campbell Soup Co.'s
29 percent, according to Business
Trends. ConAgra's other principal
brands are Banquet, Armour, Morton, Patio, Chun King and Sensible
Chef.
ConAgra has no plans to cut out
fat and salt from all its frozendinner brands, even though it
would make them healthier, Harper
said. "We will continue to make
products that people want."
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Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda - Southside
Used Car Lot - February Specials
1988 Olds Calais

'9495
13995

2 dr Blue 23,720 mi

1988 Olds Regency

4 dr gray 23,046 mi

1987 Mazda 626 DLX

4 dr auto white 38,686 mi

1987 Ply. Voyager silver 54,916
1987 Dodge Caravan SE
1987 Olds Cutlass

mi..

rio* gray 61,911

1987 Olds Cutlass

$8495

black 54,900 mi ...

4 —

mi.

4 dr gold 65,450 mi

1987 Chev. Caprice

4 dr silver 63,604 mi

1986 Dodge Caravan

silver 62.710 mi...

1986 .Chev. Monte Carlo
1986 Chev. Cavalier
1986 Olds Cutlass

yellow 24,499 mi

4 dr. yellow 64,572 mi..

cpe gray 49,219 mi

.

1986 Olds Cutlass Ciera 4 dr. white 59.400 mi
1986 Dodge Aries

4 dr. maroon 41,814 mi

1985 Mercury Grand Marg. black 47,258 mi
1985 Olds Delta Royale

4 dr green 48,144 mi

1985 Chrysler 5th Ave. bronze 37.196

mi .

1985 Chev. Silverado blue 52,823 mi.
1985 Buick Riviera

black 59,447 mi

1985 Olds Delta 88 4 dr.

maroon 64,896

1984 Chev Camaro - Z-28
1983 Ford L90 Wagon

$8495

blue 67,812

tan 32,662 mi.

8695
7695
'7495
$6995
$7995
'7995
'4595
'7995
6495
'4995
'7995
6995
'7995
'7995
8995
6795
6395
'4495

Most of the above cars are one-owner, new car
trade-ins. They all carry a 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.

Carroll
Southside - South 12 th.
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Where FBI infiltrated trading pits
Futures contracts and options on futures are traded in areas known as pits'"
The FBI infiltrated the
Board of Trade's soybean and Treasury bond pits and the Mercantile Exchange
's S&P 500 Japanese
yen and Swiss franc pits

BiTim

We Put Our Heart
And Sold In It!

Chicago Board of Trade
Real
Estate

Better

North
Options on
Treasury bond
futures

Options on
10-year Treasury
note futures

MidAmerica
Commodity
Exchange floor

41111mr....
Treasury
bonds

The better way to sell sour home

Options on 1 000-ounce
silver futures
fi
Platinum
Gold

r Market

•

NUS

ear

"Tsfleffalli.

Rural netting, nice bone • pod Neighbor hoed,
has it all for • reduced price.

Completely ftisovated, quality throughout,
surrounded by nice homes, level terrain, near
city ser•kes.

Nice country home - excellent neighborhood •
Quiet • agrkultural setting • 'Sleeper'.

5-year
ur
notes
Municipal bonds

10-ye
Trea
no
Options
munic
bo

Wheat
Rice— Oats
Options on
wheat futures

ors
0
=7.=

Main
entrance

Options on Corn
corn futures

Japanese yen options
Swiss franc options

Older persons, young beginners and Income
seekers, all are possible with thls house In SE
section of town.

University minded, walk or log (nail univer •
ally activities. Nice house In beautiful area •
Don't overlook thls one.

futures

Deutsche mark
Deutsche mark option
Canadian dollar
Canadian dollar
options
Australian
Live
dollar
cattl

11 North
British
Eurodollar
pound
option
Treasury
options Gold
bills
British pound
Live cattle Eurodollars ,
options
Lumber
Feeder cattle
Lumber
optiow
options
Feeder cattle
Live hogs
S&P
500
S&P 500
options

Pork
bellies

\
Country gentleness, Tara revisited - old style
ambience. Horses, rural beauty, city convenience. Never again. please call for your formal
showing.

Judy Johnston
Managing Broker
437-4446

Walk to the golf course, leisure drive to city
and public lake recreation area. Home Is one
of • kind, room and facilities for horses.
Beautiful setting.

Pat Bogard
753-0430

F.arleene Woods
753-9563.

Very few lake fronts left on KY.La ke.Thls one
Is unique - Call us today • Spring I, almost
here.

Joe Dyer
436-2336

Main
entrance

Chicago Board of Trade

1100 Sycamore

MTG Real Estate/Better Homes & Gardens
of Murray - Call Today 753-4000

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Cnt.
Phone 753-3642

•Full membership: Total of 1.402: can trade
any of the futures and options on futures;
$400.000
NI Associate membership: Total of 722; can
trade financial futures, precious metals and all
options on futures: $215,000
•Membership interests: Holders may trade
contracts limited to two markets. They include the
following:
— Limited Government Instrument Markets
(GIM):Total of 245: can trade in bond futures.
5-year and 10-year Treasury note futures:
$245,000
— Index Debt and Energy Market (IDEM): Total
of 565: can trade, 4the Maior Market Index (MMI),
a stock-index futtire: and the OBOE
250 (a new futures contract traded jointly by CBOT
and CBOE). $30,000
— Commadity Options Market(COM): Total of
583. can trade only futures options (futures options

are traded on most futures contracts), $87,000
— Evening trading permits: Owner can trade
Treasury note bonds, bond futures and options.
10-year Treasury note futures and options, 100ounce gold futures. 5.000-ounce silver futures.
IDEM and COMs need evening permit and they
can trade bonds and bond options. $180,000;
(Full and associate members can trade without
evening permit)
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
•Full-membership: Total of 625. can trade
everything listed on the exchange: $480,000
•International Monetary Market (IMM): Total of
812: can trade currency and interest rate futures,
$347,500
II Index and Options Market (IOM): Total of
1.287. can trade stock-index futures, random
length lumber and all options: $124,000 . 4
Chicago Tribune Graphic by Tim Williams and Jacqueline Combs
Sources Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Mercantile Exchange

!now TIRE
SALE
Check Our Low Prices
Before You Buy

off a
Selection of Wallpaper
Books.

Stock Paper Sale

6.00-8.00-10.00
per double roll

Decorator Days!
$12.95

per gal.

Snow Tires &
All Season Tires
New or Used
We Offer The
Road Hazard Warranty
•We mount & balance your tires
while you wait
•All major brand names
•Friendly service
Financing Available
To Qualified Buyers.

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.
$17.95 per gal

$6.00
$15.95

SALE

SALE

Treasury
bill options

Types of memberships and latest seat prices

Sunday, Feb. 19th 1:00-3:30 p.m.
.0.111461

1017 Sharpe St,

Pork bellies,
live hogs options

Tina Wright
759-9244

OPEN HOUSE

1300 Kirkwood

—Chicago
Rice and
Cotton
Exchange
contract

0.11onsen
soOsan

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

Swiss franc

'seat Mobile home with added features. Hazel
kication
yolk le all the antique shops
Midway between Murray & Paris, T's

Soybean
eal
C
ia
tillo Soybean
oil

Silver

X

per gal.

per gal

SALE

Hours: 8-5 Monday-Friday
8-Noon Saturday

753-5606
East Main & industrial Rd. Murray

Radner should
be out of the
hospital soon
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homing techniques
*
The Phoenix missile carries its own radar to track the target

„Imill1111110""

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Comedian Gilda Radner should be
out of the hospital next week after
surgery to correct complications of
cancer treatment, a hospital spokesman said.
Miss Radner, 42, was in fair
condition after the surgery Wednesday at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, said the spokesman, Ron
Wise. Her comic-actor husband
Gene Wilder, 53, was with her,
Wise said.
Wise called the surgery routine
and said it corrected complications
stemming from cancer treatment
Miss Radner had last year. He
declined to give precise
information.
Miss Radner, an original "Saturday Night Live" cast member, had
successfully battled ovarian cancer,
diagnosed in 1986.

trewiresmessesose

1* * * **(WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY›* * * * *1

FABRIC SALE

The aircraft launching a Sparrow missile tracks the target with its fire
control radar: the missile homes in on the targets resulting radar
reflection

DATED COUPONS...
GOOD FRIDAY -SATURDAY
FEB. 17-25

044H(([(aHOW--

AVE .

SAVE

"
---+++
+14444

6.00D VILLSIAT.
VER. 17 25

17 15
BAT VEB
GOOD FRI
MI. N

ALL IN- STOCX SIZES

STOCK SIZES

Passim imilikuiee

4 a

SIMPUCITY

McCALLS

i
PATTERNSiss

The "tire and forget" Sidewinder missile homes in on targets infrared
heat radiation: a Sparrow missile can home in on a target aircraft's
radar jamming; if jamming stops, the Sparrow switches to semiactive
guidance

Jr
COUPON
wrrii Thin

_14'3
EAC^
lerni rid* 105 1.0% "

I

SAVE

SAVE

Chicago Tnbune Graphic: Sources 'Modem Air Combat" by Bill Gunston and mike Spick
and "Introduction to Airborne Radar by George W Stimson

SHOULDER
PADS

SIMPLICITY 8540

Quick test for Alzheimer's patients praised
Ryberg said the conclusion is
that a score of zero to two is
"strongly suggestive" of Alzheimer's or some similar dementia, and
three is just "suggestive."
He said that Knopman, an associate professor of neurology, confirmed the Alzheimer's diagnosis
as much as possible by ruling out
other likely causes, such as stroke,
depressed function of the thyroid
gland or low levels of vitamin
B-12.
"You still have to say possible
or prolable because it's a clinical
diagnosis (based on symptoms),"
he said. "It's not until autopsy that
you can be absolutely positive of
the diagnosis."
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RUFFLED EYELET

7,:my 3 $1

005.

JIM

-THis
it

-/E17 25
THis1.
'
vELL-HAI- YE"
ENTIRE STOCK

DRESS
LACE 8g
.
!
TRIMS1/2°-1

POLY/COTTON
INTERLOCK

BRIDAL

SOLIDS
„100,s

SAVE

LIGHTWEIGHT

SCISSORS

.ACtli

C01.1.0.•

50% POlYESTER 50% COtTON

rHis A (11

SAVE

60" WIDE
DESIGNER AND

•

GOOD PHI. BAT FE*11 I7 2,
ALL TN STOCK COINS

-

D.M.C.

SEWING THREAD
aos
Ea. /0 VV

151% "

SAVE

ita FR1,-SA1'. FEB. 17 25
GOOD
POLYESTER
100%
COLORS
ASST
WHITE AND

2.97

10 I

•
GOOD PRI-SAT. VER.
17 25
SPECIAL SELECTION,

—VOTH
__

P5510(3 AND BASICS

for easy retrieval)," Dr. Soren
Ryberg said Tuesday. Ryberg and
Dr. David Knopman reported. their
test in this month's Archives of
Neurology journal.
Alzheimer's is a progressive,
irreversible disorder with no known
cause or cure. It is characterized by
memory loss, disorientation and
personality changes.
Ryberg, in an experiment, gave
55 patients thought to be normal
and 28 thought to have Alzheimer's the same series.of 10 common
words. He asked them to use each
word in a sentence twice. Both
groups ranged in age from 65 to
85.
Ryberg said creating a sentence
is a way of encoding a word in the
brain, something studies indicate
Alzheimer's patients do poorly.
After five minutes, he asked the
participants to recite as many of
the words as they could. He suggested they jog their memories by
trying to recall the sentences.
Most of the Alzheimer's patients
were able to recall no more than
Iwo of the words. The average was
less than one word per patient. On
average, the normal elderly
recalled about six of the 10 words.
Ryberg said.

GOOD VRI.FiAT. YEB. 17-25
SPECLALSELECTION!
ASSORTED WIDTHS WHITE & ECRU

L

*ITH

if 00

_ PATTERNS'

j735
VR.1.44AT. FEB.
GOOD
SELECTION!
SPECIAL
& ECRU
ASSORTED WHITE

600D

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
quick, 10-word memory test developed by researchers to help identify Alzheimer's patients in early
stages of the .brain disorder has
won praise from the American
Medical Association.
The test, which takes less than
10 minutes, seems to be "a brief,
efficient and accurate means of
predicting Alzheimer's" in elderly
patients, the AMA said in a
statement.
The University of Minnesota
researchers who developed the test
report that it is 95.2 percent accurate in distinguishing elderly people with early signs of Alzheimer's
disease from those with no sign of
mental impairment.
The test makes use of findings
by other researchers. One of those
findings is that people with Alzheimer's forget things within
minutes of learning them and that
attempts to improve their memory
do not significantly help.
Other researchers also have
found that normal elderly people
forget at a much slower pace and
are helped appreciably by memory
fe improvement strategies.
"Alzheimer's patients lose their
ability to encode things (store them

ATED COUPONS...
GOOD FRIDAY - SATURDAY
FEB 17-25

EMBROIDERY FLOSS
14(7.1

$11
(01

4 $1

¶111Tilt

DELTA

LINENLOOK
SUITING
SON, POLYESTER
50% RAYON
PASTELS, NEUTRALS,
BHIGHTS AND CLASSIC
SHADES SD

3.98

FANCY

60"
UPHOLSTERY
BOTTOM WEIGHT HUGE
SELECTION!
SPORTSWEAR
54" ROLLS
100% COTTON AND
REGULAR PRICE

POLYESTER/COTTON
BRIGHTS & PASTELS

SAVE 20%

5.88-7.88-9.88

REG. 2.49

and up

45"
CALICO
HUGE SELECTION
100% COTTON

1.97 25%'!GF 2.97

60"

A FORM OF
SAFETY

t401sE,'1:1G"Es

-0.01Ew
1.9
.9.6s
d9
3000 I

MURRAY SEWING CENTE
BEL-AIR CENTER 753-5323
MON.-SAT. 9-6, SUN. 1 -5

r•

s.
EOM

tiz

PECtIO.
S

BUCKLE UP.

SINGER
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Read the want ads daily

Kopperud Realty Homes

TEST

One of Murray's finest homes, 4000 square
feet of living area.

New home In Martin Heights Sutxlivision.
Outstanding in every detail.

Quality home a short distance from town.

JIM&

7

'89 Jeep Wrangler
We want to see how many of you really
want to save money.So brave the cold
and save some cold hard cash.

rya
o to 4 road GOA woofs* two Dray or -SAN ol
hp to you Nod mom too Pei.0 foe need
Ho mike I
pub Jost Wontior guts 1,7 hooleopao RAO rioceon
30 Id Op 40.0 34 sOndard So woPy paths kw au *Ow to
kAng toe'

$10,202

TeerlioNhe•Lovely country estate located Just 3 miles
west of Murray.

Traditional home on beautifully wooded k,t.
S120,00111.

Sew 3 bedroom, 312 bath ft.ime In %lam,
litighLs Subdolsoin. St 24,500.

Fresh on the market. Beautifully arranged
ountry home. Short distance from town
9f's.

Lovely country letting with thee 4 bedroom
home close to town. $.45,064.

We just listed this charming lake front home
on beautifully wooded 16.t.

FREE GIFT AND PRICES
GOOD SATURDAY 2118/89
ONLY.

'89 Eagle Summit
It
04OPonond an &promo.° s ootoess, vs as fl•t
fIrve antis at oit aboa, WO Panda ha mad Oa
caP•V%
4.34 to 1.a*., ti Ammo, oo E adAtSomme *as onood
yak,
cowman
PR plopAa otdo Cooke ponapoorsca O
Ms tom PR Pomf 44 oft tot ao avn000ba. sno/d .ake As
Sona pod *oat•roil boon

MIEN

4104

'89 Jeep Comanche
Mohr • 2 wrOaal 0. A oftwal Ova 4.0 CoPooes• 034
OP
what laid• 10 am to at cbrar Ate* pa*
moos
WS 0.s stirdnol mons moo an
Oaralard moo payload
le pas
oda moo SmaaMONG 'Si Blapdod mom Rai
sondod odo• bong cooday S COO be to. ore owl.
1 00
0,sas Oss ton,

•
Istremely nrat 3 bedroom home, central
heat and air and attached garage. $AS's.

4 bedroom home across the strett from
elementary school. Mid 60's.

Rordable 3 BR home vir central brat and
air. Only 153.500.

$7799

%10)

all Backed By
Chrysier s

89 Jeep Cherokee

•
SW-

s". $14,287

00 4.10
44,40 C'ocao`• omPestao csoctrots POP on
,00m .44 hot 30d34 thc. pro HoOP aarelor 41 be
coma O.brocOmad. by Owl,al oho 4.agoos r moisomd

06.151§

Mini farm at lovely country setting. I ow Ws.

Only From

A

,•

Hwy 641 North • Murray •

N.

Cain's

•

753-6448

Charming country 3 BR home only 1 mile
from town.

4, great buy Oft this lovely home in t ynn
(.rose. Only $25,111.

Jeep
Eagle
711 Main St.
Murray, Ky
42071

753-1222
FOR 4y
dhad
tiorne
mo

502-753-1222
Toll Free
1-800-251-HOME
Ext. 711L
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Racer Illustrated
GAME NOTES
Murray State vs. Tennessee Tec h
Saturday, February 18, 1989, 7:30 p.m.
Hooper Eblen Center (10,150)
Cookeville, Tennessee

Where Quality
Counts

WBLN 1

Thornton Tile
& Marble

103.71
MURRAY. I(.4

112 Smith 9111 S1
Murray KY 42071
5011 /53 5119

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer

Air Time:
7:00 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 18th
Murray State vs. TN. Teck
at TN. Tech

Open B 00 to 4 30
Mon thru Fri

THE SERIES

THE SERIES

Our Customers
Are Very
Important People
. an. we try an, to give t err
the very best insurance protection and service we can provide
— the kind they expect ano
deserve. If you'd like to be one
of our V P 's give us a ca'

Purdom Thurman
& McNutt Insurance
- 407 Maple Southside Ct. So
753-445'

It:

,-r7 State Auto
insurance

RECKE-R SERVIC

IIK

4111

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 S. Murray, KY

753-3362
"Key by request is less'

"Come See us for
all /our traveling
needs!"

Nit

Slit

3,4,30
2/6/L'
2,18/32
1/27/33
2/10/33
2/28/33
1/13/34
2/10/34
1/18/15
1/26/15
1/10/36
1/30/36
1/7/37
2/18/37

(1)
TIL.
MSU
MSL '
ITU
(2)
TTL
MSU
MSL
ITU
MSC
MSU

Winner

scort

MS1
MSL.
MSU
MSL

61-21
29-19
44-36
51-41
36-35
53-48
40-26
43-38
46-32
29-23
50-30
30-27
40-20
35-25
36-23
28-21
41-33
37-26
37-26
37-35
57-21
30-29
66-26
35-32
63-23
43-33
60-37
30-43
47-2.5
53-40
56-29
58-47
4842
76-46
48-46
43-38
67-53
96-71
59-57
74-53
68-36
51-48
85-67
61-59
92-82
79-69
93-71
79-69
87-59
79-78
95-82
81-76
78-67
96-90
65-59
66-55
74-71
69-61
90-70
.86-80
73-67
79-59
92-89
102-86
68-66
78.67
84-61
70-67
88-82
79-75
93-91

Til
Ill
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
MSL
8451.
MSL.
MSL
TTL
MSL
MSL
MM.
MSL
MSS.
MSL
MSL
3.451.
3451.
MSL
MSL
TI1

(3)
3/9/37
TTL:
1/14/20
MSU
2/19/38
TTU
1/28/39
MSL'
2/2/39
ITU
2/2/40
MSU
2/7/40
ITU
1/11/41
MSL:
1/25/41
MSL
1/22/42
TTL
2/14/42
MSU
1/8/43
MSU,
1/9/43
2/5/43W-yr!:
TTL
2/6/43
TTL
1/28/44
MSL
2/19/44
TTL
1/25/47
MSU
2/15/47
MSL
MSU
1/15/48
MSL
Tit
2/18/48
MSL
ITU
12/11/48
MSL
MSU
1/13/47
MSL
MSU
12/7/49
MSL
Till
1/17/50
MSL
MSU
14/6/50
MSL
TI'S
1;16/51
MSL
TM
12/6/51
MSL
MSL
2/13/52
8451_
(4)
2/21/52
MSUMSL
12/6/52
MSL
TIT:
2/11/53
MSL
MSL:
1/12/54
ITS.
TTU
2/6/54
MSL
MSU
12/4/54
MSL'
TTU
2/5/55
MSL
MSU
12/3/55
Tn..
TTU
2/15/56
8451.
MSU
1/9/57
TR.
TTL'
2/23/57
TTL
ITU
2/1/58
MS1
MSU
2/24/58
MSL
(5)
1/8/59
MSL
MSU
1/10/59
TTL
TTU
2/28/59
MSL
MSU
1/9/60
MSL
MSU
2/27/60
MSL
MSU
1/7/61
TTL
TTU
2/25/61
TTL
ITU
1/6/62
T11.
MSU
2/24/62
TT1
MSU
1/5/63
TR
771.;
2/23/63
TTL
'
1-11.:
1/11/64
MSL
MSU
2/29/64
MSS.
(6)
12/22/64
TTL
ITU
1/11/65

92-79
MSL
67-62
MSL
83-76
T11
72-70
MSL
89-86
TTL
67-60
ITU
92-91
MSL
81-67
MSL
95-75
MSL
62-59
MSU
.87-78
MSU
87-78
MSU
64-63
MSU
72-69
MSU .
59-57
TTU
68-66
MSU
73-72
MSU
81-79
TTU
70-64
-MSU
78-75
MSU
SL
74-68
TTL
MSL
103-93
TTU
91-85
TTU
TIT:
75-72
MSL
INS1
73-65
MSU
3451_
79-77
MSL
ITL
68-67
T11
Tit
63-60
TTL
MSL
73-67
TTL.
MSL
81-69
TTL
73-72
MSL
TTL
1/7/80
1CO3-73
MSL
MS'
2/2/80
50-48
MSL
MSL'
1/24/81
45-44
MSU
TTL.
1/31/81
55-50
MSL
TTL
1/23/82
60-58
MSU .........84842
2/20/82
92-88
MSU
ITS.'
1/14/83
78-73
TTU
MSL
2/11/83
61-60
TTU
TTU
1/26/84
75-72
MSU
MSL
2/9/84
82-73
MM.
MSL
1/26/85
78-53
ITS.
2/9/85
1/13/86
78-53
MSU
MSL
77-72
MSL
MSL
2/15/86
63-62
MSU
MSL
1/12/87
89-79
ITU
2/14/87
TIL
67-64
MSL
1/23/88
TI'S
80-75
MSC
MSL
2/27/88
76-67
MSU
MSL
1/23/89
(1)-Ms.ssusippt Valle) Confernece Tournament,
Mempho Tenn
(2)-S144 Tournament. Jackson, Tenn
(3)-SLA4 Tournament 13owling Green, Alv
(4-OVC 'Tournament, Loutnak, Ky
(5.)-Sensor Bowl Tournament, Mobile, Ala
(6)-0VC Mul Season Tournameru, Loutsvilk. Ky
(7t-OVC Mid Season Tournament, hasnvIlle, Tenn

2/6/65
1/10/66
2/12/66
1/14/67
2/20/67
12/2/67
1/13/68
2/19/68
1/11/69
2/10/69
1/10/70
2/9/70
1/11/71
2/22/71
1/22/72
2/21/72
1/22/73
2/17/73
1/21/74
2/16/74
1/18/75
2/17/75
1/26/76
2/21/76
1/15/77
2/14/77
1/9/78
2/6/78
1/29/79

MS1
MM_
TI'S
MSL
TTL
(7)
TTU
MSL
MSL
TTL
TTL
TTL
MSU
ITU
TIL
MSL.
MSL
TTL
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THE STARTERS
Murray State Racers (15-8, 7-2 OVC)
F
F
C
G
G

"Racing to
be your #1
supplier"
Rt. 8, Box 91 753-3412
Murray i.s,t to Hy an Milk

BEAT!
TN. Tech
McNutt
Motor
Sales, Inc.
Pie-Owned Lars

no Main

759-1839

Jeff Martin (6-6, 195, Sr.)
Chris Ogden (6-7, 220, Jr.)
Linzie Foster (6-6, 215, Sr.)
Don Mann (5-8, 170, Sr.)
Paul King (6-4, 180, So.)

THUS FAR

Senior guard Don Mann gunned in
eight three-pointers against Tennessee
State Monday night, a Murray State singlegame record. He also set a single-game
record in the game before the last MSUITU encounter when be handed out 13
assists against Lamar, breaking his own
record of 12, set at Western Illinois last
year. The three-point record he broke
Monday he also had set at WIU.

Murray State is 15-8 after splitting its
games last weekend. MSU has matched
its 23-game pace of last season. The Racers are 7-2 in the OVC.
Tennessee Tech is 10-15 overall, 3-5
in the OVC.The Golden Eagles lost both
ends of the 'Death Valley trip last weekend, including a 78-76 loss to Eastern
Kentucky on two free throws with two
seconds remaining.

THE OFFICIALS
Bobby Heatherly
Ken Cox
Roger Cross

Saturday. Feb. 18
Middle Tennessee at Morehead State
Tennessee State at Eastern Kentucky
Monday. Feb 20
Murray State at Southern Illinois
Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee at Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State at Morehead State

0

LOCK ON SECOND

A win tonight would guarantee Murray State at worst a share of second place
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
At 7-2, the Racers are two games
ahead of Austin Peay. Both have three
games remaining. A win tonight means
the Racers would end no worse than 8-4,
Junior forward Chris Ogden may be
which is the best record APSU could
the barometer by which Racer basketball
generate. According to the OVC tiebreaker
success can be judged this season. In games system, MSU would be declared the secthis year in which he has scored eight or
ond-place team for the upcoming tournamore points, Murray State has a 13-2 recment by virtue of its 71-67 victory over
ord (the losses coming against Evansville
Middle Tennessee and would play Tenand Middle Tennessee, when Ogden had
nessee State in the first round on March 4
where
16 and 8, respectively). In games
in Racer Arena.
Ogden has seven or less, MSU is 2-6, with
The real tangle occurs for fourth,
the wins coming against Lamar on Jan. 9 which involves the critical home-site adand Tennessee State on Jan. 28. He bad
vantage for the first round of the tournatwo against Lamar, and six against TSU., ment. Morehead State, Tech, and Eastern all are in contention.

OGDEN ADDS UP

25.1 ppg, 5.0 rpg,.528 fg%,.75411%
9.0 ppg,6.3 rpg,.559 fg%, 3126%
5.8 ppg, 7.1 rpg,.545 fg%,.558 ft%
12.3 ppg, 3.8 rpg, .406 fg%,.744 ft%, 5.6 apg
7.4 ppg, 2.5 rpg,.422 fg%,-6906%

With 2,292 career points, senior forward Jeff Martin needs only 136 to surpass the college scoring total of Kareem,
Abdul-Jabbar, known doing his college
days as Lew Alcindor.
With Martin's 25.1 scoring average,
he would reach the plateau of 2,428 points
in the semi-final round of the OVC Tournament, as the Racers schedule stands at
this date.

Did You Know?
Murray State has surpassed its team
record for three-point goats attempted
and made in a season. MSU is 148-344
thus far, outstripping last season's 142340. The Racers' current accuracy (.430)
from past the arc also is record pace.

C
C.

THE COACHES

Speedway
Auto Sales

Sammons'
Bakery
Owners Tommy Motion
Donnie Winchestp,

759-1026
Corner of 4th & Poplar

le
'Unbeatab
7'`'—•>;, • Prices
Are
/ Our Goal!
WALMART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

k

I
Murray
Electric
System
753-5312

STOCKADE
SIRLOIN
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

RENT-TO-OWN

FREE GAS

Home Entertainment

Register each week for $25 worth of
Full-Serve Gasoline to be given
away every Friday Also, we will
have a drawing the last Friday of
each month for $50 worth of FullServe Gasoline No purotlase necessary

System
T.V., VCR & Stereo

95

$19

wk

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!

F,1 11 lot
10 10
Clon.11
111,0mang

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Owner: Calvin Clark
1417 Main St.
(Just across from Sparks Hall)

Man 11+Ane
10•

Chestnut
753-5434

12th & Chestnut

Before the game stop
by for a visit with
Ron & Joyce Sallin
and the crew at

Steve Newton is 67-44 (.604) in his fourth season as bead coach of the Racers. A
native of Terre Haute,Ind., and a 1963 graduate of Indiana State University, he is in his
eleventh season as a member of the Murray State coaching staff, having served seven
seasons as associate bead coach under Ron Greene. During his tenure, MSU has a
record of 182-100, a .645 winning percentage. He is 5-2 as a bead coach against
Tennessee Tech, including a 2-1 record in Cookeville.
Frank Harrell is 8-12(.400)since taking the reins of the Golden Eagle program on
Dec.9 after the surprise resignation of long-time TTU coach Torn Deaton In his ninth
season on the Tech staff, Harrell is a 1972 graduate of Georgia Southwestern College.

LCDCDMORT
gCDO-5)11

Shell

LOOKIN'
GOOD!

22.0 ppg, 7.4 rpg,.444 fg%, 345 ft%
32 Earl Wise (6-6, 200, Jr.)
11.4 ppg, 7.1 rpg, .461 fg%,.5876%
21 Jerome Rodgers (6-6, 200, So.)
13.2 ppg,8.0 rpg, 306 fg%,.656 ft%
35 Milos Babic (7-0, 240, Jr.)
14 Anthony Avery (6-0, 173, Sr.) 14.4 ppg, 39 rpg,.400 fg%,.76211%,6.4 apg
4.1 ppg, 3.1 rpg, .349 fg%,.833 ft%
34 Rod Manuel (6-5, 205, So.)

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

Try Our NEW
Car Wash!

401 Olive Street

Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles (10-15, 3-5 OVC)

Al A

BEARING & SUPPLY

15
40
42
23
30

e. Groceries e- Cigarettes
Hot 'n Cold Deli e- l<1. Kerosene

MANN SCORES

OVC ELSEWHERE

OPEN 24 HOURS

MARTIN/IABBAR

Mous., Trav-1 Consultants:

tt. reenway
iiimberly House
159-1071
st.

Begun with a 61-21 Murray State win on March 4, 1930, in the semi-finals of the
Mississippi Valley Conference Tournament in Memphis(the Racers went on to win the
title that night), MSU has gone on to forge an 86-34 lead in the series. That includes a
commanding 51-6 advantage at home. The Racers arc 30-26 in Cookeville, 5-2 on a
neutral site.
In games decided by three points or less, the Racers are 25-13, including a 10-2
record at home. The last time the Racers lost to Tech at borne was Feb. 11,1983, a 7873 Golden Eagle win. Murray State has won the last three meetings between the two.
Four of the last six games have been decided by five points or less, including a onepoint decision and a three-point decision Complete series scores are on page two.

poOmil Tv a
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753-2593
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Navigation
satellite is
now in orbit
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— An advanced navigation satellite
was shifted into a circular orbit
about 11,000 miles above the Earth
Thursday by the perfect firing of an
onboard motor, the Air Force
reported.
The Navstar Global Positioning
System satellite was launched here
Tuesday into a preliminary elliptical orbit ranging from about 100 to
11,000 miles high. After tracking
the payload for two days, a ground
station sent a signal to trigger the
motor.
"It was a good 59-second burn;
everything wa nominal and everything looks good," said Rick Huling, a spokeman for the Air Force
Systems Division in Los Angeles.
Officials said ground controllers
would check out the satellite's systems for between 30 and 45 days
before placing it on operational
patrol, joining seven earlier model
Navstar satellites already in orbit.
The new Navstar GPS satellite,
the first of a planned constellation
of 21 payloads, is designed to tell
U.S. and allied military forces
exactly where they are within 50
feet anywhere on the globe — land,
sea or. air.
The satellite was launched by the
Air Force's new Delta 2 space
rocket.

Collins says that
the Queen likes
to dance to rock
:LONDON (AP) — Queen Elizabeth 11 likes to dance to the rock
'n' roll song "Rock Around the
Clock," pop star Phil Collins was
quoted as saying Thursday.
"She's not a bad jiver as it
goes,- Collins was quoted as telling Insight magazine.
Buckingham Palace would not
comment.
Collins, who socializes with
members of Britain's royal family,
was quoted as saying he saw the
62-year-old queen dancing at
Prince Charles' 40th birthday party
last year.
"I saw the Queen dancing to
'Rock Around The Clock,— he
was quoted as saying. "I was with
Elton John and he said he usually
dances with her on that song."
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Incoming
ircraft

Radar
Plan position radar
Reflected
echo

100
111.1

TranSmated
signal

RENT.TO-OWN
Whirlpool

111111111a

Washer & Dryer

erial scanner

111What it is: Radar
(from Radio Detection and
Ranging) is a method using radio
waves to detect and locate distant
objects. A radar system includes
a radio transmitter, which
produces short bursts of radio
waves, and a radio receiver, which
concentrates the reflections of the
radar waves bounced off distant
objects.
•How it works: An automatic
switch trigger enables one
directional aerial to both transmit
and receive. The gap in time
between the transmitted pulses of
radio waves is longer than the
amount of time it takes to receive

starting at $1800 per
a radio wave reflected from an
object. The short interval of time
between a transmitted pulse and
a received reflection is a
measure of the distance to the
object.
IIIWhat it does: Relatively
simple search or surveillance
radar provides the radar operator
with range and bearing
information. More complex
systems also provide elevation. In
combat aircraft, radar is used to
locate and track a moving target.

wk.

Quasar
Entertainment Center
T.V. - VCR :'Stereo
z

per wk.

Chicago Tribune Graphic by Scott Holingue,
Source Illustrated Science and Invention Encyclopedia

Improper use of homemade
solutions can damage vision
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration said
Wednesday it is asking eye doctors
to warn their contact lens patients
that improper use of homemade
salt solutions can lead to damaged
vision and even blindness.
The FDA said the solutions arc
not sterile and can become contaminated with microorganisms that
can cause serious and painful eye
infections.
Homemade salt solutions, prepared by dissolving salt tablets or
capsules in water, can be used safely in heat disinfection of contact
lenses or just before heat disinfection because the high temperature
kills any germs that might be in the
solution. The salt itself, however,
does not kill any germs.
If a contaminated solution is
used after disinfection, microorganisms can enter the eye and cause
serious infections, the FDA said.

Homemade solutions also should
not be used with chemical disinfection of lenses because while the
chemical solution kills most microorganisms that cause eye infections
it does not eliminate a particularly
harmful orgamism called
Acanthamoeba.
Acanthamoeba infections, which
can cause severe eye damage and
can result in blindness, are rare but
the FDA said their incidence
appears to be increasing. Since
1984, about 200 Acanthamoeba
infections have been reported,
about 90 percent of them in contact
lens wearers
The FDA said that if homemade
salt solutions are used, the solution
should be prepared fresh daily and
discarded after use and the solution
bottle should he sterilized in boiling water for 10 minutes at least
once a week.

Quasar
19" T.V.
$1000 per wk.
Plus A Ful Line
of Home Furnishings
All Items not exactly as pictured

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
•24 Hour
Drop-Off Box
Available

Mon.-Thurs
10-9

*I1 ,
*

Fri. & Sat.
10-10

Sunday
1 -8

Central
Shopping
Center

Sales and Rentals

753-7670

753-HOME

,
1010VAIrti

m"Roberts Realtyug

5,
•

As Murray grows so grows ROBERTS REALTY!Since the beginning of 1989,six
new sales associates have been added to the staff as well as a new addition to the
existing building for more office space. With fresh, new ideas and the latest and
most modern equipment coupled with age and experience ROBERTS REALTY
can do nothing but excel. They are here to serve YOU in the most efficient way
possible. Check the istings below and call today for your appointment.
1

27 aces with 16 acres tendable. Eight miles from Murray in Lynn
Grove area. S25,000.00.

17

Three bedroom home with full basement and garage Located on
South 12th Street and zoned for business. Good business potential
for creative person. 565,000.000

2

Main lake waterfront home. Four be.drooms, two baths, boatdack,
outside storage, full walkout basement,central heat & air. $95,000.00

18

3 Newly redecorated and exceptionally neat & dean two bedroom
brick. New roof, carpet & range in 1988. Termite bond & vapor
barner 539,900.00.

Large, newly decorated, four bedroom, two bath home in quiet.
neighborhood. Full basement, nearly new roof, fierplace, range,
drapes. $56,000.00_ Offers wikome.

19

Reduceed to 516,000.00!! Two bedroom home with unfinished,
private upstairs. Cound easly be two apartments. Range &
refrigerator.

4. Quality built home in Gatesborough. Three bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, central heat & air, gas grill on bnck-walled patio; lots Of
extras.

20

An ideal starter or retirement home is the two bedroom with large
great room. Heat pump, disposal, dishwasher, range, nice size lot.
541,00.00.

S. Approximately 40 aces with three bedroom home. New roof in '86,
ceiling fan, formal dining. Tractor & equipment included.
542,50000. Mobile home on property could be bought extra.

21

Just 519,500.00 will buy this three bedroom,two bath on two acres of
land. Shop type garage. House livable but in need of care.

22

Three bedroom farm house on the one acre of land. Three bedrooms,
Electric heat, outbuilding. 523,900.00.

23

Neat is sist one way to discribe the three bedroom with den near
Irvan Cabb Resort. Range, refrigerator, carpet, cable IV. carport
536,500.00

24

1989, double wide mobile home with all new furniture on one ace
loll Three bedrooms,two baths,central heat & air, microwave. A real
spema I! 552,400.00

6

Beautiful lake front lot located on main channel of lake. Restricted to
homes only. Community water available. 535,000.00

7 Exceptionally nice home on approximately 4 acres of land. Four
bedrooms, two baths, fireplace, kitchen appliances; lots of storage
and large closets. Patio & deck; two car garge. 595,00000.
8 Large older home with room for expansion in unfinished upstairs.
Central heat & air, fireplace, large lot with fruit trees & good garden
spot 565,000.00.
9. The antique lovers dream' Large, colonial home beautifully
decorated. Fireplace, ceiling fans T VA. approved insulation.
562,500.00

re
25

Three bed room home, large shop tor c.ar repay and 50 acres. 1 7acres
in ASCS program. Lots of extras with house and shop. Call
ROBERTS REALTY for more details. 579,900 00

26

10, Near Kentucky Lake' Two bedroom home with nice family room
opening to large deck. Fenced backyard, carpet, drape 133,500 00

Solid older home on approximately 1 acre in city. Four bedrooms,
two baths, formal dining. Beautiful yard, with big trees. 535,000.00

27

11 Four bedroom, two bath home in city Central heat & air. kitchen
appliances, carpet, drapes, large closet space, workshop in garage
$55,500.00.

$17,500.00 will give you immediate possession of this two bedroom
mobile home on one acre lot. Nice garage with electric door opener
Beautiful building site. $17,500.00

28

Just Listed!! Three bed morn home with canal from main la ke at you r
back door Glassed in porch, new central heat & air; partial
basement, lots of extras. $34.900.00

29

/oned 3-3 and in good location neat downtown. Four bedroom,two
bath home. Fireplace, range, refrigerator. 523,00000.

12. Three bedroom brick on approximately 1 VI acres in good county
location. TV dish, drapes, range, formal dining. 538,000
13. 535,000 00 is an exceptional buy for this three bedroom, two bath
near the lake. Satellite dish, range, carpet, 2 car garage Home in
excellant condition'
14. Double wide mobile home with lots of e xtras includ mg fireplace and
skylight. Central heat & am underpinning, porches. Lot 100 X 200.
529,900.00
15 Just reduced to 523,500 00' Three bedroom frame near Lruversity
Now rented for good income. Storage building, range, refrigerator,
fenced back yard
16, A good three bedroom home itt need of some tender loving care
Range, refrigerator, city iodates. Convenient location in city
5B4O100 00

30. Located on five acres and in excellant condition isthe three bedroom,
two bath mobile home,1984 model Range, refrigerator, T.V. dish.
outbuildings, new well & fruit trees 131,900.00

32 "House and 17 acres with outbullngs, underground gu tanks,
and lots of potential foe 535,00000 Adpoung 23 acres with tobacco
bases could be purchased for 520,000 00 Onwner would consider
trade-in of less expensive property near town Selling becauseiL
illness

Joe Kennon...

436-5676

Vicki Todd..

753-3939

Tina Tvipp.-

on selected Cadillac models.
Test Drive One Today!

on selected new Buicks,
Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs .
'There's never been a better time to buy a new car."

31. Just Listed !! Thriving business for industnous person Located lust
across stair line. Business, equipment and fixtures included in price
of $125,00 00 with some owner finance posible. see ROBERTS
REALTY for MOTT details

For all of your real esta te needs give ROBERTS REALTY a call today at 753-1651 or come by their
office at South 12th & Sycamore. We are members of the multiple listing service.
Anna Requarth,
Judy Borge......................-............753-7604
Sonja Darnell....--.--.--.437-4712

$1500 Rebate

..759-4810
Randal Scott.
437-4712
Kenneth Darnell._
Prentice
.-------489-2266
Bob Haley...

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern'

Oldsmobile-Pontiac-_Buick-Cadillac
1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

753-5315
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Sticky mess at sugar factory

OWNER AWAY..
MANAGER PLAYS

•4

ItiArfelb.
Kirsch Custom Made Blinds

All In Stock
Wall Paper

"Custom made to fit your windows"

Mini Blinds - Woven Woods
Pleated Shades - Micro Blinds
Verticles and
Wood Slat Blindsz
log

off

All

20%.„
Commercial Carpet
starting at $369 sq. yd.

Large Selection
Wall Paper Books
1111.

:11PIAPP

From our
Lighting Department

Lamps

30%.,

10%

From Our Order-In Carpet Books:

•Philidaphia Carpet
•World Carpet
•Columbus Mills Carpet

off already reduced price

In Stock No-Wax
Vinyl Floor
reg. '599

Speciality priced to save you money

In-Stock Carpet - sro off sq. yd.
already reduced prices

$499
sq. yd.

(excluding special tagged items)

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-4

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
FREE.

753-6660

GERING, Neb. (AP) — A
1.2-million-gallon tank of molasses
burst at a sugar factory, spilling a
cascade of sticky liquid that coated
three workers and flattened a small
building "as if someone had
stepped on a pop can."
One of the workers was swept
100 feet out of the building Wednesday and waded through the syrupy flood to help his co-workers
from the rubble, Scotts Bluff County sheriff's deputies said. No one
was seriously hurt.
"At this point we're just going
to try to contain it. There's nothing
hazardous about the material. It's
just sticky," said John Sagaser,
manager of the Western Sugar Co.
plant where the accident occurred

about 20 miles east of the Wyoming border.
The factory's one-story, modular
office-laboratory was demolished
when it was buried by a wave of
molasses. Sherifrs Deputy Bob
DeLara said it looked "as if someone had stepped on a pop can, just
squashed it down."
City crews built a dike to keep
the molasses from entering a storm
sewer. The wave apparently crested
at 10 feet, leaving marks that high
on walls and piles of dirt nearby.
"We saw this stuff all gushing
out and saw the cars by the road,"
said witness Julie Wooden of
Scottsbluff. "We saw people digging themselves out. It looked like
a flood."

The three workers caught in the
goop, Russell Dilley, 69, Vernon
Dyer, 45, of Gering and Gloria
Thompson, 45, were treated at
Regional West Medical Center in
Scotts Bluff for cuts and scrapes.
Sheriff's Deputy Jack Medearis
said the workers told him they
heard a rumble and knew the building they were in was starting to
collapse.
Medearis said Dyer, who was
washed out of the building, told
him he kept trying to scramble to
his knees as he tried to get back to
the others.
"He said he was submerged but
then was able to see daylight,"
Medearis said.
The molasses damaged four vehicles near the building, two of them
apparently rolled over by the wave.
BOBBY WOLFF
"I just heard a big old boom,
then I saw a wall of molasses that
carried those cars about 25 or 30
2-17-A
NORTH
yards. It just picked them up and
4A 62
slid them," said witness—Paul
'V A 10 8 5
Hansen.
•K 8 7
Medearis said the molasses was
•A J 10
valued at $520,000. Thursday,
EAST
WEST
Sagaser estimated the total damage
+853
•K 10 9 4
at $1 million. The cause of the colK2
3
lapse was being investigated.
•Q J 10 5
•9 6 4 3 2
Sagaser said the molasses is a
4Q 4 3
+7652
by-product of its sugar refining
SOUTH
operations and is sold as a supple•Q J 7
ment for cattle feed.
V Q J 9 76 4
"We just finished -filling the
•A
tank
a day or two ago," he said.
•K 9 8
The collapse of the tank should
Vulnerable: Both
not hurt operations at any Western
Dealer: North
Sugar plants, he added.
The bidding:
A molasses tank that burst Jan.
South
West
North East
15, 1919, in Boston killed 21 peo3V
Pass
1 NT
Pass
ple and injured another 150. The
Pass
4•
4+
Pass
steel tank containing 2.3 million
6 1111
All pass gallons of the sticky goo broke
4+
Pass
Opening lead Diamond queen
open, unleashing 30-foot waves of
molasses.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"The only limit to our realization of
tomorrow will be our doubts of
today."
— Franklin D Roosevelt.

Given a two-way guess for a
missing queen, how do you estimate
your chances of going right? A
chimpanzee tossing a coin will have
a 50-50 chance. Human bridge players should do better. The best players go one better — they play for a
sure shot and eliminate any guess.
Those in , competition with the
chimp win the diamond ace and lose
a finesse in trumps. A heart comes
back to dummy's ace, and South discards his low spade on dummy's diamond king. After drawing the last
trump, declarer wins the spade finesse, and ,success comes down to
surviving the two-way guess in
clubs. Chimps score 50 percent; humans can do a little better.
A careful South goes about things
in a different way. Since the spade
finesse must be taken in any event,
he leads the spade queen at trick
two. West covers, dummy's ace
wins and South's low spade is discarded on dummy's diamond king.
Dummy's last diamond is ruffed,
the spade iack is cashed and a
trump is led to dummy's ace so that
dummy's last spade can be ruffed.
With two side-suits eliminated, declarer concedes a trump to the defense, and it doesn't matter who
wins. South enjoys either a free club
finesse or a ruff and discard without
concern about where the queen of
clubs might be.

BID WITH THE ACES
2-17-B
South holds:

SANTA MONICA, Calif.
(AP) — Surgeons inserted a pin in
the shoulder of actor James Caan,
+7652
and he should be released from St.
Johns Hospital and Medical Center
North South
in a week, his publicist said
1V
1•
Thursday.
9
2 IP
Caan, who broke four ribs and
ANSWER: Pass. Out of gas...Da-not._suffered a separated shoulder when
try to improve matters wait anoth- he serasked his motorcycle Sunday,
er bid. It's very likely to make mat- was in good spirits, said Paul
Bloch.
ters worse.
"He had a screw put in his left
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
said Bloch. "They
1.2363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed, shoulder,"
expect another week of
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 19119, United Featlirt Syndicate
hospitalization."
•K 10 9 4
3
•Q J 10 5

SERVING MURRAY:
753-9844
8113 Chestnut St.

Tuxedos
Format
Shoes
In Stock

Get a large cheese pizza for
$6.89 tax not included. Not valid
with any other offer. Expires
Feb. 19

Over 200
to select
from.
gitz latest in
formal wear
accessories
*Waist Coat
Available

The Double Guarantee
Service - If your pizza
does not arrive within
30 minutes from the
time you order, you
will receive $3 off.
OPEN LATE!

Product - If you are not

happy with your order,
call the Store Manager
for a new pizza at no
extra charge or receive
a full refund. No coupon
necessary.

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

12 Oz. cans
50¢ each
AVAILABLE TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni - Mushrooms - Sausage —
Onions - Green Peppers — Ham — Ground
Beef — Hot Peppers — Green Olives — Black
Olives
Extra Cheese

Domino's Pizza
Limited Delivery Area
Drivers carry less than $20.00

introduces
Their New

PAN PIZZA

Caan has pin inserted

*Reserve your Tuxedo by March 31st
and receive a discount!
*Register for FREE Tuxedo Rentafs
*Ask about Special Wedding Rates
It
ill

r. c,et,„eit, s

Eat)y itfer,

Men's Wear & Tuxedos

Jr. & Missie Apparel

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Murray

Mayfield Plaza
247-1500

Welcomed

7534300

•
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CIA reportedly denying that Americans
found bugging devices in Moscow embassy
case they think it is the national
interest to say that they found
nostiiing, in order not to let the
Soviets know what the United
States knows, and whether we can
detect it."
Because of KGB penetrations,
said Kessler, CIA covert activities
in Moscow have been "totally
closed down."
"This wiped them out," said
Kessler, a former newspaper reporter. He said that intelligence sources, whom he declined to identify
by name, told him that as many as
25 Soviets Were executed in the
mid-1980s on charges of spying.
Ten of them were in fact CIA
agents, Kessler said.
Possible KGB penetration of the
embassy has been a matter of public discussion for two years.
One Marine guard at the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow told American
investigators in 1987 that he had
allowed Soviet agents into secure
parts of the building at night, but
he later recanted the confession.
Kessler argues in his book that
the Marine, Cpl. Arnold Bracey,
was telling the truth the first time.
Kessler said the KGB had gotten
into the embassy several years earlier, apparently by sexually com-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
CIA is denying a report that
Americans found bugging devices
in the old American Embassy in
Moscow while investigating allegations that Marine guards let the
KGB into the facility.
Bill Baker, a spokesman for the
Central Intelligence Agency, also
denied allegations that it withheld
information on the discovery of the
listening devices from the State
Department, which administers the
embassy.
Both allegations were made by
author Ronald Kessler in his book,
"Moscow Station," which expands
on earlier reports that the KGB had
gained access to the embassy and
the highly protected code rooms by
sexually compromising U.S. Marine guards.
Kessler wrote that the National
Security Agency, the U.S. communications intelligence organization,
discovered in 1987 that the Soviets
had put listening devices in the
Communications Programs Units,
or code rooms, at U.S. diplomatic
missions in Moscow and
Leningrad.
The CIA rarely comments on
espionage matters. But CIA
spokesman Baker read a statement
Wednesday that "the intelligence
community conducted a review of
the evidence, and that review did
not substantiate that the CET area
of the embassy was successfully
penetrated by the Soviets."
Baker also denied an allegation
by Kessler that the CIA and the
NSA kept the discovery secret
from the State Department.
"That is just not so," said Baker. "The State Department took
part in a damage assessment"
based on allegations that Marine
guards had allowed the KGB into
secure sections of the embassy at
night.
Baker declined to discuss previous reports that U.S. intelligence
had discovered bugging devices
which transmitted information
about what was being written on
typewriters in embassy offices
other than the communications
room.
Kessler said in a telephone interview from his home in Potomac.
Md., that the CIA denial was part
of a continuing coverup.
"I think that the intelligence
agencies will justify lying in order
to protect what they think is the
national interest," he said. "In this

promising Marine guards using
Soviet women.
The CIA was denying that Soviet
listening devices had been found,
said Kessler, in part out of
"embarrassment. They would
claim that they didn't want the
Soviets to find out what they
learned about the bugs."
He noted that U.S. intelligence
officials still decline to show pictures of bugging devices reported
to have been found in a new
American embassy in Moscow,
although the.plans to occupy- the
facility have been suspended
because of the bugging.
In the book, Kessler wrote:
"In August 1987, the NSA made
a startling discovery. The power
line to the CPU in Moscow had
been replaced. The discovery
meant the KGB could have
diverted signals from cipher
machines within the CPU to the
outside.
"Next the NSA found that eightby-14-inch circuit boards, along
with chips the size of quarters, had
been replaced in the printers. The
new components appered to be
diverting uncoded signals from the
'red (uncoded) side' of the communications circuits to the power line.

Itatny 1)(19
Special
27" Remote
Control
Console
With Sleep Timer model
SE2709P
Traditional style with pecan finish.

27" Diagonal
Remote Control & Sleep
Timer model SE2705H.
Contemporary style soncole with clean lines and
swivel viewing. Honey
Oak finish.

*Free Delivery

AEN'1711
Ask About
EWC 5 Year
Warranty
*90 Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit

Savings On All Zenith T.V.'s

Bush';; budget at a glance
13" Zenith

Highlights of proposal for
fiscal year 1990
IS Total budget: $1.16 trillion.
IN Deficit: Reduces the deficit
to $94.8 billion primarily through
revenue increases generated
by economic growth.
II Defense: Requests a
one-year freeze on defense
spending, a $2.7 billion
decrease from President
Reagan's budget proposal.
•Drugs: Requests $6 billion to
help 'end the scourge of
drugs," including nearly $1
billion in new outlays for drug
education, treatment and
enforcement.
•Child care: Proposes $1,000
tax credit for each child under
the age of 4 in low-income
families.
•Capital gains tax: Reduces
rate to a maximum of 15
percent for long-held assets
and eliminates capital gains tax

*Service Department

El 308W Portable Color T V
SE1315W Remote Cable Ready.................

$219.95
$299.95

19" Zenith
E19108 Portable Color T.V
SE1911W Remote Cable Ready
SE1907W Remote Portable

$279.95
$349.95
$349.95

27" Zenith
SE2769W Remote Cable Ready ..
SE2789W Remote Stereo ....... .........
SE2719P Console Stereo Remote

SE2027W Remote Stereo

for those with an annual
adjusted gross income below
$20,000.
III Education: Requests an
additional $100 million for the
magnet-schoor program
III Youth s. -vice: Provides $25
million a year for four years to
establish the YES (Youth
Entering Service) to America
voluntary service program'.

$725.00

.31" Zenith
SE3191H Direct View Ptcture In Picture
Remote Stereo

20" Zenith
$429.00

25" Zenith
E2500W Table Model Cable Ready .
..
E2504P Console Cable Ready ..... .... ..
SE2569W Remote Cable Ready
SE2505P Console Remote .......... ............_..... ..
SE2507N Console Remote Cable Ready........... .........
SE2593W Remote Stereo Cable Ready

$569.00
$650.00

$'999.00

35" Zenith
5E35351 Direct View Picture

$475.00
.S535.00
$525.00
$579.00
$579.00
$579.00

Check our
Low, Low PrIce.

In Picture Stereo Remote

VCR Zenith
VRS51 2 Head Cable Ready Wre;ess Remote
VRE150 3 Head Slow Motion Cable Ready
Wireless Remote

.....

$299.95
$339.95

Tucker T.V.
"Where You Get Service After The Sale"
Mon.-Fri.
8-5

753-2900
1914 Coldwater Rd.

Sat.
8-12

Chicago Tribune Graphic by Tim Williams

TOYOTA PARTS A

TOYOTA OF MIRA

CHECK OUR
SPECIALS!

Payments Under

'200

RVICE

per mo.

1986 Corolla LE
AM/FM Cassette, Cruise, Air, Auto., 42
mo.
5160.

1987 Pontiac Grand Am
Cassette, Cruise, Tilt, Air, 48 mo.

S199.

TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE

OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER

••••.1111110

Payments Under

75

per mo.

1986 Toyota LWB PU

1984 Plymouth Conquest
Air, AM/FM, Cassette, PW, 36 mo. 0
$165.

1 Owner, 16.XXX mi., 5 Speed,48 mo.
S173.

'Includes up to 5 quarts of'
oil and genuine Toyota
double filtering oil filter,
•Complete under-the-hood check
of all belts, hoses and fluid levels.

19.13

Payments Under
$1

1982 Toyota Tercel
AM/FM, Air, Auto,, 24 mo

50

per mo.

1986 Chevy S10 PU
16,XXX mi., Tinted Windows, Chrome
Wheels, 42 mo. 0 S142.

S132

all 11
Payments Under

641,11112
,

Oaf
wumli
1:'
l
1 c
i .

it, •

.

11...

,--••-•/
4164

125 perm.

TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
TUNE-UP

'13.00

Fluid Change
1987 Plymouth Horizon
5 Speed, Alr, 48 mo 0 $125.

Pontiac Grand Prix
PW, PL, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM Cassette, 36
mo a silc,

TOYOTA QUALITY

ON THE SPOT FINANCING

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

Bring Your Title, Finance Representative On Duty

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THE REAL THING FROM...

'87, 86 Models @ 1390/0 '85, "84 Models @ 14 9% Older Models 159%

*APR with 20% down payment or equal trade equity plus tax and license fees with approved credit

TOYOTA
515 S. 12th,
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A complete list of nominees for
61st Academy Awards published
"Gorillas in the Mist"; Christine
Edzard, "Little Dorrit"; leanClaude Carriere and Philip Kaufman, "The Unbearable Lightness
of Being."
9. BEST FOREIGN FILM:
"Hanussen," Hungary; "The Music Teacher," Belguim; "Pelle the
Conqueror," Denmark; "Salaam
Bombay," India; "Women on the
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown,"
Spain.
10. ART DIRECTION: Art
director Albert Brenner and set
decorator Garrett Lewis, "Beaches"; Art director Stuart Craig and
set decorator Gerard James,
"Dangerous Liaisons"; Art director Ida Random and set decorator
Linda DeScenna, "Rain Man"; Art
director Dean Tavoularis and set
decorator Armin Ganz, "Tucker:
The Man and His Dream"; Art
director Elliot Scott and set decorator Peter Howitt, "Who Framed
Roger Roger Rabbit."
11. CINEMATOGRAPHY: Peter
Biziou, "Mississippi Burning";
John Seale, "Rain Man"; Conrad
L. Hall, "Tequila Sunrise"; Sven
Nykvist, "The Unbearable Lightness of Being"; Dean Cundey,
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit."
12. COSTUME DESIGN:
Deborah Nadoolman, "Coming to
America"; James Acheson,
"Dangerous Liaisons"; Jane
Robinson, "A Handful of Dust";
Patricia Norris, "Sunset"; Milena
Canonero, "Tucker: The Man and
His Dream."
13. DOCUMENTARY FEATURE: Robert Bilheimer and
Ronald Mix, "The Cry of Reason
— Beyers Naude: An Afrikaner
Speaks Out"; Marcel Ophuls,
"Hotel Terminus: The Life and
Times of Klaus Barbie"; Bruce Weber and Nan Bush, "Let's Get
Lost"; Girmy Durrin, "Promises t
Keep"; Renee Tajima and Christine Choy, "Who Killed Vincent
Chin?"
14. DOCUMENTARY SHORT
SUBJECT: Karen Goodman, "The
Children's Storefront"; Lise Yasui
and Ann Tegnell, "Family Gathering"; Thomas B. Fleming and
Daniel J. Marks, "Gang Cops";
Nancy Hale and Meg Partridge,
"Portrail, of Imogen"; William
Guttent* ind Malcolm Clarke,
dan, "The Accidental Tourist"; "You Don't Have to Die."
Christopher Hampton, "Dangerous
15. FILM EDITING: Frank J.
Liaisons"; Anna Hamilton Phelan, Urioste and John F. Link, "Die

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— Here is a complete list of nominees for the 61st annual Academy
Awards announced Wednesday:
1. PICTURE: 'The Accidental
Tourist," producers Lawrence Kasdan, Charles Olcun and Michael
Grillo; "Dangerous Liaisons,"
producers Norma Heyman and
Hank Moonjean; "Mississippi
Burning," producers Frederick
Zollo and Robert F. Colesberry;
"Rain Man," producer Mark Johnson; "Working Girl," producer
Douglas Wick.
2, ACTOR: Gene Hackman,
— Mississippi Burning"; Tom
Hanks, "Big"; Dustin Hoffman,
"Rain Man"; Edward James
Olmos, "Stand and Deliver"; Max
von Sydow, "Pelle the
Conqueror."
3. ACTRESS: Glenn Close,
"Dangerous Liaisons"; Jodie Foster, "The kcccused"; Melanie
Griffith, "Working Girl"; Meryl
Streep, "A Cry in the Dark";
Sigourney Weaver, "Gorillas in
the Mist."
4. SUPPORTING ACTOR: Alec
Guinness, "Little Dorrit"; Kevin
Kline, "A Fish Called Wanda";
Martin Landau, "Tucker: The Man
and His Dream"; River Phoenix,
"Running on Empty"; Dean
Stockwell, "Married to the Mob."
5. SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Joan Cusack, "Working Girl";
Geena Davis, "The Accidental
Tourist"; Frances McDormand,
"Mississippi Burning"; Michelle
Pfeiffer, "Dangerous Liaisons";
Sigourney Weaver, "Working
Girl."
6. DIRECTOR: Charles Crichton, "A Fish Called Wanda"; Martin Scorcese, "The Last Temptation of Christ"; Alan Parker,
"Mississippi Burning"; Barry
Levinson, "Rain Man"; Mike
Nichols, "Working Girl."
7. ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY:
Gary Ross and Anne Spielberg,
"Big"; Ron Shelton, "Bull Durham"; John Cleese, "A Fish
Called Wanda"; Ronald Bass and
Barry Morrow, "Rain Man";
Naomi Foner, "Running on
Empty."
8. ADAPTED SCREENPLAY:
Frank Galati and Lawrence Kas-

Give you & your family a nice spring break.
No Extra charge for our services.

Contact one of the Professional Travel
Consultants:
Kimberly House or Patty Greenway

1304 Chestnut St.
(next to Subby's)

Hard"; Swan Baird, "Gorillas in
the Mist"; Gerry Hambling, "Mississippi Burning"; Stu Linder,
"Rain Man"; Arthur Schmidt,
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit."
16. MAKEUP: Ve Neill, Steve
LaPorte and Robert Short, "Beetlejuice"; Rick Baker, "Coming to
America"; Tom Burman and Bari
Drieband-Burman, "Scrooged."
17. MUSIC ORIGINAL SCORE:
John Williams, "The Accidental
Tourist"; George Fenton,
"Dangerous Liaisons"; Maurice
Jane, "Gorillas of in the Mist";
Dave Grusin, "The Milagro Beanfield War"; Hans Zimmer, "Rain
Man."
18. MUSIC ORIGINAL SONG:
Bob Telson, "Calling You,"
"Bagdad Cafe"; Carly Simon,
"Let the River Run," "Working
Girl"; Music by Lamont Dozier
and lyric by Phil Collins, "Two
Hearts," "Buster."
19. ANIMATED SHORT FILM:
Cordell Barker, "The Cat Came
Back"; Bill Kroyer, "Technological Threat"; John Lasseter, "Tin
Toy."
20. LIVE ACTION SHORT
FILM: Dean Parisot and Steven
Wright, "The Appointment of
Dennis Jennings"; Matia Kane.
"Cadillac Dreams"; Gary Moss,
"Gullah Tales."
21. SOUND: Les Frescholtz,
Dick Alexander, Vern Poore and
Willie D. Burton, "Bird"; Don
Bassman, Kevin F. Cleary, Richard
Overton and Al Overton, "Die
Hard"; Andy Nelson, Brian Saunders and Peter Handford, "Gorillas
in the Mist"; Robert Litt, Elliot
Tyson, Richard C. Kline and Danny Michael, "Mississippi Burning"; Robert Knudson, John Boyd,
Don Digirolamo and Tony Dawe,
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit."
22. SOUND EFFECTS EDITING: Stephen H. Flick and Richard
Shorr, "Die Hard"; Charles L.
Campbell and Louis L. Edemann,
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit"; Ben
Burtt and Richard Hymns,
"Willow."
23. VISUAL E1-1•ECTS: Richard
Edlund, Al DiSarro, Brent Boates
and Thaine Morris, "Die Hard";
Ken Ralston, Richard Williams,
Edward Jones and George Gibbs,
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit";
Dennis Muren, Michael McAlister,
Phil Tippett and Chris Evans,
"Willow.
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154 countries to be represented
at Emperor Hirohito's funeral
TOKYO (AP) — Emperor Hirohito's state funeral may be the biggest in modern times, a Foreign
Ministry official said Thursday.
Japan expects representatives of
154 countries to attend the Feb. 24
rites, led by President Bush and
including 54 other heads of state
and many more royals, vice presidents, prime ministers and foreign
ministers, according to a senior
official, who spoke on condition he
not be identified.
The funeral is budgeted at $74
million, including S25.4 million to
be spent on the funeral site, where
there will be a sanctuary and two
huge tents to shelter 10,000 dignitaries, $19 million for security and
$21 million to build a mausoleum.
The Japanese press called it the
most expensive state funeral in
history.
Soon after Hirohito died of
cancer at the age of 87 on Jan. 7,
the government notified all 165
countries with which Japan has
relations that they were welcome to
send delegations to the funeral.
Bush quickly accepted, but some
countries debated vigorously
whether to send high-level representatives because of Hirohito's
role as leader in World War II.
The Netherlands, for instance, is
sending its foreign minister but not
a member of the royal family
because of bitter memories of
Japan's harsh treatment of the
Dutch East Indies.
The overall high level of the delegates is gratifying to Japan, the
Foreign Ministry official said.
"The number of guests and their
high rank is beyond our expectations," he said.
The number of official foreign
mourners is expected to be at least
600, he said, acknowledging difficult problems with protocol and
logistics.
Some ambassadors complained
they will have to group up and
arrive at the funeral in buses. He
said Prime Minister Noboru
Takeshita's Cabinet still was wrestling with the protocol issue of how
to seat the guests.
By tradition, those with longer
tenure should have more prominent
seats. That would leave Bush, in
office less than a month, in the
back of the crowd.
"We are studying all the precedents of past funerals, and I hope
our government will come to a fast
conclusion," he said.

Other recent state funerals:
— The 1963 funeral of President
John F. Kennedy drew representatives from more than 100 countries.
— The 1980 funeral for Yugoslav President Josip Tito drew 127
foreign delegations.
— The 1984 funeral of Soviet
leader Yuri Andropov drew more
than 100 foreign delegations.

Asked how Bush would be
treated, he laughed nervously and
said: "The matter is not so
simple." He did not comment
further.
The 154 countries to be represented include 145 that are actually
sending delegates from abroad, he
said. Nine are to be represented by
ambassadors accredited to Tokyo.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

AM
SL
SPECIALS

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18,1989
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Your enthusiasm for pleasure
pursuits may be limited today due to
business pressures. You may begin a
creative project or wish for more
time for yourself this next month.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Matters at a distance concern you
now. It's not the best time for
out-of-town guests. You'll be
particpating more in a club activity in
the weeks ahead.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You seem to be preoccupied with career and financial affairs today.
Too much worry makes you less
effective in getting your ideas across.
Expect a big business push this
month.
CANCER
"41€
(June 21 to July 22)
It may be hard to convince a
partner of the worthiness of a
financial plan of yours. You may
decide to enroll in school next month.
Travel may soon be on your agenda.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It could be a bit of a struggle on the
job and you may feel drained by the
end of the day. An investment will
look especially attractive to you in
the coming weeks.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Responsibilities in connection with
children may be a concern today.
Though you may not be in a party
mood now, you can expect a surge in
social activity soon.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oci.22)
You seem to have your hands full
with dornestic concerns today
may have to cancel a social
engagement. The next few weeks will
find you especially productive on the
job.
'

per

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Too much is going on in your mind
to be effective today. First you must
sort out your thoughts and then
clarify your objectives. More fun
times are in store for you in the near
future.
SAGITTAR RJS(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You may have to juggle the books
financially. With economy on your .
mind, you may decide against a trip.
seem
interests
Home-based
important for two or three weeks.
CAPRICORN
S.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may have trouble making up
your mind about an investment or an
outlay of cash. More weekend
get-aways will be in your immediate
future. Study skills improve soon.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be doing some major
shopping in the coming weeks. A
tendency to dwell on problems could
also cause you to draw away ,from
loved one. Don't shut others out
PISCES
Aar
"sot
(Feb. 19w Mar. 201
You could become so involved in
others' problems today that you have
little time for your own concerns
Improved self-confidence is yours in
the near future.
have
TODAY
YOU
BORN
administrative talents and are
attracted to fields such as politics.
public service.
religion, and
Somewhat intuitive and high-strung,
you'll find the arts suit your
temperament. You're capable of
original work and can be a standout
in our field. You work well in
partnership, but you're also capable
of standing on your own two feet.
Birthdate of.. Wendell Willkie,
politician; Helen Gurley Brown,
editor; and .Jack Falance, actor.
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Large selection of appliances
purchased from Dealer Closeout.
We stock a large selection of Whirlpool .itt WEST KENTUCKY
WAA APPLIANCE
and Kenmore parts.
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PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
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Sale
Take advantage! of Super Winter Savings

Saxe now on super-premium Advantage! -eating from Pennsylvania
Howie!Superior corn fort — cushions packed with .oft luxurious down
and waterfowl feather,and I tacron II. Stsperivir grvie—elegani sculptured
designs and premium extra padding. superior tailoring—hand-matched
for continuous flow: hand-finished skirts and welting. Chof..e from
more than MOO designer fabrics—lOe in pure luxury!
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YOU CAN GET ONE
For Only

$399
Town & Country Yamaha recently
purchased Yamaha Motor Corps.
entire nationwide inventory of
Yamaha mopeds SAVING YOU $300
off the regular $699 price!
•1 year Warranty
•Automatic
•Hand Controls
•100 MPG
•Ky. Legal Moped
•Clean Shaft Drive
So, hurry in! Finance*
a blue, black or yellow moped

Solid Oak

Pennsylvania House
Bedroom Suite
Reg s4,650.00 sal. 3,254

Oak _Pine

All Pennsylvania House
—Cherry Sofas and Cfiairs

Wing Chairs

for only $399!

Reg $665.00

Solo

$464°'

30

/0

off

*90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
TO QUALIFIED BUYERS
Ride one today!

Town & Country. Yamaha
*Excludes taxes, Freight an

Hwy. 94 East, Murray
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Gun control argument fires on

Your Prom Headquarters
Beautiful gowns and a large
selection of tuxedos for that
special occasion.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush does not favor tighter
gun controls to combat the rise in
homicides and the threat posed by
military-style assault weapons such
as the one used in a California rampage that left five children dead,
the White House said Wednesday.
"We don't have ny proposals
for changing gun c trol laws,"
said White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater.
Bush, a lifetime member of the
National Rifle Association, the
nation's chief gun lobby, has steadfastly resisted tighter gun controls.
Last year he opposed a bill in Congress to require a seven-day waiting period before the purchase of
guns.
The president's wife, Barbara,
said in a recent Associated Press
interview that she is afraid of guns
and "absolutely" believes that
assault weapons should be
outlawed.
Dozens of states, as well as Congress, are considering measures to
outlaw the manufacture, sale or
possession of a variety of semiautomatic weapons.

Los Angeles police chief Daryl
F. Gates, an adviser to Bush during
the presidential campaign on drug
abuse and crime, has endorsed
legislation to limit the sale and
import of assault weapons.
The Los Angeles City Council
has banned the sale of semiautomatic weapons but has delayed its
order for a week in connection with
a suit filed by Colt Industries Inc.
challenging the law.
Bush's position on guns was outlined during a White House briefing as District of Columbia's homicide toll for the year reached 75,
following a record 372 homicides
in 1988.
"Everyone in the country,
including the president, is outraged
by the homicides whether it be in
Washington, D.C., or California or
anywhere else," Fitzwater said.
"There are any number of
appropriate solutions to this kind of
problems, the most obvious is for
stepped up law enforcement but I
know that everyone shares those
concerns," the press spokesman
said.
"It does pose a major challenge

to the law enforcement community
in this country and there are a lot
of ways you can come at that but
we don't have any comment on
specific episodes," Fitzwater
added.
It was a Chinese A1(-47 assault
rifle that a gunman used in a rampage last month in Stockton, Calif.,
in which five children were killed
and 29 others were wounded.
"The issue of assault weapons
and AK-47s and so forth is an
important one that has emerged in
these recent episodes and one that
probably needs to be looked at, in
fact is being looked at by any number of state authorities as well as
public interest groups who are
involved in this," the White House
spokesman said.
Fitzwater said Bush "has concerns about these items. We're
simply saying that we don't have
any proposals for changing gun
control laws at this point. But on
the other hand it is worthwhile for
a consideration of these new weapons and what do they mean for
society and should there be any
changes."

Insomnia can have several causes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Registry
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only at
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*We carry Dynasty, Pierre Cardin and
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-Beautiful Selection
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121 By-Pass, Murray

-Personal Service
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DEAR DR. GOTT- I'm 74. very active, happily married, have no financial worries, have a positive outlook
and enjoy life. Yet I've been a victim
of insomnia for 30 years. Without
Serax I get no more than three hours
sleep. I've tried all the tricks: yoga,
milk, breathing exercises, etc. Is
there any harm in continuing the
Serax"
DEAR READER: Some people are
poor sleepers. This can be a chronic
problem that is the source of great
anxiety. However, as you've discovered, insomnia is not necessarily unhealthful: You are 74 and suffering no
harmful consequences.
Insomniacs tend to have difficulty
estimating the amount of time they
sleep. For example, they doze on and
off and may actually be sleeping for
longer periods than they report.
Serax is a drug used for the short-term _treatment of anxiety and tension. The fact that you are helped by it
suggests that anxiety may play an important role in your insomnia; you
may be the kind of person who lies
awake at night and ponders the day's
problems, or anticipates tomorrow's
difficulties. If this is the case, you
might be helped by counseling.
I would feel more comfortable advising you not to take sleeping pills
for longer than the manufacturer recommends. If you are interested in in-

and diabetes. Evidently, genes place a
limit on the lengths of our lives
We can, however, readily shorten
our lives through alcohol and drug
abuse,overeating,smoking and ignoring health problems.
You seem to be taking proper precautions to prevent acceleration of
your heart disease. Ask your doctor
about additional suggestions For instance. certain medicines may reduce the work of the heart, your
blood pressure. your blood fats, or the
tendency of the heart to beat too irregularly or too rapidly.
Until future scientists can find
ways to mess around with our gerjes
to lengthen life, we are stuck doing
the best we can to reduce the risk factors that shorten our lives. Technically, your question should be rephrased:
Am I doing all I can to achieve my genetic potential The answer appears
to be "yes."
1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

NO MONEY DOWN!
NO PREVIOUS CREDIT!

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Trade Up to Stereo!

Working to Be Your #1 Dealer With:

RCA
Model G27149TK
27"diagonal
ft

vestigating your sleeplessness, ask
your physician to refer you to a sleep
laboratory; these facilities are available in many teaching centers and
university hospitals
For more information, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Sleep-Wake Disorders." Other readers who would like a copy should send
El with their name and address to
PO. Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I had heart attacks in 1974 and 1985, and a cardiac
arrest in 1986. I'm 64 and exercise on
an ergometer bicycle, a rowing machine and with floor exercises. I at
very little red meat and watch my
diet. Am I doing all I can to forestall
aging?
DEAR READER: I fervently wish
that the aging process could be -forestalled," as you suggest. If you discover a method to do this, let me develop
it with you — such a scheme would be
worth millions.
No. I'm afraid that each of us ages
inexorably, under the control of our
individual, genetic time-clocks. Experts now believe that people have
genetic limits to their life spans.
These limits differ from person to
person. 'For example. we are all familiar with families whose members
live into their 80s. their 90s or beyond
We may be equally familiar with
families in whom people tend to die at
younger ages of heart attacks, stroke

RCA 27" diagonal
ColorTrak 2000'
Stereo Monitor-Receiver

RCA
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ColorTrak 2000

RCA
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ColorTrak 2000

• Huge Selection • Complete and Dependable Service After the Sale
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BECAUSE WE CARE!
•RCA audio;video remote
•MTS Stereo sound with SAP
-"Vista Screen 27" Hi-Con'
picture tube

Monitor-Receiver

SWIVEL BASE

• Competitive Prices • High Trade-In Values

You could get a new
27" Stereo TV
for as little as ???

If your present color console television is less than 5
year,s old, and qualifies, it could be worth up to $400
toward the purchase price of a new RCA Stereo Color
Console Colortract TV!!! Bring it in and let us step you
up to Stereo Sound!
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Whitmire appointed controller
David A. Whitmire, director of
accounting and financial services at
Murray State University, has been
appointed controller at Washington
State University.
The appointment, effective April
1, was announced t by Ernest
Renfro, assistant vice president for
finance who has served as controller at WSU since 1982.
Whitmire, 36, has been at MSU
since 1985. Previously, he had
been bursar for Memphis State
University after serving as manager
of grants and contracts and as as a
staff accountant. He also worked as
a Tennessee state auditor for two
years.
An 1977 accounting graduate of
Austin Peay State University,
Whitmire has been a certified public accountant since 1980.
Selected from a group of four
finalists, Whitmire goes to WSU
with excellent finance administration credentials and experience,
said Renfro. "We had an outstanding pool of candidates, but he was
the clear choice of the search
committee."

David A. Whitmire

Give your heart
an extra helping.

As controller, Whitmire will
have administrative responsibilities
for university accounting, receiv-

ables, payroll and grant and contract finance administration, Renfro
said.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Would-Be Lawyer Should Be
Barred From Taking the Exam
DEAR ABBY: In case you haven't
already been raked over the coals
for telling the fellow who flunked
the California bar exam 44 times to
"keep trying" — here comes the
rake.
Abby, no one should practice law
who has had to take the bar exam
44 times — assuming he or she
passes on the 45th try. Eventually,
some people who are marginally
qualified will pass the bar exam
simply due to learning how to take
it. If such a person required 45 tries
to do so, I would avoid having him
or her as my legal counsel.
How would you like to be operated
on by a surgeon who has had to take
his state medical boards over 40
times before he or she finally passes
them?
Please don't encourage this turkey to keep trying. He might make
it, and we already have enough
incompetent bunglers out there
now, giving the legal profession a
bad name.
CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY

have taken several vacations together and spend every holiday
with his family or mine.
If any repairs are needed at my
home, he is always there to do them.
He is constantly sitting near me,
holding my hand or showing some
other sign of affection. He seems to
care a lot for me, but he's never told
me so.
After two years of dating, I'm
wondering if maybe I should try to
meet someone else. I am crazy about
him, but I'm getting older and don't
want to spend the rest of my life
alone. All our children are grown
and away from home and we are
both financially secure.
Abby, how can you tell if a man
loves you? I'm so afraid I may be
living in a fantasy world and will
get hurt that I'm considering
backing off from this relationship.
Please don't tell me to discuss it
with him. I just don't have the
nerve.
WARY WIDOW IN TEXAS

DEAR ATTORNEY: You are
right, of course. Much as I
admire determination, for the
reasons you mention, I should
not have encouraged a 44-time
loser to keep trying.
And speaking of how difficult
it is to pass the bar exams,
judging from the number of
candidates who flunk on the
first try, Vermont's bar is the
toughest to pass, and California's is the second toughest.

DEAR WARY: Actions speak
louder than words. Of course he
loves you. Your question seems
to be:"Am I wasting my time —
or is this man going to ask me
to marry him?"
That's a perfectly legitimate
question, and if you're considering backing off because he's
made no commitment, take my
advice and get that message to
him — if you have to mail him
this column.(If you send me his
address, I'll mail it.)

Chestnut St.

753-6656
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"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
who feels left out and wants an
improved social life. It's an excellent
guide to becoming a better conversationalist and a more attractive person.
To order, send your name and address,
plus check or money order for $2.89
(83.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054.

99

for only

Say no to high-fat foods

DEAR ABBY; I have been a
widow for three years and have
been dating a divorced man for two.
We have agreed to see no one else
but each other. He calls me two or
three times a day, and we are
together every weekend and at least
Once or twice during the week. We

•
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fEATURING•
*2 or 3 Bedrooms
*Attractive Fireplaces
*Large Wood Decks
*Skylights
*Vaulted Ceilings
*City Water & Sewer
*Natural Gas Available *Interior Colors &
*All Modern Convenience Treatments To Buyers
Discretion.
*Enclosed Garage
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Anti-abortion activists continue their case

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGE1410
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Murray, Kentucky, 42071
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MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) — Antiabortion activists who unsuccessfully fought to block an abortion on
a comatose woman continue to
press their case, hoping they can
v.in the war even though they lost
the battle.
They persisted this week in asking the full U.S. Supreme Court for
a stay, even though Nancy Klein's
pregnancy was terminated after
Justice Thurgood Marshall refused
to intervene.
The activists hope eventually to
argue the merits of the ease before
the justices "so that something like
the Klein case cannot happen
again," said one of the attorneys in
the case, A. Lawrence Washburn.
"I hurt in my gut because of the
loss of that infant," said
Washburn.
It was not the first time Washburn has become involved in a
headline-making right-to-life case.
In 1983, he tried, also without success. to intervene in a parental
decision in the case of a severely
deformed Long Island infant
known as Baby Jane Doe.
He vowed that the setback in the
Klein case will not stop him, and
like many abortion opponents he is
hopeful that the Supreme Court
will reverse its 1973 decision legalizing abortion.
Mrs. Klein, a 32-year-old freelance fashion designer from Upper
Brookville, fell into a coma after
suffering brain damage in a car
accident Dec. 13. Her husband,
Martin, was told by doctors that
she would have a better chance of
survival if the fetus she was carrying was aborted.
When Klein went to court, seeking guardianship of his wife so he
could authorize an abortion, Washburn represented Syosset lawyer
John J. Broderick in an opposing
petition for guardianship of the
fetus. Another abortion opponent,
John Short of Farmingdale, and
attorney Mary Spaulding took a
different legal tack, seeking guardianship of Mrs. Klein. ,
Broderick, Short and their
lawyers were able to delay the
abortion three times with appeals.
At each step, the New York
courts rejected their petitions,- untila last-ditch Aka. to the U.S.
SuPreme Court for an emergency
stay was refused. The abortion was
performed Saturday on Mrs. Klein,
who was 18 weeks pregnant.

Along the way, the anti-abortion
activists and their attorneys weathered severe criticism, including
abusive, anonymous messages left
on Short's answering machine.
At one point during the legal
struggle, Klein said: "Our family
is beaten down. We're torn up.
These strangers have come off the
street and are intruding in our
lives. We don't know what to do
about it."
The Appellate Division of state
Supreme Court agreed, saying,
"These absolute strangers to the
Klein famtly, whatever their motivation, have no place in the midst
of this family tragedy."
Washburn and Short said they
sympathized with the Klein family
— the couple also have a 3-yearold child — and respect their privacy. But both said they could not
condone abortion by being silent.
"We have a much larger family
— the human family," said Short.
"I don't care what they call
me," Washburn said in an
interview.
Washburn, a father of six and
grandfather of 24, said he became
involved in the anti-abortion movement in 1970, when New York legalized abortion.
"My sister, who died of cancer
in 1977, urged me to get in and try
to protect the rights of those who
cannot protect themselves," said
Washburn. "I've been doing it
ever since."
He gained wide recognition in
1983 in the case of Baby Jane Doe.

The infant's parents opted against
surgery for her, Washburn, convinced that the parents were refusing surgery because they wanted
the child to die, took them to court.
Eventually, the state's highest
court, the Court of Appeals, sided
with the parents and dismissed
Washburn's suit as "distressing
and offensive." The parents agreed
to the surgery months later, and the
child is still alive.
Washburn has had some success
in court. In 1980, he helped persuade the Supreme Court to uphold
the power of Congress to withhold
federal funds for abortion unless
the life of the mother is threatened
by the pregnancy.
Short has his own long record of
anti-abortion activism. In 1972, he
was fired as an accountant for Nassau CouhlY after he refused to process Medicaid claims for elective
abortions at the county medical
center.
In 1975, Washburn represented
Short in a suit against the Nassau
County Medical Center. The suit
claimed the hospital allowed doctors to perform abortions after 12
weeks of,pregnancy and let the fetuses die, which hospital officials
denied.
As a result of the case, a federal
judge appointed Sh-ort legal guardian of any live fetus at the medical center, a guardianship he never
has exercised.
"I see myself as the godfather of
the unwanted," said Short, father
of five.

Barbara Bush helps volunteers
fill bags with peas at food bank
DENVER (AP) — First lady
Barbara Bush, in Denver to visit
her newest grandchild, helped volunteers fill bags with frozen snap
peas Thursday at a food bank
warehouse.
"I am proud to be a small part
of this wonderful organization,"
Mrs. Bush said. "It gives and helps
bring food to so many people. You
should be very proud.
Mrs. Bush also accepted the honorary chairmanship of Second
Harvest, the Chicago-based national food bank network that operates

the Food Bank of the Rockies'
warehouse in Denver.
Accompanied by her son Neil,
Philip R: Warth Jr., president of
Second Harvest, and a volunteer,
Mrs. Bush went up and down the
aisles of the warehouse filling an
order for Compa Food Ministry, a
Denver agency that feeds the
needy.
Mrs. Bush came to Denver to
visit -her -11th grandchild, Ashley
Walker Bush, born Feb. 7 to Neil
and Sharon Bush. The Neil Bushes
have two other children. Lauren, 4,
and Pierce, 2..
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Village Shopping Center

X4, Stock #1556
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TC10903 PICK-UP, Stock #1632
DEMO TC10903 PICK-UP, Stock #1587
SAFARI PASSENGER VAN, Stock #1692
S-15 PICK-UP Stock #1591
JIMMY 4
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YOUR FINAL COST
Now only

NEW
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ELECTRIC DRYER
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LOCAL PRE-OWNED TRADE-INS
ON NEW GMC'S ROAD READY:
1986
1986
1986
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1983
1982
1974

Nissan Pick-Up 4 X 4, 5 spd 26,xxx miles
GMC 1 Ton w/flat bed V-8
Jimmy 4 X 4 - Loaded, Clean
Chev. Raised Roof Van Conversion, V-8
Chev. 10 Pick-Up V-8 Air
Chev. S-10 Blazer 4 X 4, V-6
Ford Ranger Pick-Up, V-6
Chev. Astro 7 Passenger Van
Chev. Caprice 9 Passenger Wgn
Ford F250 Pick-Up V-8 Air
Toyota Pick-Up
"Easy-Handling, Fun Loving, Great Trucks
For Great Times - All GMC Models To Choose From"

$7,500.00
$9,500.00
$7,995.00
$9,250.00
$6,250.00
$7,995.00
$3,250,00
$8,750.00
$3,250.00
$2,500.00
$690.00

TRUCKS - TRAILERS - BUSES INC.
3 Miles South on 641 - (502) 753-1372
8:00-5:00 M-F; 8:00-Noon Sat.
JACK FOLEY - BEN NIX - DON McCORD - KENT WISEHART

Airlift sending
relief supplies
for Sudan
suspended
GENEVA (AP) — The International Committee of the Red Cross
has suspended temporarily an airlift
of relief supplies to southern Sudan
while pursuing negotiations with
anti-government rebels, a spokesman said Thursday.
Relief flights were stopped Tuesday after the Sudan People's Liberation Army demanded changes in
the Red Cross' notification procedure for its flights to the cities of
Wau, Aweil, Akon and Yirol, said
Red Cross spokesman luerg
Bischoff.
To ensure safe passage, the Red
Cross notifies both the Khartoum
government and the rebels of all
relief flights. Bischoff said he
expects the airlift, begun Dec. 4, to
resume "in a matter of days."
He said the negotiations concern
"technical issues." •
About 40 delegates of the allSwiss humanitarian agency have
remained in the area to distribute
food, and medicine to the needy,
Bischoff said.
Tens of thousands of people are
known to need emergency aid in
southern Sudan. The rebels, who
gained control of the region, have
allowed U.N. and Red Cross relief
planes to land in the area's cities,
where peasant farmers have fled to
escape the guerrilla war.
Hundreds of thousands of Sudanese are believed to face the risk of
starvation unless food is delivered
throughout the country, before the
rains start in May, to about 4 million people displaced by rebellion.
drought and famine.
The government of Sudan, which
has battled the rebels since 1983,
has inVited U.N. relief officials to
• Khartoum on March 8-9 to plan a
massive anti-famine campaign.
The United States .and other
Western nations are pressuring the
Prime Minister Sadek Mahdi to
improve the distribution of food
and other aid to all sections of his
country.
His government has often cited
the rebellion in the south as posing
- too great a -danger for relief flights
and convoys. The government has
allowed little aid to reach the
south, where an estimated 500,000
people died of starvation last year.
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Clarence Goforth is no longer associated
with Uncle Jeff's Carpet Outlet Store.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Notice

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE W

COUNTRY Jeans's Spe
cial Prices' Group of pans
$1989 Swearshirts $4 off
regular price New ship
ment of Lee Zipback Rider
pans 3-15 junior sizes
Guess Basic pans size
26-31 waist Also mens
Lee Levi, Jordache 10%
Off ladies' waist size pans
Lots More On Sale' Regular hours Friday 4-6p in
Saturday 10a m -4p m 5
miles 94 East Open by
appointment

Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
"free local claim service"

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

Notice

Now at

A Perfect
Choice
Central
Shopping Center
We have rock & heavy
metal T-shirts $10.95.
Patches starting at
$3.00. Get yours while
the new selections are
in stock.

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

02s

020

020

Bake

Nlirrray Ledger 8r Times
Personals

Notice

Men and women
needed to sell our
Profitable Line of
Calendars, Pens and
Advertising Gifts to
Business Firms in
the MURRAY area.
Earn Weekly Commissions. Set your
own hours. Prompt,
Service
Friendly
from 80 Year Old
AAA -1
Company.
No Investment. No
Collections. Previous sales experience
not required. Write:
Kevin Peska, NEWTON MFG. CO.,
Dept. H10709, Newton, Iowa, 50208.
(515) 792-4121.

HELP Wanted T J s Bar
B-0 Apply on person

Berkline
Furniture
Gallery
NOW OPEN

MAKE
MORE
MONEY
FULL OR
PART-TIME!

Open Thurs., Fri.
& Sat. 9-5
Sun, 12-5
Robert & Nell Wigg
Owners
753-4588
GLASS Repair and Replacement Work for cars,
homes businesses M & G
Glass Co. Dixieland Center, 753-0180
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray
ALMO Kountry Korner
Tuesday -Saturday
9a m -5p.m., 1824 & 464
Crafts, sweatshirts, pajamas, quilts, customized
rabbits, baskets, assorted
antique pieces

Poor Jessica. she came along
after KGA Recycling was named,
but she wants to join Dad
(Kenny), Mom (Glenda) and Big
Sister (Angela) in saying
TIIANKS!

Because Of You
We Are Starting Our
3rd Year!

KGA Recycling
Hazel, KY
WO:

"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

HOME ASSEMBLY IN
COME Assemble products
at home Part-time Experience unnecessary Details
Call 813 327-0896, Ext
0188

at

Shopper's Mall
in Wiggins
Furn. Bldg.
2 mi. N. of
Murray on
U.S. 641

Dogs Bark
Roosters Crow
When You
Hit Forty
It Sure Is
A Blow"
Your Two
Loving Sisters
030
Card
of Thanks

The family ofSammie 0. Kelly would
like to sincerely
thank all for the
sympathy and love
shown to us during
the loss of our loved
one.
For the flowers,
food, visits, prayers
and cards, to the
Funeral
Miller
Home, Bro. Lester
Bulter, Glenda Rowlett for the music
and the pallbearers.
Your kindness will
always be remembered. God bless all.
Rubene Kelly
Martha & Jewell
Crick
Kelly, Kevin
& Matthew
Freeman
oso
Lost
And Found

*lits

Best Prices Paid

45Rj

- .Tc a ib. fc: ....7.num cans (over 100 lbs.!,
batteries
and, up. We buy scrap metal,
-C7t•P' .17 -1 '
car 4; Hope 'to stan buying
glass soon.

PEANUTS

LEAVE YOUR GRANDFATHER IN
THE CAR BUT NOT THE POG!

LOST 1988 CCHS girl's
class ring Reward offered
753-8205 after 5p m
LOST brown leather notebook, business cards inside Lost February 7 at
Chu Car Wash on 641
North May be returned to
Murray Lumber or call collect 443-0299 $5 Reward
ORANGE, white ringed tail
tabby cat named 'Shots".
reflective collar. South 16th
St , $50 Reward call
753-7681

Orin
Help
Wanted

"??
r•AO,
1'T
I 414,61,
RuNNINIEr

BABYSITTER needed at
205 North 6th St. for a boy
and girl, 17 months and 4
months Come by or call
489-2716

oJAz,
6PEE0-CRUSiNG

BONUS INCOME Earn
$200-$500 weekly Mailing
1989 travel brochures For
more information send
stamped envelope to INC ,
P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL
33261

_(011

RAILWAY:

DENTAL Hygienist full or
part-time Send or bring
resume with past job experience and references to
The Fulton Dental Clinic,
106 Hwy 51 North, Fulton,
KY 42041

Ufl*dqbar,• se.ca,*

GARFIELD
141.5 50 IMPRESSIONABLE

•
0
0

•
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to
111R1V45
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11233121323111211_
THE r MAKE YOU
HEAD
WAIT TELL THEM
QUARTERS
NAPA 13 A
REPLi
WHEH 10LI Re
GIJICK PEPt./
OH riS 1 60012 AWL? READY
N
(

OKAY, I'm
600D AND
READY NOW

DID Christmas get you behind'? Sell Avon products!
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%l Gall
today 753-0171
EARN MONEY reading
books' $30,000' yr income
potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext.
Y-10706
EXPERIENCED hairdresser to take over established clientele 3 days a
week or more 753-3191 or
753-9992
SECRETARIAL position
available immediately
Must possess skills in typing with shorthand preferred and ability to handle
telephone calls Should
have some computer background Pay commensu
rate with skills possessed
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040-M. Murray, Ky

VES,TNE MISER/ I HAVE
HERE MAKES ME
FORGET ADOUr ALL
THE MISER' I
HAVE AT NOME

Accepting
Applications
For Nurses Aides
All shifts. Flexible
working hours and
beginning salary at
S3.50 per hour. Full
scholarships
are
awarded annually to
CMA school and LPN
school for those
employees interested
in a career in longterm care.

'
' PEX IF PEOPLE NEW
MONEY 'FID SURVIVE„GIVE
THEM WHAT5 NEEI7EV.
FOR A GOOC)CAUSE BE
GENEROU6.,,

Apply at
Wiest Wow
Nursing Horns
1401 South leth St.
Murray. Ky.
EOUIAF

•

4

150

C..+0

LPN full time 3-11, 11-7
Monday- Friday positions
Apply at Mills Manor Nursing Home Mayfield

RN & LPN
Due to new federal
regulations we are expanding our staff of
professional nurses.
RNs needed for all
shifts. LPNs needed
for 3-11 & 11-7 shifts.
salary
Competitive
and benefits. Apply at:

West View
Nursing Home
1401 South
16th St.
Murray, Ky.
SUMMER Employment:
Part-time, teachers- computers, and in English and
social studies certified with
experience Resident advisors to provide in residence supervision for
students, must be 21 years
of age, have 2 years college. experience in supervision of students, and have
GPA of at least 2 50 Computer lab and health/ recreation coordinators and tutors also needed Send resume and transcript to
Upward Bound, Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071 by March 10,
1989 EOE M/F
THE SEAFOOD EXPRESS IS LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD PEOPLE.
Day and night waitress or
waiter needed Some experience preferred. Must
be hard working, dependable and enjoy working with
people. Apply at Seafood
Express, Olympic Plaza,
Murray, Ky.

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship
and
Training
Committee for the
Electrical Industry will
accept applications for
apprenticeship beginning March 13, 1989
through March 24,
1989 from 8:00 a.m.
until 4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday at the I.
B. E. W. Local 816
Union
Hall,
4515
Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky.
These
applications
may be kept active for
two years for further
selection. All applications must be completed by April 24,
1989 to be considered
for this year's class.
All applicants must
fully meet the following
minimum
qualifications to qualify for an
interview:
1. AGE - Must be at
least 18 years of age.
2. EDUCATION - High
school graduate with
one year's passing
grades in Algebra.
Transcript required cILL,
rectly
from
high
school.
3. APTITIDE TEST S72R-77 taken at any
State Employment Office. You must score a
HIGH on the test.
4. PHYSICAL CONDITION - All selected
applicants will be required to take a physical examination. A
drug-screen test may
also be required as
part of this physical
exam.
Each applicant who
meets all basic requirements will be interviewed by the Committee. The interviewconsider:
ers
will
reliability, interest, attitude,
judgment,
cooperativeness, as
well as other personal
traits.
All applicants will be
received without regard to race, color, religion, national origin
or sex.
Each applicant must
meet all basic requirements to be eligible for
an interview Apprentices will be selected in
order of their ranking
resulting from rating
by interviewers

Articles

likustion

Help
Wanted

Worded

Foe Sale

Instruction

CHRISTIAN woman will
babysit in my home
759-1919

PROM dress and crinoline
lots of ruffles white
trimmed with red floor
length size.7 753-8583

I will babysit your children
at my home tor $1 per child
per hour 753-9375
WILL do babysittng in my
home toddler to preschool 753-2911
WILL sot for sick or elderly
Ask for Carol 759-4077
WILL sit with the elderly or
sock Experienced and references 753-4590 Call
for more information

•SE CRF EAR,
/
-EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR
HOME sruor ries TRAINING
-FINANCIAL AID AVAIL..
4015 PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
• Oh el A C T
TINT TOM. RoHmsn• Oc. Ft

WOULD like to babysit regularly Monday- Friday, on
Fara to 5 years Experienced, references, live in
town, very reasonable
rates 753-2860

REBUILT 400 cub in General Motors engine warranted, $700 Also New
Process 435 4-speed
transmission for % or 1 ton
Ford truck, $250
753-8500
FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 2 TVs,
color Mobile homes 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes Rare Doberman
pinchers, fond and rust
color, AKC registered 2
mobile homes You have to
see to believe' Call for an
appointment 492:8806

100

160
• AIRLINES

Business

Horns
Fumishircs

•( RUISE LINES

OFpoilunity

•TRAVEL AGENCIES
NOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
BUSINESS and commer'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
cial loans aranged $50,000
*Me PLACEMENT ASSIST.
and up. Start up or venture
1-800-327-7728
capital loans. DIVERSIFIED FINANCING, wraparound financing, construction loans, equipment leasing, 1st & 2nd mortgages,
real estate, farms & agri140
business loans, land aquisWant
i0on, construction & equity
To Buy
financing.
Call
(502)753-0377 weekdays ANTIQUES by the piece or
6-9p.m. or write: Jackson & collections Call 753-943.3
Associates, Route 6 Box after 5p m
57, Murray, KY 42071.
BUYING aluminum cans
FAMILY HAIR CARE SA- 554z lb , battenes $1 and up,
LON Exceptional oppor- scrap metal copper and
tunity to own an excellent junk cars KGA Rycycling
business! Outstanding 492-8183 days 498-8785
clientele and product sales, nights
superior equipment including 2 Wolff suntanning
CALLOWAY County
beds Good location with
Cemetary Book by Judith
good lease, very reasonAnn Maupin. 759-1504.
able utilities and rent
Owner retiring Excellent CHILDREN'S Strawberry
terms with owner financing Shortcake cassette tape relong term at reasonable corder 753-6359
rates. Salon will pay for
CIVIL War artifacts' guns,
itself in less than 1 year
swords etc Ask for Larry
Serious inquiries only
753-3633
753-8248 after 8p.m.
mounted trailer
IF you would like to own FRAME
your own buisness, now is hitch for pick-up truck, class
the timel Changes are be- 3. 759-4905
ing made with Diet Center WE buy scrap aluminum,
that will mean a business copper, brass and alumiboom_ Personal commit- num cans Call Balcan Rements are forcing sale. For cycling @ 753-0338
additional information respond to. P.O. Box 115,
Hazel, Ky 42049.
150
SUPPLEMENT your inArticles
come with the 41 business
For Salo
opportunity in the world
Taught in more than 200 5 HP GILSON tiller power
colleges
Network reverse, used 1 year, sold
Marketing- The Wave of the $550 new $250 474-2377
1990s Call. 901-479-3588
BEAUTY Shop equipment
Write. Malin Enterprise, and suntan bed, 4 years
P 0 Box 401, South Ful- old 753-0658 after 5p m
ton, TN 38257 Full or parttime Achieve you potential' GUN cabinet, holds 8 guns,
$200 Almost new Honda
Elite, 1,000 miles GMC
110
Jimmy, 53,000 miles,
4-speed, $7,000 firm Only
Instruction
interested parties call
759-1605

glc
ii
. LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAILER
•OOlC

.
•FaA.
""Ph D.9
'

OLD SOUTHERN RE
CIPES 6 homemade bread
recipes like Grandmother
used to make Send two
dollars and SASE to Old
Southern Recipes 1006 E
Blythe St , Pans, TN 38242

BEDROOM suite. end
tables, coffee and corner
tables, lamp, rug, radio ca
binet and more 4742342
DEN Set For Sale couch
rocking chair, arm chair
coffee and end tables
$250 759 9800 or
759-1509
ELECTRIC heaters, bar
stools, picture window
table, 6 leg tables, 7 piece
dinette, queen sleeper, recliner, desk, odd chairs, 9
piece dining room group,
washer & dryer, dishwasher sofa table, headboards, carpet, lamps, oak
chifferobe, glass door safe,
pictures, platform, swivel
and rock chairs 753-1502,
8a m -5p m
HIDE -A -BED couch,
makes queen size bed
gold and brown, $225
753-4443
NEW shipment of furniture
arriving dailyl Save on all
home furnishings' Extra
savings on all bedding
Specials throughout the
store' Carraway Furniture,
105 North 3rd St ,
753-1502
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excuisite, any size,
height or shape to fit your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142
QUEEN size Woodcrafters
Waterbed with queen
pedestal, dresser and
hutch,
$ 1 , 20 0
615-232-7619

35 MASSEY Ferguson 5'
side winder mower, 6 tuff
line disc, 2-14 MF plow
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144
NEW Holland 2 row pick-up
type tobacco setter, $450
753-0507 after 4p m
WANT To Buy sub-soiler
single shank 753-6215

CROWN piano Call
4-89-2234 alter 4 30p m

A vshade

ALLIANCE

TRAC TOR- TRAK.E R
TRAINING CENTERS
LESANON TN

PROM dress size 10
purple with sequins, worn
once purchased at The
Showcase, accesones included 753-8205 after
5p m

240
Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

AUCTION
Saturday, Feb. 25th at 10 a.m.
on highway 62 west Princeton, Ky.
A complete dispersal of SMITHS

BUILDING SUPPLIES.
Kitchen cabinets - bath vanities - counter tops - lumber both
treated & untreated - fiberglass tub & shower units commodes - 2 utility buildings,8x8 & 8x12 - water heaters nails - wall paper & borders - marble vanity tops - linen
cabinets - plumbing supplies - faucets - door & window
units - sinus - commode seats - brass lamps - gun cabincts spindles - porch columns - plywood - chip board - shingles insulation - trim - roof cement - roofing - carpet & pads - I
1982 Chev. P.U. - 1979 Chev. 1 ton truck - 1983 Ford 1 ton
Truck - forklift with carpet pole - 2000 Ford tractor - 1978
Chev. 2 ton truck - 20' flat bed for 2 ton truck - 1978 Chev.
1/2 ton P.U. 10 percent buyers premium on supplies - 5
percent on vehicles.
Vernon Smith - Owner
Sale By

Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
Kuttawa, Kentucky
"It Does Make A Difference"
Office: 388-7251
Night: 388-7088
Todd White C.A.I. (502)362-4033
Cash White C.A.I. (502) 388-2420
Thomas White C.A.I.
Auctioneers
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CLASSIFIEDS
320

270

240
Ulu.denims

1988 14x70 2 BEDROOM, EXTRA nice 1 bedroom
2 bath, all electric, CA & apartment washer & dryer
CH, wall to wall carpet, hook-up, central heat and
blinds and curtains GE air, appliances and water
stove/ refrigerator D/VV, furnished
No pets
underpinned and winter- 753-3949
ized 9x12 dad( By appointment 753-2922,ask NEW 2 bedroom duplex
appliances central heat
for Tom after 6p m
and air, carpet 753-7457
753-7124

FACE BRICK
Start al

$ 33••Par 1,000
Mortar•3"P« Bag

Puryear Brick
Fury•ar, TN
247-3232

Mobilo
Hato*, For Flont

GO carts, go carts go carts I
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831
SEASONED firewood
436-2744
SEASONED oak firewood
753-5476, Charles Barnett

WE have special prices and
good service on caps,
calendars, political campaign materials, magnetic
signs and hundreds of AdTRAILER for rent
vertising Specialty items
759-1577 days or
Also, garage repair forms
753-1551 nights
and salesbooks Jim & He27,
Box
2
len Cain, Route
290
42071,
Murray, Ky
Heating
(502)759-1602
And Cooling
WE service all brands of
AIRTIGHT woodburning
kerosene heaters and carry
stove with 8 triple wal
a full line of parts Keith's
pipe, welded steel, excelLawn & Tractor, Industrial
lent condition, $450
Road, 759-9831
753-6529

KEROSENE Heater Clearance' Kerosun Radiant 10,
9,600 BTUs, $89 Kerosun
Radiant 36, 10,000 BTUs,
$99 Kerosun Moonlighter,
9,300 BTUs $99 Reddy
Heater, 35,000 BTUs,
$129 Quantities limited'
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753 8604

FACE BRICK
Prices Start A

ts131 oo

Pr PA

VOWELL &
pe SON
re.tun. oi-467-3•21
alarraMIEW=iii

inn
Business Rentals

2c0
Business
Sonikoo

Used
Con

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel carpet very nice
Will sell for pay off
492 8755

1978 TRANS Am t tops
good condition rebuilt motor, loaded $3200
492 8384

3 BEDROOM 2 bath in
town $30 000 753-0659

1979 CADILLAC DeVille
425 good condition midsharp
night blue
474-2342

2 BEDROOM furnished
mobile home with 8x12
storage building, NOW taking applications
$155/month Located in for 1 bedroom apartments
Green Acres Mobile Home Section 8 Southside
Park, 1613 East 12th Manor office hours
Street, Benton, KY Phone 9-ham & 12-2p m IvtIF
753-8221
527-9063 or 527-3568
applications. for
:TAKING
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new Section 8 Rent Subsidized
furniture, natural gas- apt. 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilldale Apts., Hardin, Ky
electric, air conditioned
Housing
Equal
Shady Oaks 753-5209
Opportunity
NICE 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
central gas heat Also 2
bedroom, 1 bath 641
North References, deposit 753-3942
3 BEDROOM house newly
RENT Or Sale, Mobile decorated, gas heat, $275
plus
month
$175/
home,
per month Deposit and redeposit, partially furnished, ferences
no pets
no pets, 492-8220
753-2376

1

3 BAY shop, water furnished 436-5455 after 5p.m

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING

4000 SQUARE foot
in shopping center for
lease Send inquiries to
P0 Box 1040-D

IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10

AVAILABLE AT:

BUSINESS space, office or
store space at Southside
Shopping Center
753-9386 or 753-4509

JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

FOR LEASE. Approximately 2,000 sq ft. for retail
business or office space,
will remodel to suit, Downtown on the square
753-9864
310

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Want
To Rent

YOUNG couple with 3
1983 CLAYTON interior re children would like to rent a
modeled and 2 rooms 3 or 4 bedroom home
or
added on, 3 bedrooms, 2 615-868-0819
fulls baths, living room, 527-9182
den, kitchen dining room
combination, utility room,
central heat and air, 8 ceiling tans, completely furnished, side patio, large cov1 BEDROOM apartment
ered front porch, unat- near downtown Murray
tached carport with 753-4109
concrete drive, 2 cat garage, heated storage, utility TAKING applications for 3
building, city water, satel- bedroom, bath and 'A in
lite, cablevision and gar- town Discounted rent
bage collection available 5 $400 Available March 1
miles north of Murray Nice Call Tina days 753-4000,
neighborhood $35,000
nights 759-9244
Call 753-0410 after 5p m
or call anytime and leave FURNISHED 1 bedroom
apartment close to MSU,
name and number
deposit no pets Call after
1981 BUCANEER 2 bed- 4p m 753-6564
room, 1 bath, 14x56, all MUR Cal apts Northwood
electric, partially furnished, Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
$8,000 753-3518
renting Equal Housing Op1984 BUCANEER 14X6, portunity 759 4984
all appliances, some furni- 2 BEDROOM duplex availture Call after 5p m
able in February, deposit
435-4362
required, no pets Call
1985 HIGH 14x66, with
furniture, appliances, in
park $10,000 753-6726
LIKE New 14x70, 2 bedroom, wood deck, fully furnished. lease- purchase option available Coleman
Real Estate. 753 9898

3 BEDROOM, F H A,- V A
financing available. Murray
and Coldwater, little or no
down payment Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath brick
split level with fireplace with
wood burning stove included City water and
cable TV, near Dexter Will
sell with or without extra lot
Priced to selll After
4 30p m 437-4697
HOUSE For Sale In Town
3 bedroom, 1.4 story, full
basement, 1Y, bath gas
heat, glass in sun porches,
good location next to Old
City Park 753-2798 or
753-0180

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

1980 BUICK LeSabre 4
door, 350 engine, automatic, air 436-2837
1981 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham high mileage,
good condition, runs well
and has nice clean interior,
$1,950 759-4980 or
753-4520
CUTLASS
V-8. loaded

1982 REGAL Summerset
fully loaded, t-tops 1
owner, 759-1543 or
753-0509

CONDO style apartment
with garage university
view, quiet area, 2 years
old, central heat and air,
microwave stove refrigerator. 1 year lease $400 a
month 753 8096

INSIDE
YARD SALE
Saturday
- 8a.m.
Industrial Rd.
(behind Interstate
Battery)

Blue jeans,
brass, tires.
a30
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Rea
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1800-251-HOME Ext
711 L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

1 ACRE lot newly developed for house or trailer,
750 gallon septic system,
24* well, all 6 months old
Quiet neighborhood with
paved road, 5 miles east of
Almo on Independent
Church Road $5500
437-4322

tr.,„r144-4.0,T..;q144-1.00m.r.04,11,
NEW
Itt
r FAMILY FASHIONS I;
ti Now Open For Business. f` RESIDENTIAL lots for sale

‘,11

GRAND OPENING
MARCH 3-11
tit*t24"etigelleertleiits*A001Te•rt441"`stial

on Sunset Blvd. Loch Lo
mond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m

IMPORT Auto SalvageSpecializing in foreign cars.
Open Monday through Saturday, 8a m to 5p m .
474-2325
455

Auto
Parts
350 CHEVY transmission,
$75, 2 mud and snow truck
tires, 15x12 50x33, $50. 2
Eagle ST tires, 2 25x15,
$60. 753-7300.

190
160

Homes
For Sale
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753 1203

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Ix. of
Pans, TN
New & Used
OM Executives &
Program Vehicles
901442.3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1986 DELTA Brougham
red, power, new tires,
47,000 miles, $11,500, 1
owner, extra clean
474-2377

1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE
4 GOODYEAR Tiempo fully loaded, 27.000 miles,
mud and snow tires. best offer 492-8783 after
P205/75R14 Almost new, 5p m,
$110 753-9805
Need An xtra Car
GOOD Used Motors 318
For A Few Days?
Dodge, 360 Dodge High
Rent From Gene At
Performance. 400 ChrysDWAIN TAYLOR
ler, 390 Ford, 200 Ford 6
cylinder, 350 Chevy. 292
CHEVROLET, INC.
Chevy 6, automatic trans302-753-2617
missions, 350 Chevy, Ford
C-6, Thunderbird and Lin- 1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
coln automatic Will install 4 door, automatic, air, tilt,
Will trade The Chevy cruise, 68,000 miles, good
Shop, 641 North next to condition. $4,450
Pet-Ro Gas 753-4184
759-9698
USED running Chevy en
gines 400 small block,
350s. 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6 Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends Posftrac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pisbons, fly wheels, all components Car and truck body
pieces Truck motors, trans
for Dodge, Ford, Interna
bon Tires, wheels Re ring
engines and valve jobs Will
install' Will trade' Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet Tro Gas
753-4184

Used
Coro
1969 DODGE Super Bee
new wheels and tees new
motor. negotiable
1 354 6416

• Servkee
Offered

Used
Cars

1983 CADILLAC ElDorado
burgundy with burgundy simulated convertible roof,
loaded, 45,000 actual
miles, 1 owner, extra sharp
in New Concord. 759-1543 or 753-0509
3 BEDROOM 2 bath, HOUSE
For Sale. 2 bedroom,
Lakeway Shores subdivi- Ky
air, par- 1983 DELTA 88 Royale 1
sion waterfront, 2 levels, central heat and
low util- owner, excellent condition,
large wood deck Coleman tially under ground,
4 door 436-2427
436-2639
$35,000
ities,
753-9898
Estate,
Real
Contrac- 1984 BUICK Century LimNICE 2 bedroom, carpeted, NEW Homes By
start- ited silver with dark vinyl
from,
choose
to
5
tor
stove, refrigerator, washer!
Also top, V-6 automatic loaded,
dryer hook-up, bath with ing at upper $50s
home 753-3672 68,000 miles, $4,600 Call
shower Deposit, refer- waterfront
after 5p m 753-4763
m
ences 641 North. vacant after 5p
753-3942
NEW house in Martin 1984 CAPRICE Classic
Sub 3 large bed- power windows, seats and
TAKING applications for 2 Heights
fire- locks, tilt cruise, AM-FM
bedroom, bath and 7, in rooms, 2 full baths,
heat, 2 car gar- cassette, new tires; 32.000
gas
place,
rent:
Discounted
town.
age Call 753-3903 after actual miles 753-5094
$400 Available March 1.
m
4p
1984 LASER XE Turbo
Call Tina days 753-4000,
nights 759-9244
3 BEDROOM 1 bath home black, all power and air,
in town Shown by appoint- leather interior, aluminum
ment only Call before wheels, nice 762-4300
For Rent
8p m 753-8950 Low $40s 1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
Or Lease
Stationwagon automatic,
470
air, nice little car, $2,450
Business
Lease
FOR
759-9698
space office or retail, good
Motorcycles
location, price negotiable
1984 TRANS Am t-tops,
489-2633
1979 GS 1000 Suzuki new loaded, 1 owner, M-F beacpaint and seat, 15,000
fore 2p m 345-2799
380
tual miles. mint, $1,000
1985 BUICK LaSabre LimPets
753-7300
ited collectors edition,
& Supplies
1985 TRI-Z 3-wheeler, ex- 82,000 miles, extra nice
AKC registered Boxer pup, cellent shape 759-1596 car Reduced from $6,000
5 months old, shots, $175 days, 759-9425 nights
to $5,600 759-9698
firm Monday through Fri350
YAMAHA
1987
1985 FORD L T D V-6 fuel
day, 8,30a.m -5p m
excellent condi- iniection, cruise, power
753-2554; after 5p.m and 4-wheeler
436-5862
offer
tion, best
brakes, steering, air, tilt,
weekends, 759-1354.
dean, good tees, 58,000
225
YAMAHA
1987
FOR Sale or Trade AKC
Call miles 759-4728
Rottweiler puppies 4 -wheeler
lam -6p m. 753-9395
1985 PONTIAC Fiero SE
753-6879
power windows, sun roof,
exBlaster
YAMAHA
1988
AKC Siberian Huskie pup:
condition, best offer, 5-speed, AM-FM cassette,
female, gray and white, cellent
luggage rack, approx.
436-2191
blue eyes, has had all vet
52,000 miles. After 6p.m.
shots, $350. 753-8444, BORDERS Cycle and ATV call 753-8191 or 753-3293
6p.m -10p m Monday- Center Used ATVs, parts,
Thursday, anytime service, accessories and
weekends.
Now it's
tires. 200 North Main, Benton, Ky 502-527-1680
410
• ..
Public
480
Sale
Auto
Services

753-3415

Mens, womens, childrens & plus
sizes. Name Brand Items.
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center.
Steve & Jane Lamb owners:
Invite you to come in & say hello.
Open: Mon-Thur. 10-6
Fri. & Sat. 10-8 Sun. 1-5

1979 MONTE Carlo good
motor and transmission
Drivable but not recommended, good for parts
753-4993

1 98 2
Brougham
753-7461

510

490

Homes
For Sok

3 BEDROOM house in the
Kirksey area recently remodeled inside new roof
NICE duplex, 2 bedroom, and vinyl siding outside
appliances furnished Also Outbuilding and desired
2 bedroom apartment at acreage available Call
1515 Sycamore Coleman 489-2161 or 489-2380 after
Real Estate 753-9898
7p m

2130

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436 2758

.290

160

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sale

MiTiray Ledger & Times

1986 TEMPO GL red, air,
stereo tape player, automatic 26,000 miles, excellent
condition 759-9593
1987 NISSAN Sentra XE 4
door. AM-FM cassette,
automatic, new tires, excelgas '03 71,000
miles
1987 Z-24 5 speed
32,000 miles, $9,000
753-8125
1988 CHEVROLET Cave
her red, 1 owner, 10,000
miles Call 753-5447 after
5 30p m
1988 MERCURY Topaz.
loaded, $9,500 1986 Lin
coln Mark VII, $12.500
1978 Toyota Land Cruiser,
$3,800 753-3632

1988 RED Ford Cougar,
VS. all power, excellent
1972 VW Super Beetle condition, 9,xxx miles,
good condition Make me under warranty Phone
753 0495 after 5p m
an offer' 762 4798

1970 '98 OLDS convertible. gold - white top
62,000 actual miles: pwr
str • win , seats, leather intenor, good running condition, collector's item,
phone 753-8050 or
753-0335 after 5p m

AC Service Company elec
trical service and plumbing
repair 436-2919

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
Call
APPLIANCE REPAIR We crete Free estimates
753-6973
or
474.2307
Service dishwashers dis
posals ranges ovens re- SEWING Machine Repair
frigerators washers & All makes and models
dryers Service on most home and industry Call
makes and models G E Kenneth Barnhill
factory trained The Ap- 753-2674 Hwy 121 North
pliance Works Dr Rob Ma- Stella Ky
son Rd , Hwy 783
SHEETROCK finishing,
753-2455
new or repair 436 2811
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years expen
ence Parts and service
Painting
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
& Paper Hanging
436-5848

RAIL Dune Buggy new
frame, motor and paddle
track tees 474-2772
TWO 1979 Monzas 4 cylinde r and 6 cylinder
436-2879 after 5p m or
leave message on
machine

Toyotas
Cost
Less In
Murray

Jim Day

DUNAWAY'S Painting- in
tenor exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951. if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

753-3716

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type driveway white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759 4850

1967 CHEVROLET pick
up new engine real sharp
753-4832 ask for Nick
GOOD quality, fall cut
fescue and clover baled
hay $1 75 per bale
753-8673

FREE puppies Shephard
Lab mixed Call 489 2810

CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of.

CUSTOM KITCHEN

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by & see our

showrOOT

GENERAL repair- Careen
try, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

For Sale By Owner
4

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

New & Used
4X4's On
Sale
TOYOTA
OF MURRAY,INC.
515 S. 12th
Murray, Ky. 42071

(502)753-4961

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial.
Air conditioning. Sales and
service. Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203.
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759-4751

vans
1988 FORD Aerostar XL
loaded, $13,500, 20,000
miles, 1 owner 382-2568

1971 CHEVY pick-up with
cap, $1,200 Phone
759-1969
1978 CHEVY short bed
pick-up: 400 cu in engine,
4-wheel drive, automatic
transmission576,800 miles.
Call Keith 743-0686
r4e
1980 TOYOTA 4x4, excellent condition 436-5331 after 4p m
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561
1984 FORD Ranger XLT
package 5 speed, 67,000
miles, topper, extra clean
759-9770 after 5p m
1987 JEEP 4x4
489-2273

HOUSECLEANING references available 759-9510
after 3p.m

Phone

1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
loaded, 26.000 miles, 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509

14 POLAR Craft Jon Boat
17Ib thrust Minnkota trolling motor, 4000 Hummingbird depth finder, new 90
amp battery, rod racks,
anchors, paddle and life
Jackets, $800 436-5891 after 4p m
1976 14 SEA Nymph
65HP Mercury, seats for 3,
foot control trolling motor,
crappy rigs, live well
Sharp, $2.000 753-7300
1978 PROCRAFT 85HP
Evinrude with tilt and trim,
depth finder and trolling
motor Good for bass and
crappie fishing, $2.650
759-4178

Let Barry
repair your
factory stereos.
WORLD
OF SOUND
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- lacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
WILL do any type of household or commercial repairs,
including plastering, plaster repair, sheetrock,
acoustic ceilings Masonry
including brick, block, yen
eer stone and small concrete lobs Also light hauling 759-4740 for more information Free Estimates
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308
QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A,
436-2617

1988 ALUMI Craft Trophy
170 1986 85HP motor, includes skiis, ski ropes, life
vests, spare propell, trolling
motor, batteries, depth finder and cover 753-4117
after 6p m or 762-4177 before 6p m

Custom Built Decks
Doors and Knobs
E84.95 and Up
f steno( Windows
Interior Bronze Storm Wincipws
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
Roofs Kool Sealed
"Factory Expenenc•
Building & Servicing
Mobile Horn...Phone
(502) 492-8488

A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your pro
fessional tree service All
types removal, topping,
feeding Free estimates
50' bucket truck and chip
per Call 753-0906

436-2884

S42,500"

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups, tear-downs
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850

* Four Star *

Services
Offered

•

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835

1983 16' SKI boat with
trailer. 70HP Evinrude,
$3.600 489 2699

130

ban stove
pedrOOm
•.:Isnwasher ' r_tt!r_"..com garage apartment

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Miller

Gas and Electric
Furnaces
35,400 B.T.U.
•324°
40.200 B.T.U.
.34r
43.800 B.T.U.

' Take Advantage Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916 to place your ad.

PUBLIC AUCTION
•SATURDAY**FEBRUARY 25, 1989
10:00 A.M.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
AuLtion will he held on property iocated 7 5 miles
northwest of Paris. In'Paris, turn west of
Mayfield Hwy. #69 just north of Wells Tractor
Company; follow blacktop approximately 6 miles
and turn left on gravel road to the farm.
SELLING DIE TO BUSINESS CHANGE
Mr. J. E.(Joni) Miller and wile, Lydia Miller have
commissioned Alexander Auctions St Real Estate
Saks to sell his dairy herd and farming equipnient
to the highest bidder.
41- III4H GRADE HOLSTEINS
SELLING IN COMPLETE DISPERSION
41 Cows are in the milking herd now;2 Dry Cows;4
Fresh 1st Calf Cows; 12 2nd Calf Cows,9 3rd Calf
Cows; 13 Cows have calved within the last 60 days,
1 young Holstein' Bull
- ,AI BREEDING R. A. Wonder, Calrick Silver Boots. Paco. Ford. A.
I. Service Sires: Supreme Bell, Starwar. Sundancer
and Supreme Dancer.
EARM EQUIPMENT - SELLS FIRST
Ford 50(X) Tractor 72 md.; Dcuti- Allis Round
Baler - 4'x 5' bales 750 lb. Md. GP 2.50; New Idea
Hay Rake; Brady 512 Auger Wagon: Easy Flow 6
ton Trailer; 24' Hay trailer; 1H480 Wing fold Disc,
NH Super 717 Chopper - 2 row - 2 heads; IH 990
Hay Bane; Ford 4 x 16 Plow; New Idea Tandem
Manure Spreader; NH Silage Blower; Covington 6'
Rotary Mower; Ford 7700 Tractor - 72 md, w/duals,
roll gravel, clean; Gleaner F Combine wibean,
platform & corn head; Krause 7 Tine Chisel; John
Deere 716 Silage Wagon & Papec Wagon; Dugan
16'Stock Trailer - gooseneck; Gravity Flow Trailer,
JD 12' Disc - A. W.: Ford 3/4 Ton Truck - 74 md.;
New Idea Corn Picker; 12' Field Cultivator;
Farmhand Feed Gruider; Grain Elevator - 22';
Burch 10' Wheel Disc; Lincoln Welder; Massey
Ferguson 1450 Lawn Mower; Bolt Bin - tools;
Miscellaneous items.
J.E. & LYDIA MILLER, OWNERS
901-782-3431

AI-excluder
AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer CAI Lie No 67 Fun+ Lie No 107
Metro Tennessee 38237
011 239 talirefsity Street
MARVIN ALEXANDER
GRIT ALEXANDER Auctioneer
Alictioncetitoben
Alteste Broker
Plione 587.4214
se74.51e
St*a Ml:SAO V:* *Pi& '0 WU 104 AausaaWIt
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Wilkinson wants two legislators with
him on trip to Japan set for next month
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wallace wants to
bring two legislative leaders with
him on his first economic development trip to Japan next month, a
move that could help soothe
strained relations with the General
Assembly.
House Speaker Don Blandford
and Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose have been invited
"because of ... the legislature's
involvement in trying to enhance
the state's economic development
picture," according to Finance
Secretary L. Rogers Wells Jr.
Rose, who rytans to make the
trip, said he considered the invitation a courtesy and hoped to use
some of the time to work on some
of the differences between the governor and legislature.
"I hope I can promote Kentucky
products and do whatever possible
for the state's economic development," he said.
Blandford said he doubted if he
would go.
Wells said the purpose of the
visit was to sell 580 million worth
of bonds on the Japanese market,
making Kentucky the first state
ever to sell bonds there.
The bond sale is scheduled for
March 9.
"I know I've got my reputation
on the line, as some people hay
expressed doubt about this," Wells
said. "But I believe this is the
most exciting financial transaction
in which Kentucky has ever been
involved. Now I have to prove it."
The bond sale is designed to
raise additional funds for the Kentucky Development Finance
Authority, which makes low interest loans to new or expanding
businesses.
With interest rates lower in
Japan, the state hopes to save millions of dollars in interest payments, Wells said.
The State delegation also wants
to promote Kentucky products and
meet with industrial prospects..
"We have some industry people
in Japan that want to discuss relocation, and they want to talk to the
governor prior to their making a
decision," Wells said.
While Wells would not disclose
the -prospects, he said Wilkinson
_was —scheduled—to—meet—with
Shoichiro Toyoda, president of
Toyota Motor Corp.

Wilkinson said the trip would be
important to the state.
"We're going to do a lot in
terms of the financial market and
economic development," he said.
The trip is scheduled to begin

Where is everyone going?

March 3 and last a week, according
to Economic Development Secretary Gene C. Royalty.
"We think we have some very
good ones (prospects) for the governor to see," he said.

T. J.'s
)Bar-13-0

Physicians warn parents of medication
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
Physicians are again warning
parents not to give aspirin to children with influenza, chicken pox or
colds after a Bardstown teen-ager
died earlier this month of Reye's
Syndrome.
Physicians are also warning that
other common over-the-counter
medications may contain aspirin or
otber salicylates and should be
avoided.
Thomas 0. Bowling, 13, died
Feb. 6 at Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville — the first
reported case of the disease in Kentucky in three years.
His mother, Lina Bowling, said
Wednesday that she had never
heard of Reye's Syndrome and had
given Tommy Pepto-Bismol, which
contains salicylates, after he came
down with the flu.
Studies have linked aspirin to the
development of Reye's Syndrome.
which almost always strikes child-

ren and causes swelling of the
brain and sometimes liver
dysfunction.
Dr. George Rodgers, a pediatrician with Kosair Children's Hospital, said Reye's Syndrome is fatal
in roughly 20 percent of the cases
— and said getting a child to a
physician quickly when Reye's
symptoms develop is imperative.
Typically, Rodgers said, "a
child who has the flu or has the
chicken pox appears to be getting
better, and then gets worse, usually
with a period of vomiting that lasts
anywhere from a few hours to a
day or two, followed by behavioral
changes. The child becomes irrational, becomes agitated, then
becomes less responsive than
normal."
Accordingto his mother, Tommy
got sick on Sunday, Jan. 29, and
stayed home from school that
week. By Wednesday, "he was
getting better,— she said. But
"Thursday, it hit him."

\rodiv.

Available ONLY :
Friday 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
By the plate or the slab.

We're proud of our:
•Fast and courteous service
•and clean atmosphere
•Fresh Bar-B-0 and great burgers

Jackson cited for campaign report
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Election Commission has
cited Jesse Jackson and an obscure
presidential candidate for failing to
file campaign finance reports at the
end of the year, a commission
spokesman said.
A couple of Jackson's Democratic presidential campaign committees filed reports last fall but did
not file their final reports for the
.'ear, according to FEC records.
The other candidate, Republican

To try their NEW
delicious Hickory
Smoked Bar-B-Q
Ribs.

•Homemade pies
•Convenient location with plenty of parking
and drive-through window

Ben Fernandez, did not file reports
all year, according to the records.
Frank Watkins, a Jackson aide,
said he was unaware of a problem
in filing the reports.
"I don't know anything about it
but I'll check on it and try to find
out what the facts are," he said.
Scott Moxley, a spokesman for
the FEC, said being cited for failure to file carries no penalty
unless the commission decides to
impose one.

TJ's Bar-13-Q
753-0045

806 Chestnut

"Place ain't fancy, but sho is good food "
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Jane Fonda and husband to separate
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actress
and aerobics guru Jane Fonda and
husband Tom Hayden have decided
to separate on a trial basis, a
spokesman for the couple said
Thursday.
"Tom and Jane_ .c_onsider.. this.
separation a private matter and will
have no public comment or statement on it," said Stephen Rivers.

Fonda, 51, and Hayden, 49, a
California assemblyman who first
rose to prominence as a co-founder
of Students for' a Democratic Society and as a Chicago Seven defendant,' were married in 1973.
_They _have two.. children, Troy,
15, and Vanessa, who is Fonda's
daughter from a previous marriage
to director Roger Vadim.

True Value Days
Prices Good Thru Feb. 25th

P<WEXANIC S

EL:Es:TR/PAC

2 for

6.00

3.00

7-Outlet Multi-Switch is <deal

for electronic equipment
ii
ni.. 7F,
With built-in circuit breaker. 3-wire cord

Lubricant

2.00
Heavy -Duty Retractable Utility Knife otters 9 positrons with
2 extra universal blades Nonslip
retractable button

THE WORLD'S ONLY TRUE MID-SIZED PICKUP
KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

VAlue:Brighi

"IMAGPQ•LIA

3.9L V-6 ENGINE. Optional engine with 195
lbs.-ft. of torque and up to 5,900 pounds of
towing capacity, when properly equipped.t
4

3-ACROSS SEATING. More total head, shoulder, and hip room than any standard
compact.

9.00
5.00
Enameled Wood Toilet Seat

OPTIONAL 8 FOOT LONG-BED. Plenty of
room for a 4x8 sheet of plywood, with tailgate
closed And up to 2,550 pounds of payload,
when properly equipped.

is easy to install yourself Long
lasting multiple-coat finish, noncorrosive hinges. White

48-In. Fluorescent Workshop Fixture includes a 3-wire
cord, plug, and a hanging chain
set Bulbs not included

1.00
48 -In. 40W
Tube

Fluorescent

provides energy -efficient
soft, white light Ideal for workshop
kitchen areas, garage etc

Value-gright

NOW GET CASH
BACK TOO!

CASIO.

Everything you could
want in a small pickup
comes in the popular
mid -sized Dakota_ The
room, the power, the
hauling capacity, and
now — the savings.
For starters, get S1000
cash back when you
purchase a Dodge
Dakota from stock, including the optional long-bed model.*
Dodge Dakota. When nothing less than mia-sized will do.

/
1
4,6

4:1)

Val

Flown Collk•fd<w,
AMMO

.
4111111

Tka114616

/70
7 year or 70.000 mile limited warranty covers
engine powertrain and outerbody rust-through
See the warranty at your dealer Restrictions aDRIY

3.00

1.00
Fluted Basket Coffee
Filters ht most automat

8-Digit Solar Calculator
ithiluies, 005, to read t CO dis-

kis makers 100-ct

play basic function keys

PA4,

,

1.00

3-Pk. Ught Bulbsprownea soft
frosty giow for any •oom Stock up
now on 40,60, 75 or 100W sizes for
your lamps

129.99

Disc

Furnace otters inter
nal thermostat to hold selected
temperature
<sou

iReduced by optionicargoipassenger weight
3300 Cash Back on Oakota-S

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
604 South 12th St. 753-7114
•
it

THE TOUGH
NEW SPIRIT
OFDODGE
CARS • TRUCKS • IMPORTS

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

Phone
753-2571

